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BC participates in AIDS week
AIDS Awareness
Week
By

MIKE QUINN

HEIGHTS, SEPT. 21, 1999: AIDS
DETECTED IN .10 PERCENT OF
BOSTON COLLEGE UNDERGRADUATES! COREY HILL
ASSOCIATION PRESSURES FOR
MANDATORY AIDS TESTING!
An exaggerated scenario?
Definitely. Improbable? Probably.
Impossible? No. Fortunately, most
students are beginning to realize the
possibility of AIDS, according to
Director of Health Services and
AIDS Guideline Committee
member Dr. Arnold Mazur.
"AIDS has finally entered into the
realm of possibility," Mazur stated,
"but the line between 'could
possibly happen' and 'may likely
'happen' is still distant."
This week the administration attempts to narrow this distance and
warn students of the great risk they
face if they choose not to modify
their sexual practices.
Cotncr<J«fgV^vjth' Covernor.
Dukakis' proclamation of October
4-11 as AIDS Awareness Week, a

%

.

number of programs have been set
up to educate the Boston College
community about the threat of Al DS.
The ball got rolling last Thursday
as students were mailed a pamphlet
from the BC Health Services, "AIDS,
Sex, and You," providing factual information about the disease, and a
flyer billing "A Wider Perspective
On AIDS."
Presented by the UGBC and the
AIDS Education Committee, "A
Wider Perspective On AIDS" is a
panel presentation consisting of, as
Assistant Director of Health Services
and AIDS Education Committee
member June Leeming says,"the
most prominent individuals working
with AIDS in the Boston area."
This forum will be held Tuesday,
October 6 at 7:30 in the Robsham
Theatre, followed by a question and
answer session. The program evolved from Father Monan's desire to further teach the community of the
rapidly encroaching threat. The experts participating will be Larry
Kessler, Executive Director of the
AIDS Action Committee of Boston;
Robert Taylor, physician to college
students vvith AIDS; Dr.' "George:
Grady;: Assistant Commissioner of
Massachusetts Public Health, stafe

Leeming said that this will also
supply a chance for the Services to
promote its availability in Cushing
Clinic for counseling for interested
students. "Everything is extremely
confidential," emphasized Leeming.
Mazur echoed the emphasis on
confidentiality, saying that, any student deeply interested would be
AIDS, page 10

Tysbn, has set up many programs to
educate the students.
"Notre Dame does have an AIDS
policy that has been in effect for little overa year," explained the Director of Health Services, Cara Seager.
"The policy follows the ACHA
(American College Health Association) guidelines. This states that we
will treat AIDS according to our
medical knowledge. We also will
treat any person with complete confidentiality and on an individual
basis," she added.
Seager also went on to explain

that Notre Dame Health Services
will be taping a live panel discussion
from Washington off the CSN Network. This program will be shown
at a later date in October at Notre
Dame and will be accompanied by
a discussion.
Seager hopes that this opportunity will not only address the dangers
of the AIDS disease but also the
whole issue of sexuality on campus.
The University of Notre Dame will
be having continual educational
programs about AIDS throughout
the rest of the year.

epidemiologist, and Director of
Massachusetts Center of Disease
Control; and Beverly Hayes, Esq.,
legal expert on AIDS-related rights
and responsibilities.
"These people have a wide variety of perspectives," commented
UGBC President Tim Lum, adding
that he hoped they would encourage
students to confront AIDS and promote discussion and dialogue.
The panel will be moderated by
Vice President of Student Affairs
Kevin Duffy.
The following afternoon, Wednesday, October 7, "AIDS: Beyond Fear"
will be presented by the Health Services between 12:30 and 1:30 pm.
Mazur remarked that this film "can
provide a separate opportunity to a
smaller amount of people" than the
previous night's discussion.

AIDS Awareness Week Events:
AH Week:
AIDS Information Courseware: A touch-screen interactive videodisc educational package available for
use in MacNeil Room in Bapst Library.
?
The School of Nursing is offering private consultations to address questions regarding AIDS. For information call Margaret Murphy, x4250.
?

Monday:
AIDS Awareness Movie. 3 showings at 7:00, 8:30,
and 10:00 in Walsh 6th Floor Lounge. Sponsored by
Walsh AIDS Awareness Committee.
?

Tuesday:
"A Wider Perspective on AIDS," 7:30, Robsham
Theater. Sponsored by UGBC, Office of Student Af?

fairs and Health Services.

Wednesday:
"AIDS Beyond Fear," McGuinn 3rd Floor Lounge,
12:15?1:30 pm. Sponsored by Health Services.
?
"AIDS Awareness?A Perspective in Film," Mod
36A, at 7:30.
?

Thursday:
"Presentation on AIDS: Workplace Issues,"
McGuinn Hall, 5th Floor Lounge, 9:00am?12:00pm.
Sponsored by Professional Development Programs.
?

Jesuit colleges promote AIDS awareness
AIDS Awareness
Week
By LINDA WILENSKI

Heights Assistant News Editor
BC participation in the education
of AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) is a step being
followed by many of the Jesuit
universities across the country.
At the University of Notre Dame
in South Bend, Indiana, the Director of StudentAffairs Reverend David

AIDS committee speaks at BC
Committee. As well as conducting
lectures and distributing literature
Week
and information at colleges, the AAC
BY CHRIS ROCHE
has been active in its attempts to
enlighten people in the business
The AIDS Action Committee of world.
At the moment, the AAC is seekMassachusetts(AAC) Executive
Director Larry Kessler will be at BC ing a director to coordinate its sertomorrow night coordinating a vices and education for those in the
panel presentation in Robsham work place.
Theatre with BC Student Affairs OfIn 1982, Kessler, then a retailer in
fice, Health Services and UGBC.
the Boston area, became increasingKessler is the co-founder of the ly alarmed as to the growing number
AAC and has been associated with of AIDS cases, particularly because
the organization since its origin in some victims were friends or
acquaintances. In 1983, along with a
1983.
Heading a staff of 31 and over few associates, Kessler founded the
1400 volunteers, Kessler oversees all AAC, which existed under the
operations.
guidance of the Fenway CommuniThe AAC is a non-profit corporaty Health Center.
tion intent on providing services to
In 1986, the AAC incorporated.
those afflicted with the AIDS virus
In addition to his involvement
and its related disorders on the local, with the AAC, Kessler is on the
state, and national levels. The AAC
Governor's AIDS Task Force and the
offers housing and financial support Mayor's AIDS Task Force.
to those affected by AIDS, dealing
In May, Kessler received an
with individuals of all ethnic and honorary Ph.D from Simmons Colcultural backgrounds.
lege. Recently he was cited by the
Education in the school and in the Boston Herald as one of the 100
business is a major concern of the most influential individuals in the ci-

AIDS Awareness

Fordham University in New York'
City is also trying to educate the student body about the facts of AIDS.
The Director of Health Services,
Peg McQuillen explained that the
University was sending representatives to an AIDS Education Program at the State University of New
York (SUNY) at Stonybrook this
week.
Fordham University also has an
AIDS policy that is "strictly individual. Fordham has not had to
deal with AIDS at the campus but
we will be supportive of any student
that thinks they may have AIDS. The
student should not panic," stated

McQuillen.
McQuillen said that last year they

had an educator from the New York
City Hospital speak on the subject
of AIDS. However, she said, "there
was not much of a turn out for the
lecture. The students here feel that
it's not going to happen to them.
This is a hurdle that we have to get
over."
Vice President of Student Affairs
at University of San Francisco (USF)
Ed Bell, explained that USF does
have a policy on AIDS that has been
in effect for almost a year.
As far as educating the students at
BC, page 10

ty. He is the recipient of the lassac

Hecker Award given by the Paul is
Center.
Kessler lectures extensively in and
around the Boston area as well as
speaking all around the country.
Recent speaking engagements
have brought him to Los Angeles
and San Francisco. Just this past
week, Kessler served as the
moderator for the Massachusetts
Public Health's annual meeting.
Although the AAC receives aid
from the state and the city of Boston,
the Committee relies mostly on its
own fund raising. A recent Walk For
Life, headed by Kessler took in over
$750,000.

Although Kessler could not be
reached for comment due to his very
busy schedule, he is looking forward
to tommorow night's presentation
and is hoping for a large turnout according to his secretary Dave

Giuliana.

Kessler, along with the entire
panel, will be available following the
presentation to answer the questions
of students.
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BC addresses national problem of daycare
By TOMMY KURTZ
Heights Assistant to Editor
On the national conscience of
corporations, institutions, and on the
minds ofworking parents is the continuing dilemma of day care. Day
care is no longer simply a women's
issue but a growing national problem that remains unresolved in the
workplace and has hit BC.
Recently Dr. Frank Campanella,
University Executive Vice-President,
announced plans for the establishment of a day care center that would
be open by September of 1988.
A permit is currently being sought
after by BC for the project and the
search for a director is under way, according to Dr. Alice Jeghelian,
Director of Professional Development and Human Resources.

The struggle for day care began
back in the early 70's at a time when
increasing numbers of working
mothers entered the workforce. Efforts for the establishment of a day
care center at BC were mainly
grassroots attempts at the time.
Finally, in 1981, a formal effort to
organizea day care center was a proposal in January of that year by Professor Beth Casey, Director of the
Early Childhood Development Program and Donald Riccato, Principal
of the Campus School.
This project was targeted for
special needs as well as regular
preschoolers.
Although the proposal did not go
forward, Father Panuska, the
Academic Vice-President at that
time, did approve a morning
preschool program as a laboratory

school for Education majors in Early Childhood Development.
In September of 1982, the Council's Committee on Women's Role
and Image published a report on the
results of a research study on the
career and lifestyleaspirations of BC
undergraduates. Among their
recommendations was a strong appeal for the provision of a day care
center to help meet the needs of the
increasing number of parents in the
workplace.
In the fall of 1983, the Women's
Resource Center called together a
number of individuals from all over
the university for a one-time meeting
to pool information about the past
and present status of efforts to
establish a center here.
It became clear that interest in
childcare facilities on campus was

Liddy, Hoffman to debate CIA
By TANYA FROEDE

Heights Assistant News Editor
Political activists Abbie Hoffman
and G. Gordon Liddy will engage in
a debate on the Central Intelligence
Agency on Wednesday at 7:30 pm
in Roberts Center.
Hoffman, who has been an activist for the last 20 years, began his
career in the early '60's when he
organized voter registration drives in
the South. He became a prime target
for the Nixon administration when,
in 1968, he demonstrated against the
war in Vietnam outside the

Democratic National Convention.
Hoffman gained more exposure
when he acted as a defendant in one
of the most famous political trials of
the century, the Chicago Seven conspiracy trial.
Although going underground in
1973, Hoffman still remained
politically active.
Presently, Hoffman works with
several environmental groups in the
US, and is working to mobilize opposition to US policy in Central
America.
Hoffman is the author of seven
books. His latest, Square Dancing in

G. Gordon Liddy returns to BC to debate Abbie Hoffman.

even higher than in the past, and that
a united drive was required to make
it a reality.

a variety of sources.

Meanwhile, the Staff Advisory
Senate (SAS) chose to launch an effort of its own on behalf of the
Secretarial and Clerical Staff, whom
it primarily represents in an advisory
capacity, to the Director of Personnel. Many inquiries were received by
the Women's Center, the Personnel
Office, the various Dean's Offices,
the Office ofAffirmative Action, and
numerous individual faculty, staff,
and students.
A momentum was felt and voices
were heard by mid-winter of 1984.
It was at this point that the
Affirmative Action Council voted to
organize a Committee on Day Care
with the goal of studying the entire
situation and making a recommendation by the end of that year.
The proposal was then sent to Dr.
Campanella in July of 1984 in hope
of establishing the center by
September of 1985.
The proposal included a report
that gathered information concerning twenty-five Northeastern institutions with day care programs from

filiated with the Boston Library Consortium, since it was felt that these
institutions had more in common
with BC than other colleges and
universities. The member institutions included BC, Boston University, Northeastern, Tufts, UMASS
Boston, and Wellesley College.
All of the Consortium members,
except BC and Wellesley had a functioning day care center.
Although it has taken two years
before the issue has been formally
addressed, Dr. Jeghelian, who cochaired the Committee with Professor Beth Casey, cites the proposal
as the definite first foot forward in the
establishment of day care at BC.
Institutions are realizing that day
care is not simply a women's issue
but a family need," said Dr.
Jeghelian. "Many families today
need the income of both parents to
survive."
Jeghelian pointed out that
although instituions are increasingly addressing the issue of day care.

the Ice Age, is now available in
paperback. He has also had articles
appear in Parade Weekly and
Esquire.
Liddy first received nationwide attention when he led two raids on the
headquarters of the leader of the
'60's psychedelic movement, Dr.
Timothy Leary.
A Korean War army artillery officer, Liddy entered the FBI as one
of the youngest supervisors at the FBI
national headquarters in the modern By CYNDI TRACY

Ultimately emphasis was placed
on eight institutions that were af-

"
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Gold Key Blood Drive
helps in saving lives

era.

Beginning his political career
when he served in the Nixon administration as Special Assistant to
the Secretary of the Treasury, Liddy
later was Enforcement Legislative
Counsel, and finally was Staff
Assistant.
Liddy served five years of a twentyone year sentence for his role in the
Watergate scandal when he was
fired by President Carter "in the interest of justice."
Today, Liddy owns an industrial
security company. He is a bestselling author and frequently appears on radio, television and the
lecture hall.
Hoffman and Liddy are known
adversaries in the political arena.
The debate will be followed by a
one hour question and answer
period.
"High energy participation on the
part of the audience is encouraged
for an exciting, heated debate," said
UGBC Lecture Series Coordinator
Geoff Smith.
Tickets will be available today
through Wednesday in the UGBC office from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm, and
on Wednesday, at Roberts Center
from 6:00 to 7:30 pm.

Would you spend one hour of
your time if you knew you could
save a person's life?
Last week and the week before,
anywhere you walked on campus
Red Cross signs were there to greet
you. Give blood signs and"I gave
blood" buttons dominate our campus two times every year, the Fall and
Spring.

These slogans and signs are put up
for an important reason: to appeal
to the over 12,000 students, not including faculty, to give blood.
Out of 12,000 students approximately 500 chose to donate blood,
according to Mike Lynch, the Director of the Blood Drive.
The fall Blood Drive, sponsored by
the Gold Key Society, ran from
September 21-27. Blood drawing
took place by the Red Cross in
O'Connell house, while St.
Elizabeth's hospital collected in
Walsh Hall and Keyes North.
Not counting walk-ins, 422 pints
of blood were drawn. A few years
ago, the Red Cross alone was collecting up to 125 pints of blood a day.
Lynch stated, "There are many
people in the Northeast region who
are in dire need of your blood, yet

Voices on the Dustbowl

there is a lack of willingness to
donate only an hour of time. People
cease to understand the importance
that one person does make a difference."
Why then, when it is obvious that
blood is needed, do the students of
Boston College ignore the problem?
"Fear is the main reason why people do not donate," exclaimed
Lynch.
According to Lynch, donating
blood is relatively harmless. For
most people the only side effect is
that one feels a bit tired afterwards.
Within 24 hours, the drawn blood
is completely replaced by the body.
The other most common question
asked is "Will I contract the AIDS
virus from donating blood?" The
answer is clearly no, said Lynch.
Every donor is given a separate
packet with a sterile needle. It is impossible to contract AIDS from
donating blood, he added.
The 1987 Fall Blood drive was not
as great a success as was hoped, said
Lynch, yet the blood donated is
greatly appreciated and widely
needed.
The Spring Blood Drive is
scheduled for February 1-5. Any
questions should be directed to
Gold Key at 552-3497.

By Dan DaSilva and Ken Carty

What would you do if cases of AIDS were discovered on campus?

Louie Maggio

A&S '88
Personally, I wouldn't be
worried. I'm not in that

risk category.

Bill Gilbert

A&S'BB
I'd be more paranoid of it
than I am now.

Sonia Fernandes

Tim Philbin. A&S '88
Tim Lum
SOM '88 Sherman Leland, SOE '88
A&S '88
I'd be concerned, and I'd We would buy two six I would hope that
everyone on this campus
do what I could to help. foot condoms.
would be supportive
towards that individual
who has AIDS.

By DANIEL MCCONNELL

Dukakis Campaign Admits
to the Disclosure of the
Biden-Kinnock Tape
Massachusetts Governor and
presidential hopeful Michael S.
Dukakis acknowledged last week
that his campaign manager, John
Sasso, gave reporters the "attack
tape" which caused the eventual
withdrawl of Senator Joseph R.
Biden Jr. (D-Del) from the
Democratic Presidential race.
The contents of the tape included a speech by British Labor Party
leader Neil Kinnock, and one by
then presidential candidate Joseph
Biden, where Biden was clearly using Kinnock's material without
attribution.
As a result of the disclosure, Mr.
Sasso and another Dukakis aid,
political director Paul Tully, resigned from the Dukakis presidential
campaign.
In a news conference Tuesday, Mr.
Dukakis admitted that he was not

aware of Mr. Sasso's role in the incident and apologized to Senator
Biden for his campaign's involvement in the "whole situation."
However in an earlier news conference, Mr. Dukakis had in fact
denied any involvement by his campaign in making the tape public.
Thisrevelation seriously sets back
the Dukakis campaign since the
governor had been viewed by many
as the most honest and straightforward of those seeking the
Democratic
Presidential
Nomination.
Critics of Mr. Dukakis believe that
under the same scrutiny President
Reagan received about claiming not

I

dollars worth of damage. It was
felt 250 miles away in Las Vegas and
were followed by three giant after
acknowledgment that he never shocks, each measuring more than
knew about Mr. Sasso's actions 3 on the Richter scale.
raises many questions about his
Thursday's quake was the worst
credibility as possible president of since 1971, when a major tremor
the United States.
measuring 6.4 on the Richter scale
ripped through the San Fernando
Schroeder Says No to Valley killing sixty-five people.
Democratic Presidential
After inspecting the areas hardest
hit
by the earthquake, California
Race
Governor
George Deukmejian
In an emotional speech before apdeclared
Whittier
and nearby
proximately 2000 of her constiMonterey
Park
disaster
areas, helpRepresentative
Patricia
tuents,
Schroeder announced last week that ing those citizens to qualify for
she will not be a candidate for the Federal disaster aid.
1988 Democratic Presidential Former T.V. Evangelist Pat
Nomination.
Her decision comes amidst the
dwindling of the democratic party's
list of presidential hopefuls. Many
prominent democrats have either
been forced out of the race due to
scandal or simply have decided not
to run.
In her nearly 25 minute speech,
the 47 year old Congresswoman
from Colorado thanked her sup-

said that during the time
she was considering a presidential
bid she "learned a lot about
America and a lot about Pat
Schroeder, and that's why I will not
be a candidate for President."
Also during her speech,
Schroeder criticized the "process"
of how candidates are chosen. She
said that "we've got to make the
system more open and responsive,
we've got to change the process."
Those predicted to gain the most
from her decision are expected to be
Rev. Jesse Jackson, who will officially declare his presidential bid October 10, and Governor Michael
Dukakis of Massachusetts.
porters and

Robertson Enters Race for
the Republican Presidential
Former television evangelist

Marion G. (Pat) Robertson formally

declared last Thursday that he would
be a candidate for the 1988

Republican
Presidential
Nomination.
In the announcement made from
his former home in the BedfordStuyvesant section of Brooklyn, Mr.
Robertson declared that it was time
for America to return to family
values. Citing the overwhelming
divorce rates and teenage pregnancies as examples, Robertson said
"the greatest crisis facing our country today is the decline of the family
unit."
At times during his announcement, Robertson was drowned out
by the heckling of militant gay
groups who feel threatened by his
emphasis on family values.

As the Bork Hearings
Close, Key Senators
Declare Their
Earthquake rips through After twelve daysOpposition
of testimony
Los Angeles
from more than 100 witnesses, the

A severe earthquake measuring
6.1 on the Richter scale ripped
through the Los Angeles area last
Thursday killing 6 people, injuring
100 more and tens of thousands of

Senate hearings forjudge Robert H.
Bork's confirmation to the Supreme
Court finally came to a close last
week with many key undecided
Senators declaring their opposition
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Bork's confirmation!
Uncensored," the anti-Sandinista
So far, 11 Senators have announced their intentions to vote against newspaper La Prensa began printing
Bork's confirmation. Among them in Nicaragua last week. In a similar
are Senators Lloyd Bentsen of Texas, feat a few days later, the Nicaraguan
Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania, J. Catholic radio station began
Bennett Johnston of Louisiana, rebroadcasting after 21 months of
David Pryor of Arkansas, and Terry silence.
The return ofboth the opposition
Sanford of North Carolina, who
newspaper and the radio station are
were viewed by the Reagan Administration as crucial votes for the first pieces of evidence that the
Bork's confirmation. Bentsen in par- Communist government
in
ticular was an important vote since Nicaragua is committed to the
he carries a lot of influence in the democratic provisions called for by
the newly signed Central American
still undecided South.
Many of the Bork opponents peace plan.
In a front page editorial, the paper
believe that they already have the
necessary votes to defeat Bork's declared that "In the name of the
nomination. Official Democratic people of Nicaragua, La Prensa tovote counter and Senate Majority day tells the Sandinista Front that
Whip, Alan Cranston, believes the Nicaraguans have never wanted and
Democrats currently have enough do not want a Communist-style
totalitarian dictatorship."
votes to defeat Bork.
Another editorial vowed that La
Even some over Bork's supporters
Prensa
would rather shut down than
believe President Reagan is waging
subject
be
to any renewal of censoruphill
an
battle. Republican Senator
ship
like
the
type it operated under
Richard Lugar of Indiana, a staunch
Reagan and Bork supporter was for four years until it was closed in
1986.
quoted as saying "I think it's doubtThe first broadcast on the Catholic
ful that the President can turn some
minds around. But on the other radio station was a taped interview
hand, the President has been very with Miguel Cardinal Obando y
persuasive on occasion, and that's Bravo, a staunch anti-Sandinista
critic. In the interview, the Cardinal
his only course right now."
regarded
the reopening of the
However there still exists some
Catholic
radio
station and La PrenSenators who have not decided.
Among them are Democrats Dennis sa by the Nicaraguan government,
DeConcini of Arizona and Alabama as "positive steps" and added that
Senator Howell Heflin. Both of he expected the radio station to play
which Rave been lobbied extensive- an important role in Nicaraguan life.
ly by President Reagan to vote for
Bork's confirmation.
The Senate Judiciary Committee Please note that all BC adwill vote Tuesday whether to recom- ministrative telephone
exmend Bork's confirmation to the entensions
have
prefix
552
tire Senate. The Senate has the Constitutional authority to confirm or re- not 558. The residence
ject a Presidential nominee.
phones in the dorms are
to

Nicaraguan Opposition assigned to the 558 exNewspaper and Radio Station change as well as other
business firms in the
With its debut headline reading Newton area.
Reopn

Briefs
News

to have known about the Iranian
arms profits being diverted to the
Nicaraguan Contras, the Dukakis

Nominat
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"The People Triumph; La Prensa
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'Exploitation' discussed at pro-life lecture
By CYNTHIA HEANEY

Abortion is not a solution to be
taken lightly. This is the view that
Lorijo Nerad, National President of
Women Exploited by Abortion,
recently propounded on her
September 29 visit to Boston
College.
Nerad was invited to speak by the
Pro-Life Coalition of Boston College.
"Every abortion has two victimsthe unborn child and its mother,"
began Nerad. The central argument

of her speech was the women are
"exploited" and "unsuspecting
because they are kept in the dark as
to the after-effects of abortion."
These after-effects can include
anything from severe depression and
suicide attempts to loss of the ability to have children.
Nerad is a victim herself. In 1976,
she became pregnant when she was
only in her twenties and already a
mother of two. The family was on
welfare because her husband had
lost his job due to an injury. Their

For years afterwards she was
depressed and even tried suicide
several times. "The truth is hard to

caseworker made them feel guilty
and repeatedly pressured Nerad to
get an abortion. She finally agreed,
but now feels she was "sucked into
lies."
She experienced great pain during the abortion and was offered no
medication for the pain. Then there
was emptiness, as the abortion
"takes a piece of you with it."
After her abortion, she developed
infections and had to have a
hysterectomy. She would never be
able to have another child.

face that that child will never be
again," she said.
In 1983, she met Women Exploited by Abortion, orWEBA. Since
then, she has worked out some of
her guilt in counselling other
women who have made the same
mistake, or are thinking about it.
WEBA, a Michigan-based radical
group, believes in Christian principles and in "non-violent direct action." They sponsor protests and
marches in support of the Pro-Life

'Arms' teaches Catholicism
by CATHIE GRIFFIN

Almost everyone had a different
reason for coming to "With Open

"With Open Arms," a program
designed for those who would like
to learn more about the Catholic
church, held its first meeting last
Tuesday.
Sponsored by the University
Chaplaincy, the meeting was led by
Kerry Maloney and Father Bob
VerEeke, two chaplains of Boston
College. It was held at Barat House

Arms." A resident of Brookline said
that she wanted a refresher in the
Catholic religion.
One student came to the meeting
by recommendation of her
Theology professor. Another student
said, "I dori't know what it really
means to be Catholic."
When Maloney asked everyone in
the group to try to remember his first
experience or impression of church,
the answers given were varied, ranging from humorous to serious ones.
Father VerEeke described his experience of almost choking on his
communion wafer at the age of
seven, while a student described the
sense of mystery and confusion she
felt in church as a child.
Part of the discussion included a
history of the Church. Maloney and
Father VerEeke traced the path of the
Church from its rather rigid outlooks
in the 1600's to its transformation by
Vatican II in the 19605.
The history of Catholicism is an
important factor in any quest for
knowledge about the religion, said

on Newton campus.

"With Open Arms" is for "nonCatholics interested in inquiring
about the Catholic Church," for
"those who are members but have
not been active for a period of time,"
and for "those who wish to gain
more knowledge of their faith and
deepen their commitment." It is also
an opportunity to develop ties with
others and to form friendships.
The people who attended the
meeting ranged from freshmen to
graduate students of BC, to a few
residents of neighboring towns. The
diverse number of religions
represented included Lutheran,
Catholic, Methodist and Unitarian.
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Calaman sauteed in our own
Sauce served over Fetuccine
SEAFOOD MARINARA
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Shrimp. Calamari & Scallops in Roberts Marmara Sauce
served over Linguini
SHRIMP NICOLE
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Tender Shrimp wrapped in Prosciutto and Sauteed in
Marsala Wine
SCALLOPS KATHLEEN
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SCAMPI COL POMODORO FRESCO
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Shrimp sauteed with Fresh Tomatoes. Carlic. Mushrooms
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VEAL SALTIMBOCCA
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Sauteed Veal covered with Prosciutto Mushrooms
Mozzarella & Madeira Wine
CHICKEN CARBONARA
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It is a historical and agricultural
festival. It represents both the
journey of Israel through the desert
after the exodus from Egypt as well

knowledge and fellowship.

-r

as the final gatherings of fruit and
produce of the year.
The Hillel of Boston College will
undergo the construction of such a
booth with the traditional fruits and
branches. The student body is invited to join in on the construction
and celebrations to follow.
The constructions will begin on
Wednesday, October 7th, at 2:00
pm in the dustbowl. Services will
be held at 6:00 pm and a party will
follow in McElroy 111 to end the
day's festivities. All are invited to
attend.

Sukkos, also called The Festival
of the Tabernacle, begins this
Wednesday night.
It started when the Isrealites were
wandering in the desert. The Lord
spoke to Moses and told him that on
the fifteenth day of the seventh
month, they were to take fruits and
other produce to make a booth and
celebrate with a feast for seven days.
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Although WEBA itself is not
responsible for actions against abortion clinics, Nerad was present at the
burning of one building. She was arrested and charged with complicity
for saying "So what?" when the
building fell down.
Nerad closed her speech by denouncing those doctors that performed abortions, and who have no
restrictions whatsoever.
She pointed out that it is lawful to
abort a baby up to nine months old,
when at six months the baby is ful-

"With Open Arms" will be
holding five more meetings, on Tuesday nights from 6:30-8:00. The last
meeting will be on November 3.
At each meeting there will be a
different topic covered, each
presented by a different chaplain of
Boston College.
Topics include "Social Ethics" on
October 27 by University Chaplain
Reverend Jack Dinneen, SJ and
"Conscience Formation/Faithful
Dissent" on November 3 by Sebastian Moore, OSB.
Maloney stressed that all are
welcome to come to just one or to
every meeting of "With Open
Arms." The meetings promise to be

Appetizers

shnmp Scampi
Calaman Aglio & Olio.
Saute.

Movement.

Maloney.
The meeting ended with group
members suggesting ideas for further topics of discussion. These included the narrow-minded view of
the Church on sexual morality and
on feminism; the Holy Spirit [what
exactly is it?]; and the role of Scripture in the Church.

interesting

ly formed. She also stated that abortions are performed every twenty
seconds, or about 4,500 a day.
There was a short question and
answer period after the speech.
When asked if her views changed in
light of rape or incest, she said they
did not.
"God gave every created being the
right to life. That child did not ask
to be conceived," said Nerad. In
case of danger to the mother, every
precaution should be taken for both,
she added.
Anne Kelleher, President of the
Pro-Life Coalition of Boston College,
applauded Nerad's speech. "I
thought it was very moving and
touched at the heart of what abortion is. You cannot deny that it is a
baby," she said. As a Catholic, she
feels very strongly about abortion.
Other upcoming events scheduled by the group include speeches by
pro-life activists Bill Cotter, Cardinal
Law, and Bernard Nathansen, director of the movie The Silent Scream.
A trip to the Washington, D.C
Right-to-Life March is also planned.
All interested persons are encouraged to attend.
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AIDS: Learn and Live

AIDS can kill you.
Sounds like a sour message, but it's true. Too many students may
believe that Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome is a distant disease.
That's simply not true. AIDS no longer affects a few distinct population subgroups. Today, the reality is that anyone can contract the disease.
To date, there have not been any reported cases of AIDS among Boston

College students, according to administration officials.
Women Respond to Vasington
What can you do? Learn and live. This week, October 4 -11 has been To the editor:
to further the others. Compared to
people
For
all
were
less pay than men for comreceiving
of
the
who
ofthe
Commonwealth
Week"
in
proclaimed "AIDS Awareness
parable work, inclusive language
fended by Paul Vasington's comMassachusetts by Governor Michael Dukakis. The spirit behind the week mentary in last week's issue of the pales in immediate significance. But
Heights ("What he/she thinks about we see it this way: If we cannot take
is education and awareness.
(wo)mankind"), we would like to such a simple step as ridding the
There is an advertisement campaign out that says the only thing question his motives and his man- media of exclusive language, how
ner. Why would a Boston College can we hope to make more
spreading faster than AIDS is rumors about AIDS. The best way to comstudent take an issue of such impor- challenging advances?
bat that unfortunate trend is through education.
Leigh Panettiere '88
tance as inclusive language, and
light
make
that
point
of
it
to
the
it
Maura Embler '88
the
"Four H"
AIDS Awareness Week is not a series of programs for
appears ludicrous? The UGBC's in(Homosexuals, Hemophiliacs, Haitians, and Heroine Addicts) high risk stitution of an inclusive language
policy is a long-hoped-for step To the editor:
groups. It is a program aimed at the entire population. AIDS now aftoward facing the problem ofsexism
Doesn't Paul Vasington have
fects everyone in society. While only a small minority of the populaanything better to do with his time,
in our campus.
Supporters of inclusive language other than writing smart-aleck,
tion has AIDS or AIDS-related complex, many more know someone with
no intention of changing any uncalled-for commentaries? His rethe disease. AIDS victims and their families may live in our hometowns. have
word to the point of stripping it of cent commentary in inclusive
its historical value. We appreciate language was insulting to all
AIDS is everywhere.
the fact that Mr. Vasington's article women. Despite what Mr. Vasington
Recent statistics show that the rate of infection among homosexual was meant to be humorous as well thinks, inclusive language is an imas sarcastic, and that is why he inportant issue for most women on
males has leveled off. Researchers attribute this to the homosexual comcluded his "sample of inclusive this campus. For example, Mr. Vasmunity's level of awareness about the disease. There are programs, speech," changing names like ington, perhaps if your sex had not
and Letterman to systematically excluded women
counseling, health clinics and informal education, all aimed at making Heineman
"Heineperson" and "Letterperson." from politics and law 200 years ago,
the homosexual community aware of the dangers of the disease and, That's funny, Paul. But aren't you, in the Declaration of Independence
more importantly, how to avoid contracting the disease. AIDS Awareness essence, ridiculing the intention of would have been written by the
publishers, and speakers to Founding Fathers and Mothers.
Week will bring similar information to the general population as well. writers,
simply acknowledge the presence of Does this seem so absurd to you?
both men and women among their Despite the gains women have
Boston College is joining in the state-wide effort to educate it's camlisteners? What could possibly be made in gaining equality in many
pus community about AIDS. The University is sponsoring a number of wrong
with being open-minded spheres, we still have very far to go.
enough
to recognize that a large porSomething like a decision to indiscusevents, from interactive computer software programs to lectures to
tion of a speaker's audience (the stitute inclusive language may seem
sions.
female populations of BC is 57 pertrivial to you, but it is of huge (if oncent)
ly symbolic), importance to all
is
not
the
same
sex
as
the
students
involved
the
the
is
urge
programs
University
We
to get
in
women. The English language, as it
speaker? Not to realize the imporoffering. Some may complain that the University is not doing enough. tance of inclusive is to be oblivious has been spoken tor centuries, has
and recorded by
They may say that other colleges distribute safe sex kits to their students to the fact that a message must be been that as spoken
received favorably by as much of the men. What's wrong with some
for free. It is the duty of the school to promote education. This includes audience as possible in order to be changes, especially in light of the
received at all.
fact that women have finally emergeducation about AIDS.
understand,
also,
that Mr. Vased out of their historical silencing at
We
It is not, however, the duty of Boston College, a Jesuit university, to ington
was trying to make a point
the hands of men? I'm not a "millisarcastically,
when
he
"Forget
wrote,
tant feminist," but I am concerned
provide its students with contraceptives. Nor do we at The Heights see
about equal pay for equal work, ridabout the "little sexist things," like
our role on campus as a branch of the Boston Phoenix pharmacy chain. ding our language of sexist words is everyday
language, which continue
our society. Let the decipervade
to
important!"
this
there
inside.
may
far more
We took this
issue,
is no toy surprise
Dig as you
in
to
use
inclusive language rest;
we
sion
mean,
agree,
and
that thereare
You will find extensive coverage of AIDS Awareness Week and of tomany other
after all, Mr. Vasington, according to
more pressing issues that
the AIDS issue in general in this issue. In addition, we intend to cover must be dealt with before equality you, we "poor women" need all the
help we can get (especially with
men and women is attainthe issue of AIDS as it affects universities and colleges in future issues. between
ed. However, we think it is people like you around).
Kathy Adams
Information and education are vital to containing the spread of the worthwhile to point out that making
a joke out of one issue is not the way
SOM '88
disease. We urge you: Learn and Live.

Heights Editorial Policy

Editorials are written by the editor in chief and are based on the opinion of a majority of
the editorial board named above. Commentary and opinion ?in news sports and on the
op-ed page are labeled commentary opinion, or news analysis and are the opinion of the
author. Entertainment reviews and advice/opinion columns in the Review section are the opinion of the author. Comment and opinion do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the editorial
board or of The Heights Inc.
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Commentary

Rev. William M.J. Driscoll, SJ

Sex, Advertising, and AIDS
I was about to write and comment

on the condom advertising debate
when the TV Networks threw in the
towel, and announced their own
solution: NBC and CBS would allow
their individual stations to accept
condom advertising while ABC
would run its own 30 second public
service spots, providing sex health
education. Certain restrictions were
included, e.g., to be shown only
after 11 pm. The ABC solution is certainly the better, if one is forced to
choose.
After a little thought, I decided to
write anyway.
As it turned out, our friends the
Planned Parenthood sexists, have
forced the issue again. They have
been pushing the case that television, in addition to the usual suggestive dramatic material and spicy,
sexy dialogue, ought to mention
contraceptives, and even have paid
sex condom ads.
As the Jusuit magazine,
AMERICA, pointed out: "In that way
susceptible youth will no longer get
the immoral idea from television
that they are entitled to free sex
without observing contraceptive etiquette. . . If you are going to be irresponsible, at least be responsible
about it. . . That is the reduction to
absurdity our youth must now learn
from television.
"I have tried to imagine," the
writer continued, "how contraceptives could be introduced into
tender love scenes without cooling
their ardor. . . here is one modest
effort:
"Oh, Bob, like. . uh. . .I like you
a lot.'
'Oh, like, wow! Can you,
like. . .prove it?'
"Well. . uh. . .I'd like to, you
know, but, you know with all the
nasty things about and all, I
. . like, are you prepared?"
'You know it baby,... like,
uh...always prepared, semper

mean.

paratus!

'I knew you would be. . .You're so
clean. . .too.'
Soft fade into commercial
for

neat. .

?

prophylactics."
Well, what was I originally going
to say? First, I was going to point out
that tha Catholic Church teaches
that contraceptive sex, either within
or outside of marriage, is immoral,
and that premarital sex likewise is
seriously against the law of God. To
show condom ads would be to
manifest a disregard for the faith of
the Catholic television viewers. And
let me point out, and more that just
in passing, that the moral argument,
namely that "it" is wrong, that is,
"it" is a sin is all but never
mentioned!
Secondly, ads for condoms would
be quiet and cozy at first, but it
would not take long for them to
become obscene and pornographic.
They are already so in Europe. I have
been told that some of the pushers
of condom ads maintain that the ads
ought to be pornographic and
repugnant. Only that type of an ad
would be effective, it is maintained!
A good example of how things
deteriorate and worsen is what happened here in Baltimore and
throughout Maryland in the
Maryland Planned Parenthood's
Valentine Day campaign for use of
condoms. The organization gave
away white, heart-shaped boxes containing five colored condoms, plus
a poem on the virtues of contraceptives, and a pamphlet explaining
how they should be used. All this for
free! Spokespeoplefor the organization were quoted in The Baltimore
Sun as saying it was "a light touch,"
that it was "cute," and"a kind of
sexy gift. . a heart full of condoms."
Something to bring home and present to your spouse or lover!
Thirdly, condom ads would open
up the proverbial Pandora's box.
Organizations like Planned Parenthood would soon be advertising for
abortion "clinics" on TV once con?

dom ads were shown. There would
be nothing to stop advertisement for
other forms of contraception and
ultimately for abortion mills. I need
hardly add that the next steo woulH
be euthanasia-on-demand, "deathwith-dignity", for those of us who
missed abortion and were successfully born, and survived to an
age when we might be in the way
of some selfappionted legislature or
court.

Advertizing condoms on TV is
"shortsighted, self-defeating and a
false solution to a serious moral problem," said Monsignor Daniel Hoye,
the U.S. Catholic Conference
general secretary. Airing the ads give
"implicit encouragement to the permissive and immoral behavior" inherent in such ads, and "will do
more harm than good."
Of course, the whole problem
gets complicated and emotionalized by the introduction of the AIDS
crisis. The U.S. Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop said that the concern
for prevention of AIDS aquired
immune deficiency syndrome
"overwhelms other considerations
in the debate on whether to run the
TV condom ads." He added that
"condoms were the best means-of
preventing AIDS." But as the
Catholic Review here in Baltimore
pointed out: "so far a convincing
case has not been made that ads for
male contraceptives would deter the
spread ofAIDS." For example, would
advertising make more people aware
of the devices and their uses? Hardly. The products are readily and conveniently available. Drug stores,
bars, restaurants, and even gas stations are outlets. Male contraceptives are not an unknown commodity in need of a sales pitch. "And,
contraceptive devices are not 100
percent effective." Condoms tear,
leak, and can be penetrable by extremely small cells and viruses. The
AIDS virus has an extremely small
?

?

Commentary Dan McConnell

Character only criteria

recent withdrawal of
Joseph
R. Biden (D-Del)
Senator

With the

from the Democratic Presidential
race, it appears that one of the many
criterion by which our nation has
historically qualified a candidate's
credibility, the candidate's character,
has apparently been reduced to this
country's only criteria.
This observation is displayed by
the fate former Colorado Senator
Gary Hart's presidential campaign
experiencedwhen questions about
his infidelitycame into public focus.
Hart's potential effectiveness as
president of the United States was
judged soley through the clouded
lenses of this one incident, instead
of properly being judged against the
backdrop of his accomplishments as
a Senatorand his ideasfor thefuture.
During the past fifteen years, our
country has steadily moved towards
this unfortunate and incomplete
method by which we now judgeour

candidates'future abilities. In 1972
Thomas F. Eagleton of Missouri lost
the Vice Presidential nomination
after thedisclosure he had received
shock treatments. Also in 1972, emotional problems forced Maine
Senator Edmund S. Muskie to
withdraw from the Presidential race.
Finally, and most memorably,
Massachusetts Senator Edward M.
Kennedy lost his party's nomination
in 1980 over the incident at
Chappaquiddick.
I am afraid that this new method
of weeding-out 'unworthy' candidates may be getting too selective.
By electing the most morally
outstanding person, say a candidate
without any unfortunate past, we
may be doing so at the expense of
sound leadership for this country.
To illustrate this, consider what
might have happened to President
John F. Kennedy's Presidential campaign
already set back by being
?

Understanding homosexuality
To the editor:
Would you please explain what
was meant by "Lost the keys to that
dark closet and they're still locked
inside ."? {Dear John, September

2d

Let me just say, that the environCollege often does
not make it easy for a homosexual
to exist freely here. There is a larger
number of homosexuals at BC than
is thought by most. And there are a
large number of heterosexual people attempting to understand and
deal with them and with the issue
ofhomosexuality. We need to bridge
the gap between the homosexual
community and the heterosexual
community here at Boston College.
Why is the attempt at understanding
and peaceful co-existance being
neglected by so many?
ment at Boston

The Lesbian and Gay Community of Boston College does exist to
help the homosexuals with this problem. But what about the heterosexuals? Should we establish a support
groupfor heterosexual people dealing with homosexuality; to help
with the issue of gay friends, to help
their understanding, and to simply
inform about the issue? Or what
about holding heterosexualhomosexual raps to get both groups
entertwined, discussing, and,
hopefully, someday co-existing
harmoniously.
But even before any of these things
get off the ground we can each help
by openingour minds to ALL sides
of the issue. We must each do our
part.

Concerned at BC

a Catholic

if voters knew about
him then what we know about him
today. Surely he would not have had
the opportunity of ever being regarded as one of our nation's greatest
presidents if news about his
womanizingwas interpreted under
the same light by which the public
currently views such revelations.
Consequently, where would our nation be today if this new process
prevented J.F.K. from ever winning
the presidency?
The same question applies to
Franklin D. Roosevelt and a score of
other public officials in our nation's
history whose personal lives when
viewed under today's standards may
have proven detrimental to their
campaigns for public office.
Will our country be guaranteed an
excellent president if it continues to
look soley upon a candidate's apparent character as being a fair judge
of their future effectiveness? Well,
maybe, but consider the Presidency of Richard Nixon. Nixon was
elected with no apparent character
flaw, yet he committed a terrible
crime while in office.
I believe our country must not
allow potentially effective leaders to
be lost to a political process which
isolates their past mistakes, views
them as serious character flaws, and
therefore causes them to withdraw
from a political race. Instead, I
believe our country should take a
candidate's past and view it in its
proper perspective; against the
backdrop of their history as a public
servant. In that same light, I believe
our country must not allow potentially disastorous failures be disguised as strong candidates and elected
to political office without looking at
their past history as well. By viewing a poor candidate's apparent
unflawed character in relation to
theirflawed past as a public servant,
our country will certainly see them
?

diameter! "If availabity under false

or exaggerated claims of safety encourages the use of condoms, then
public health is even more en-

dangered."
We are reminded once again that
there is no truly 100 percent safe way
of having sex with a male or female
who has AIDS. There is a solution,
though, which is more simple and
virtuous. It is called chastity and
monogomy. These yirtues, the
Baltimore Catholic Review points
out, are "more that morality; they
are good public health policy."

Besides AIDS, the problem of

pregnant, unwed, teenage mothers

faces the nation. In .1984, unwed
mothers counted for more than 20
percent of all babies bom in the U.S.

Unwed, teenage mothers represent
a special problem. "Babies having
babies!" The U.S. welfare cost of
these unwed pregnancies is presently $16.6 billion a year. And goingup!
James R. Kelly, professor of
sociology at Fordham University,
NYC, has pointed out that "the immediate result of recent studies by
the Alan Guttmacher Institute and
the National Reserch Council
both organizations have Planned
Parenthood philosophies will be
the contention that empirical data
show the need to provide teen-agers
with contraceptives by all means
possible." Nevertheless, Dr. Kelly
stresses, "little of the data supports
the idea that more vigorous promotion of contraceptives in schools will
lessen teen-age pregnancy rates."
Nor, may I add by the same criteria,
will such promotion lessen the increase of AIDS.
?

of character. A sex-education course
in which the issues of right and
wrong do not occupy center stage
is an evasion and an irresponsibility.
To make sex out to be something less
special and powerful than it is, is a
dodge and a lie. To have matters of
sex treated well by adults whom
students and their parents trust
would be a great improvement on
the curriculum available on the
street and television. Two thousand
years ago Aristotle gave us the
prescription: Expose children to
good character and invite its imitation. Contemporary psychology
finds that it still works."
What, then, in summation? Well,
I can assume that none of us wants
to get AIDS, nor (if we are women)
wants to get pregnant out of marriage, nor (if we are men), to get someone other

than our wife

pregnant.
I submit that TV condom ads are
not the sure answer to any of these

situations.
Education is certainly a part of
it but it must be the right kind of
education, by theright people, at the
right time and it does not include
handing out contraceptives in
school clinics or anywhere, nor does
it consist in advising abortions, once
?

?

pregnant.

?

Parents, educators, social workers,
clergymen
and God Himself, all
have a person-role to play in the
education which is necessary.
In the end, the position of the
Catholic Church is the only one
which covers all the angles, and is
the only real aid in avoiding AIDS,
as well as helping in Aquiring the infinite Divine Syndrome, namely the
AIDS which is our salvation.
Briefly, it tells us: "Stay a virgin, mary
a virgin, and stay faithful to your
?

William J. Bennett, the U.S.
Secretary of Education, in an adress
. on January 22, 1987, entitled "Sex
and the Education of our Children,"
had this to say: "Sex education is

spouse.
Rev. William M.}. Driscoll, SI is a
memberof the Jesuit Community at
Loyola College in Baltimore,

about character and the formation

Maryland.

as what they truely are and properly discourage them from continuing
their campaign.
To effectively determine a candidate's worthiness for public office
the American people must be
educated about all the candidates.
To fulfill this education, the media,
who already reports every move the
candidates make, must take the
responsibility of bringing all the
news about the candidates good
or bad
to the voters without placing any value on it; for the people
must determine its value under the
above established criteria. In allowing the public to do so, the media
must devote equal time to the candidate's past achievements as a

public official when reporting a
mistake, so the mistake can be interpreted in its proper context.
While luckily no candidate has
been unduly weeded out of the
Presidential campaign as of yet, I am
afraid that this incomplete criteria for
judging a presidential candidate
may be brought too far and end up
hurting our country. I agree that we
must never elect someone with a
past so marred that he or she might
hurt our country, but when determining this we must not let a true
leader slip through our country's
fingers simply because a mistake
was interpreted without fully considering that candidate's past

?

?

performance.
'

Angry?
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Fire off letter to the editor.
All letters submitted to The
Heights must be signed. Letters
must be limited to 500 words,
and be typed. Please include a
phone number and address for
verification. Mail to:
To the Editor:
The Heights, McElroy 113
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
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Women's Issues Committee sparks interest
By WILLIAM LACH
Due to the significant role that the
UGBC Committee on Women's
Issues has begun to play on campus
and the large response that it has
receiving, the Heights spoke recently with UGBC Director of Women's
Issues Leigh Anthony about the
committee, what it hopes to achieve,
and feminism in general.
The Heights: What is the Women's
Issues Committe at Boston College?
Leigh Anthony: The main objective
of women's issues is to promote
gender equality and awareness on
campus. That's basically what we're
striving for. Along with gender
equality, important issues that have
to be addressed are inclusive
language, acquaintance and date
rape, women's safety, and health

that BC is a male-oriented campus,
and I think that's one of the reasons
why women's issues is needed
because so many women don't feel
as though there are as many
women's resources to turn to.
The Heights: To what do you attribute the new interest in women's
issues on campus?
LA: It's not a new interest, it's just
a newly sparked interest. In other
words, the last women's issues committee was in 1981. Basically, Tom
Hucker, who is the president for

BCMassPIRG, came up with the
idea, unaware that it had existed
before and brought it up with Tim
Lum and Dave Masters. And that's
how it became a part of Tim's campaign; Suzy Muscato also had it on
her campaign. Those platforms
fostered a lot of interest and it started
becoming an issue in the presidenissues.
tial forums, and the Heights. Also,
The Heights: Why is there need for because of the inclusive language
Women's Issues; can't women learn problem last year, and the subseabout these subjects on their own? quent letters to the Heights the proLA: There's a need for women's blem sparked a lot of interest. It was
issues because it's not an area which a situation that definitely needed to
the universityfocuses on so the stu- be addressed, and once it started bedent government took advantage of ing brought out, more and more
this opportunity to address issues people were interested.
which concern basically the majoriThe Heights: You said that there was
a women's issues committee at BC
ty of the student population.
The Heights: Well, why isn't there before. Do you think that your new
a need for a Men's Issues Commitcommittee will fade out. iust like the
previous one did?
tee at Boston College?
probably
a Men's LA: I think that there will probably
LA: I think that
Issues Committee would be a great be years in a certain point down the
benefit to the campus. I think that road when maybe a women's board
if a group of men would get together is not in effect, just as much as any
and organize a group on campus, other cabinet position on UGBC.
that they could actually achieve a lot But I definitelyfeel that it will remain
for gender relations and gender strong for at least the immediate
future, and I think that if we keep an
equality.
interest in it, and there's definitely
The Heights: Although Boston College is 58 percent women, do you a need for it, it will still exist.
think that this is a very male-oriented The Heights: A couple people I've
spoken with think that women have
campus?
I
definitely.
definitely
Oh,
LA:
think lost much of the romantic, chivalric

idea of womanhood through the
feminist movement.
LA: Well, I think that the purpose
behind feminism is achieving a
gender equality. That's the basic jist
of it; so to say you're losing anything
by trying tocreate an equal position
for yourself I think would be erroneous. But maybe what you're
talking about losing is having
cigarettes lit for you, doors opened
for you, meals paid for, and you have
to understand that if you're going to
have those things done, that there's
also going to have to be a type of
subconscious message that's saying
that this person is dependent, this
person can't open their own doors,
this person can't pay for their own
food, this person can't do those
things or doesn't at any rate and it
creates a situation where the woman
is put in a position either as submissive or inferior because she can't
or doesn't do those things. When
that happens, that's going to affect
the way that women are viewed. It's
a very thin line, but it definitely affects the subconscious and our
preconceptions of women.
The Heights: The work of Gloria
Steinem and other feminist activists
during the 60's has caused many
people to say that women have
reached equality; there's nothing left
for today's woman to fight for.
LA: I think that there are too many
people that label this the postfeminist era, and I think that that's
a big mistake. Basically, feminism is
not a word to be afraid of. What
feminism means is genderequality,
so most people have this horrible
idea of what a feminist is. That's
definitely a media image which is
due to a lot of radical feminists that
they've decided to focus upon and
that's not necessarily what feminism
is?calling this post-feminist era
would just be wrong because we

Kaplan puts
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you in scoring I
position. I
Want a touchdown on the SAT, LSAT, GMAT, MCAT,
GRE, NTE, CPA, or others? If so, you want Kaplan.
We're the undefeated leaders in the test prep field.
Number one since we started 50 years ago.
Since then, we've helped over one million students
increase their scoring power. We've taught them how
to tackle "test nerves." How to use winning test-taking
strategies. How to scramble through exams with an
eye on the clock.
So don't wait on the sidelines. Avoid getting sacked
by the SAT, LSAT, GMAT, MCAT, GRE, NTE, or CPA, by
getting on the team with the best scoring record in the
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and the Jan. GMAT
Newton Center
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have not achieved gender equality
in 1987. We just haven't yet. In other
words, we have gotten as far as to
come close to economic equality, as
far as jobs go, but even we haven't
gotten that far yet; let alone social
equality which we still haven't
achieved; so, I think that there's a
definite need for it. I think one of the
reasons why it's kind of slacked off
so much is because now that
women can get into the workforce
and can get to be in executive positions they feel that they've gotten
enough for themselves and don't
realize that there's a whole community of women out there that
need to support each other?their
motives may have become a bit
individualistic.
The Heights: You said that the media
has created a horrible picture of
feminists in people's minds. Has the
Women's Issues Committee received any negative reactions?
LA: We have had some negative
feedback, but we've had an incredible amount of positive feedback.
When the cabinet position was being reviewed by the senate, one of
the senate members asked Carolyn
DeverfVice President for Women's
Issues, UGBC),"Why do you feel that
there's a need for this position?do
you hate men?" Now the immediate
response in someone's mind should
be that if someone takes that type of
attitude there's even a bigger need
for the position. However, what
Carolyn's response was, which I felt
was very appropriate,"No. Do you
hate women?" It's simply a supposition that people have in their mind
that if women are for gender equality
that obviously means that they're a
man-hater which is extremely inaccurate. Extremely inaccurate. We experienced that typeof attitude when
we sent but the inclusive language
letter. We got one response, which

I

?

packed.

The Heights: What upcoming events
are the Women's Issues panel sponsoring this semester?
LA: We're having an abortion
debate, with Dr. Mildred Jefferson
and Nancy Gertner, a representative
of planned parenthood, on October
28. On October 27, we're also having a speaker for the Women's
Alliance against pornography. We're
having a lecture on eating disorders
by Sharlene Hesse-Biber on
November 19. February 9, we're doing a presentation on Women's
Mediated Images called "Killing Us
Softly" with Jean Kilbourne speaking. February 24 we're having Liz
Roman Gelese, thefirst woman Harvard Business School Graduate
speak about the Superwoman Myth,
and March 30, we're having Bella
Abzug, who is one of the main
leaders in the feminist movement.
The Heights: Is there anything else
you would like to add?
LA: The only other thing is that
we've put together a Women's guide
to Boston College and it's going to
all the women in the mail?they've
already started to be sent out and
any men who'd like to get a copy can
pick it up in the UGBC office. We're
really excited about the guide and
hope that it will act as a resource of
information for women of BC.
The Women's Issues Panel is made
Up of Carolyn Dever, Vice President,
Leigh Anthony, Director, and Lydia
Clougherty, Director. The committee meets every other Wednesday at
3:00 in the UGBC office and encourages all interested to attend.
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was a very negative letter. However,
that letter wasn't signed which
speaks for itself. We've had much
more positive feedback, especially
looking at theshowing of Not a Love
Story McGuinn Auditorium was

Alpha Kappa Lambda
(founded in 1914) is a
social mens' fraternity
7
which is represented by
more than 20 colleges
*9F
and universities across
the country. Currently,
AKL is known as one of the fastest growing fraternities in
the country with plans of doubling their number of chapters
within the next five years. We are looking for responsible
and intellegent men, who are willing to become leaders in
a fraternity that is looking forward to a successful future at
Boston College. If your college experience isn't reaching
its full potential, then Alpha Kappa Lamba is your answer.
For more information, please call Colony President Mark
Gagliarki at 558-9241 or stop by Hillsides D-51. An AKL
representative will be on campus between October 6-18.
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AIDS Week promotes student awareness
AIDS Awareness
Week

grant confidential counseling in
Cushing 407 by appointmentas well
as running an informative video in
Cushing 201 during the week.
But how will these programs impact the BC community? The expectations are two-fold. Mazur hopes
that these, as well as much recent
media focus on AIDS, will force
students to do some "hard thinking"
and to "take it seriously enough to
drastically surpress part of their
casual feelings about sex."
Mazur would like to squelch the
notion that it "will happen some
other time," if not to someone else.
He also hopes that the gay population at BC is aware that they are in
a high risk group.
Leeming, speaking as a mother
and a Catholic, as well as a commit-

Continued from page 1
referred to him and he would set up
an anonymous AIDS test off-campus
for that person if desired. The "AIDS:
Beyond Fear" video can be used by
student groups to stimulate discussion about AIDS, for information call
extension 3226.
The following day, Thursday October 8, Faculty Assistance Program
Director Patricia Touzin will offer a
program consisting of factual
medical information on the AIDS, or
HIV virus, as well as some of its
ramifications. This will take place
between 9:00 am and 12:00 noon
in McGuinn.
Also, the School of Nursing will

1

member, would like to see an an understanding that AIDS is
"emphasis on those already sexualeveryone's problem."
ly active to use condoms, but even
more of an emphasis on
Mazur agreed, stating that the
abstinence."
university is going to be supportive
Lum hopes that stereotypes will
toward any future AIDS victim on
get torn down. "AIDS affects a wide
campus, but that hopefully this week
cross-section of society," he said, will help to make the victim's peers
"and I want students to leave with as understanding.
tee

BC joins in AIDS awareness
"The committee is planning to
educate both the students and the
Week
faculty on the facts of AIDS. It is a
touchy issue because the UniversiContinued from page 1
ty of San Francisco is a Jesuit UniverUniversity ofSan Francisco there are sity and speaking about sex is a
many goals that the AIDS committouchy subject. We are trying to adtee has set for themselves this year. dress the subject as upfront as possi-

AIDS Awareness

The University of San Francisco is
planning to educate the resident staff
of the disease by a training class.
They are also planning on having
speakers come to campus to speak
on the subject of AIDS.
The professors at USF of classes
such as sociology and human sexuality have been approched and
many will be dedicating one class
to the subject of AIDS.

HIGH FASHION EXPERIENCE
Retail Opportunities

Will Be Meeting With
Students On

in Higgins

Sign Up

at

-

4:00 f?m

Somethingsyouwill never learn in class aboutretail or high
fashion.
Louisof Chestnut Hill and Boston provides an elegant and
unusual learning experience in fashion retail.
Louis presently has full-time positions available in Mens
and Womenswear sales. We also have full or part-time
positions for Cashiers starting nowand continuing through
the year.
If you are interested in either of these opportunities,please
send us your resume or please call:

BC has responded to the countrywide surge for AIDS awareness by
setting up two committees, one for
AIDS education and one for AIDS
policy.

-

-

October 8
-

ble," said Bell.
He continued, "Before each lecture about AIDS we have a
disclaimer that states that the university abides by the Catholic doctrine.
The best prevention of AIDS is to
abstain from having sex unless you
are married."

\u25a0
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Mazur, Leeming and Lum all
sought to stress the importance of
the role Father Monan has played.
Mazur praised Monan, saying
"the leadership of this school felt the
issue of AIDS was important enough
to start working on it prior to it
becoming a problem at BC. That's
not easy for a conservative school."

_

Room 266

In response to Governor Michael
Dukakis' declaration of the week of
October 4?ll as AIDS week, a
series of lectures, discussions and information sessions have been
organized at BC for the week, all
providing information of the facts of
AIDS. (See related story on this

Paula Baumoel
The Mall at

Gasson 109

Chestnut Hill
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
617-965-6100
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ZBC radio theater hoped to catch interest
By

JENNIFER BUBRISKI

Each Tuesday from 5:30 to 6:00
pm, WZBC broadcasts the Boston
College Radio Theater (BCRT), a
show unlike any other in the Boston
area.

Begun in 1982 by law student
Mike Christian, BCRT still exists today in its original form, that of live

radio drama.
Now a lecturer in the English
Department, Christian considers
radio theater to be a neglected but

Toxic Awareness Day
On Tuesday, October 6, BCPIRG

is beginning their campaign by
sponsoring Toxics Awareness Day on

the Dustbowl.
Despite the presence of hundreds
of chemical contaminants in our
drinking water, the state of
Massachusetts only requires its
municipalities to test for twenty-six
common chemicals. The federal
Safe Drinking Water Act, passed this
summer, requires all communities to
test for 126 common contaminants,
but does not go into effect until
1990.
This semester, tl.c BC chapter of
MASSPIRG aims to correct the
relative lack of testing in
Massachusetts by passing a
statewide law that would increase
the number of tested chemicals in
order to bring Massachusetts in line
with federal standards.
"As residents of the second-most

polluted state in the nation, we can't

wait any longer to see this law passed," says chapter chairperson Tom
Hucker, who is coordinating the
campaign statewide.
"Forty-fivetowns in Massachusetts
have already lost water supplies due
to contamination, and usually the
towns don't start testing their water
until enough residents have suffered
serious health effects," Hucker said.
At the BCPIRG table, survey project coordinator Peggy Kelley and
other students will be conducting a
survey to assess how much BC
students know about the quality of
their water. At that time, students can
also write letters to local state
representatives M. Joseph Manning
and W. Paul White, urging their support for the Safe Water Act.
The act, HB 5367, is currently in
the House Ways and Means
Committee.

TEACH
Full or part-time, certifiable
In severe/profound, mild/moderate
Ideal second job for daytime teacher
Program for autistic young adults
Choose days, evenings, or weekends
S,ar, : «1,000/6

valuable art form.
Unlike television, live radio
engages the imagination of the
listener and makes the audience an
active participant in the show, said
Christian.
"It's like the old Orson Welles programs," says Christian. "It's both
workable and flexible; different
things can be done each week."
Not bound to any one genre,
BCRT has done a western, a science
fiction story, adaptions of Frankenstein, Pride and Prejudice, and The
Olympians, a Greek soap opera told
from the women's point of view.
"If anything, we focus on
melodrama," says Christian. BCRT's
long-running soap opera lane's First
Love is proof of that. Telling the story
of undergraduate Jane Harrington,
the storyline has involved such
episodes as gangsters taking over the
Dean's office.
One of Christian's favorite productions was a two-part program on
Cleopatra. Primarily a comedy, the
production did have some tragic

elements. However, Christian admits in the productions and also serves
that in a live program, it's difficult as vocal coach for the group.
to do tragedy.
BCRT members work as actors,
"People lose their places in the directors, script writers, engineers,
script and have to ad lib lines. An acand run sound effects and
background music.
tor might knock over a microphone
and cause a loud thunderclap durChristian considers the program
ing a love scene. It's hard to keep excellent training for careers in compeople from laughing when things munications and theater. The imlike that happen. That's all part of provisation, he said, is especially
good training.
live radio," said Christian.
"Improvisation is a large part of
Live radio also poses other problems, he added. People are what we do. It can make a scene
sometimes unable to show up for much more natural or save a scene
shows, requiring other actors to when someone misses a cue," Chriscover up to three or four roles in one tian said.
PlayAlthough BCRT has dealt with
One woman covering two roles
some
controversial issues such as
had to talk to herself during one
scene. "The amazing thing was she homosexuality, Christian thinks that
listeners like the program.
was able to do it, and it sounded like
"It's difficult to measure response
people,"
two
said Christian.
Actors join the cast by reading because there's no organized form
from the script at an audition. Most of feedback. We do get calls and like
of the participants are students but to think that, for every call, there's
some are veterans of the theater a hundred listeners. We have a
community. Local Screen Actors broadcast potential of two million,"
Guild President Patricia Pellowsacts said Christian.

Attention Sophomores/Juniors
Boston consulting firm seeks college students for part-time Administrative Assistant positions. Excellent opportunity to gain
valuable business experience by assisting project managers
with various office duties. Great chance for anyone wishing
to work in a fast-paced office environment. Please send
resume or letter to: Carol Boughter or Liz O'Donnell, Corporate Performance Systems, Inc., 727 Atlantic Avenue,

Suite 200, Boston, MA 02111.
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Daycare center to be completed at BC
October 5, 1987

Continued from

page 3

corporations and American
businesses are still way ahead of the
game because they have greater
availability of funds to address the
problem than non-profits.
A recent study by BU on the
changing demographics of working
parents and the workplace reveals
that US business has failed to provide for families and their children.

Two states, California and
Massachusetts, have taken the intiative and have put forth legislation
of their own dealing with the day
care problem.
The California Child Care Intiative, a public-private sector partnership, is a three-year-old project
that plans to increase the supply of
qualified day care providers in

California.

Private and public sources split

Linguists

Career Seminar
A representative from the National
Security Agency will be on campus to
discuss career opportunities for students
majoring in Slavic, Middle Eastern, or Asian
languages. All language majors are invited
to attend.
Date: Oct. 9th
Location: McGuinn Bldg.
3rd Floor
Time: 12N to 2 PM
Lounge

National Security Agency

-Ifflf 7 FtAttn:Meade MD 20755-6000
-

>

An equal opportunity employer.
U.S. citizenship required for applicant and immediate
family members.

the tab on the project to help the
state's resource and federal agencies
to recruit and train new and existing
day care providers, who would then
be licensed, and would run their
own
businesses
in
their
communities.
The Intiative's emphasis on so called "family day care" stems from the
fact that such day care is
underground and unregulated. The
California project is attempting to
tap into thousands of homes already
taking in children and to reach
licensed providers who have dropped out of the system.
A proposed bill involving a public/
private partnership in Massachusetts
would require developers of new

c

the

Heights

already asking to be placed on a
waiting list."
No such waiting list exists.
However, Jeghelian cited there are
roughly thirty to fifty slots available
when the center opens.

commercial and industrial projects
to build on or near child care centers
or pay an annual fee to a state Chi Id
Care Development Fund.
The completed space would then
be provided free to a licensed day
care provider, and priority would be
given to children of low and middle
income employees of the
development.
The proposed location of the
center at BC is the Carriage House
behind Haley House on Hammond
Road with plans to be renovated.
"The biggest problem with the
center will be deciding who would
receive the services, either faculty,
students, or staff," said Jeghelian.
"We've received calls from people

A recent survey revealed that nearly fifty-five percent of working
mothers have children under the age
of six.
The problem of day care is a national issue that will continue to affect young families in future years
unless the efforts of the private and
public sectors work together to
remedy a neglected sore in the
workplace that simply will not go
away.

Robert Quinn, new owner of Pleasures,
offers the following:
\u25a0
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hair styling
hair coloring
complete nail studio
complete facial salon
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Sharon, a registered masseusse,
has joined our staff,
thurs., fri., sat, by appointment
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$10.00 off on all hair services

133 Newbury St./Boston/267-3555
1 Bromfield St./Boston/338-7500
City Hall Plaza/Gov. Center/Boston/523-8500
2 Center Plaza/Gov. Center/Boston/227-3866
111 High St./Boston/338-8422
298 Huntington Plaza/Boston/267-2118
298 Needham St/Newton Highlands/527-8660

1401 Centre St./W. Roxbury/325-5532
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Panel discusses AIDS

Whenyou want tojindyour

Ascended
The
people who happen be on the
other side. They are extraordinary

Masters are not just
to

Boston College will participate in
the statewide AIDS Awareness Week
(Oct. 4-11) by offering "A Wider
Perspective on AIDS," a panel
presentation that will bring together
a variety of state, legal, and medical
officials. The event will take place
on Tuesday, Oct. 6 at 7:30 p.m. in
the University's Robsham Theater
Arts Center.
Panelists will include: Larry
Kessler, executive director of Boston
AIDS Action Committee; George
Grady, MD, assistant commissioner
of Mass. Public Health Department,
state epidemoligist and director of
the Mass. Center for Disease Control; Robert Taylor, MD, a Brookline

L

individuals who have spent many lives
on earth, overcome their karma and
ascended to God.
*
Now they want to help us. They
f£
come with teaching, prophecy, ancient
yr
wisdom, light, energy, mantras, and
scientific techniques to help our
planet and ourselves. Elizabeth Clare Prophet has been their Messenger
since 1964. When the Age of Aquarius dawned, she was delivering their
dictations to the new age movement. Long before it was fashionable
to "connect," she was showing people their Higher Selves. Now she
is stumping across America for Saint Germain's Coming Revolution in
Higher Consciousness...
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Saint Germain on America's
destiny and spiritual alchemy
by the violet flame
Gemstones for the seven
chakras charged by the Lords of
the Seven Rays
Chakra initiations

?

?

?

\u25a0

-

physician working with AlDS-

afflicted college students; and Bever-

ly Hayes, general counsel for the
Department of Public Health and
legal expert on AIDS-related rights
and responsibilities. The event will
be moderated by Boston College
Vice President for Student Affairs
Kevin Duffy.
Co-sponsored
by
the
Undergraduate Government of
Boston College and the Office of
Student Affairs, the panel is part of
a university-wide effort to alert and
educate the campus community
about AIDS.
A question-and-answer period
will follow.

-

\u25a0

Great jobs available now!
c

The "sealing of the servants of
God in their foreheads" by the
emerald matrix Rev. 7
(third-eye initiation)
The healing power of the Seven
Archangels
Dictation by an Ascended Master
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T+ you love Ms
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you

and you have childcare experience, some weekday
mornings or afternoons free and excellent references,
you can earn $5 $7 an hour babysitting.

Elizabeth Clare Prophet

-

Author of The Lost Years of Jesus and Saint Germain On Prophecy

Wed., Oct. 7 Boston The Park Plaza Hotel & Towers
7 pm-midnight Admission $8.50
Students and senior citiiens: $5 Call (617) 232-4109
?

?

[

?

?
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COME JOIN THE

(Hpptebee'sl

Embassy Suites Hotel, one of Boston's
newest and finest hotels, has excellent
full and part-time opportunities for the

TFAM

following:
?

Newton's most fun

and exciting grill

&

bar is seeking quality

?

?

minded personnel.

?
?

If you are a high-energy go-getter who likes to earn $7-15/hour,
then come talk with us.

conveniently located at 316 Washington
the Howard Johnsons over the Mass. Pike.
(Just 10 mins. from BC Campus.)
We are

NOW HIRING:

waiters, waitresses

bartenders, hostesses and cooks.

Come Join the Fun!
PRO-LIFE COALITION
ISt General Meeting
Today 4:30
Gasson 307

St. in the

?

?
?

lobby of

?

FRONT DESK CLERK AM PM
BELL PERSON/VAN DRIVER
HOUSEKEEPERS AM
BANQUET SERVERS
AM FOOD SERVERS
AM DINING ROOM BUSSERS
SECURITY OFFICERS
AM HOSTESS/CASHIER
GARAGE ATTENDANT

We offer competitive salaries and great
benefits. Apply in person, Monday
-

through Friday, 9am-spm at Embassy
Suites, 400 Soldiers Field Road,
Boston, MA. 02134.

.

S
/\pp/c/-/CC
Washington Street

Owned and operated by
Beacon Hotel Corporation
under license trom
Embassy Suites

316

Newton, MA

02158

(617)244-1375

An Equal
Opportunity Employer.
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Chestnut Hill Mall
Full & Part Time Sales
Stock & Customer Service
to Christmas
Immediate openings in fine jewlery gifts silver and china. Flexible
work schedules day nights & weekends. Some knowledge or
experience desirable. Interested applicants please call the manager.
;

;

?

;

Shreve. Crump

&

Low

965 2700
-
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"At J.PMorgan,
systems professionals are
part business person,
theoretician, and technician.
As a leading global financial institution, J.P Morgan
is among the most sophisticated users of the most
advanced information and communications
systems. And as a firm at the forefront of a rapidly
changing industry, we are continuously involved
in the design and implementation of innovative
systems for complex worldwide financial applications. If your goal is a career in systems, J.P Morgan
has rewarding opportunities to offer both technical and non-technical majors. They begin with
comprehensive classroom and on-the-job instruc-

options ranging from technical JmjBHmHBPs
specializations to management. iiMNßjHHifflw

J.P Morgan & Co. Incorporated,
\u25a0
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Hard work, creative thinking, listening, and the
intelligence to challenge are all important in a career
at

JPMorgan

J.P. Morgan.
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Heights Sports
BC 'jumps naked' over Pittsburgh, 13 10
-

ing to go.

By ANDREA MUNSTER
Heights Asst. Sports Editor
On a play callPITTSBURGH, PA
ed "20 jump naked," Mike Power
bootlegged his way into the endzone to score BC's only touchdown
to beat Pitt 13 -10.
The play came on fourth and goal
in the fourth quarter. It was called by
coach Sam Timer and worked so
well that everyone was watching Jim
Bell go over the top, while Power
scrambled into the endzone.
"I knew I wouldn't be able to beat
all of them (Pitt) and I knew that I
couldn't throw, but I also knew I had
to get into the endzone."
So he darted to the left, leaving
one Panther in the dust, arriving in
the endzone basically untouched to
give BC the lead and the victory.
"It was one of the best wins I've
ever been associated with," said
head coach Jack Bicknell, "It was a
tough, tough win."
The game featured strong, persistent running by Jim Bell and a tough
BC defense. Bell who rushed for 139
yards, was thekey to BC's movement
and helped set up all of the scoring
drives.
BC started the game shakily with
a short unsuccessful drive that included only three plays and an intentional grounding penalty. But the
offense was not to sit for long
because the defensive unit was rar?

On Pitt's first play, Mark Murphy
intercepted a Sal Gen ilia pass to
return the ball to Power.
Brian Lowe who missed last
week's loss to Perm State with a
hyperextended knee, returned in
fine form. He capped off the
resulting 30 yard drive with a 36 yard
field goal to gave BC the lead 3 0.
The second Pitt drive ended
similarly except instead of Murphy,
it was Vincent Munn who intercepted the ball after Matt Kelley
tipped it in the air.
Bell took over offensively carrying
the ball four times, once for 15 yards
to set up the field goal opportunity.
And once again, Lowe successfully hit a 35 yard field goal, to build
the Eagle's lead to 6 0.
BC's defense then turned its attention to Pitt's running game. Their
biggest challenge came from junior
Craig Heyward, Pitt's star running
back, who moved into ninth place
on Pitt's all-time rushing list.
Although he managed 111 yards
on the day, he was contained in important situations by the defensive
-

-

unit.
In the

second quarter, Heyward

managed to run over BC into the
endzone. He combined with Louis
Riddick to rush 57 yards, blasting his
way through the middle of BC's line
for two yards and 6 points.
VanHorne then converted the kick

6 lead.
Although Heyward carried the
ball 31 times and was the mainstay
of Pitt's offense, the BC defense adjusted to his game and held him to
41 yards in the second half.
The half ended when Lowe missed a 38 yard field goal attempt and
BC went into the locker room 1
point behind, cold and frustrated.
The offensive line was the weakest
link in the first half. Power was sacked six times for a loss of 42 yards.
The leader of Pitt's defensive unit
was Ezekial Gadson who finished
the game with 11 tackles and 5 1/2
sacks.
"All day long I'm looking at him
(Gadson) he's looking at me, I knew
it was either him or me. He was so
quick, usually it was me," comby
mented Power.
The second half was better as the
offensive line held Gadson and gave
Power more protection, he was only sacked twice.
When Pitt tried to go to the air, BC
shut them down. Consistently Pitt
would hand off to Heyward and BC Mike Power rushed for BC's only touchdown early in the fourth quarter.
would eventually shut him down.
Women's Soccer

to give Pitta 7

-

Heights
Phot
Steve

Fitzparick

Springfield falls 4

Romanowski led the defense with
15 tackles and every defensive starter
had at least two tackles.
The third quarter was all defense
as the teams traded sacks, with
neither team scoring.
continued on page 17

-
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the thirty minute mark, the Eagles
By PAUL-JON MCNEALY
had several shots on net. Freshman
Nicole Kondi set up junior Chris
The women's soccer team, currently ranked 15th in the country, Garibaldi, but her shot was lofted
just over the net. Kondi had her own
blew away Springfield College 4 0
just miss over the top right corshot
Thursday night in a cold and windy
ner
of
the net.
match at Alumni Stadium.
BC
took
command of the game
Eagles,
by
goals
led two
The Lady
by both senior Chris Guarino and when Guarino blasted one past
sophomore Katie Connely, kept Trinceri off a beautiful break, to give
Springfield at bay almost the entire the Eagles a 2 0 lead. It was her second of the game and of the season.
game.
"Guarino had an outstanding
"We passed better than we have all
said Kaplan.
game,"
season," said BC head coach
With
under ten minutes left in
just
Sussana Kaplan. "I am very pleased
the
game,
Connely put it out of
with the win."
reach
of
She fired one
Springfield.
BC jumped on the board ten
breaking
right
down
the
side that
minutes into the first half when a reright.
beat
Trinceri
to
her
bound, following a Connely corner
Less than a minute later, Connely
kick, was taken by Guarino and sent
caught the Maroon defense
again
arms
of
past the outstretched
lacking
and blew a free kick by
goalie
Maroon
Danell Trinceri. It
Trinceri
to
herright from the left side.
goal
first
of
the
was Guarino's
This goal quashed any hopes that
season.
Three minutes later, BC had a Springfield had of coming back, as
good chance when freshman Gina they found themselves behind 4 0.
The goal was Connely's second of
Vassallo broke in on a give-and-go
from Connely, but could not direct the game, and third in the last two
games as she also notched a goal
it on net. At the thirty minute mark,
against
the University of New
Springfield saw perhaps its best
Hampshire
Tuesday night.
chance of the game pass by the goal.
has been playing great,"
"Connely
Springfield had a corner kick that
"That second goal was
Kaplan.
said
clear,
Eagles
tried to
and an enthe
beautiful
shot."
a
just
over the
suing shot was lofted
The Eagle offense cooled off for
net and head of BC senior goalie
theremainder of the game, and the
Maggie Basa.
Springfield offense had already
Another BC corner taken by Confound itself in a deep freeze, as they
nely two minutes later was snatchposed no threats to BC's shutout.
ed out of the frigid air by Springfil"The wind took away our game in'
ed's Trinceri.
the
first half," said Kaplan.
Basa countered the play as she
The
wind died down in the semade two nice stops in the next ten
half,
cond
and BC kept the ball on
minutes, as she came out of the net
gave high accolades
Kaplan
the
turf.
a
up
in,
rolling
to scoop
ball
and
"who
has just started the
Kondi,
to
grab
a
ball
bounagain
came out
to
last two games, and has been playcing wild.
JuniorKristin Johanson fired a shot ing excellent."
Maroon coach Professor Herb
right on net at the nineteen minute
mark that was handled by Trinceri. Zettl praised BC on being "an exBoth teams seemed to become flat cellent team," and that "I take my
hat off to them."
as the half progressed. BC threatenThe Lady Eagles travelled to UNH
ed late in the half as junior Nancy
Tuesday
night, and beat them 3-1 as
Macrina fired a shot from fourty
had one goal, and senior
Connely
left,
and
/ards out that missed wide
Betsey Ready scored the
co
captain
two
moves
to
nice
Connely made
other two goals.
get by the Maroon defenders, but her
Boston College will meet the Harleft footed shot sailed wide right just
vard Crimson, ranked 18th nationalbefore the half expired.
In the second half Springfield ly, Wednesday night at Alumni
came out ice cold and BC came out Stadium, in a match that promises
to be BC's toughest challenge to this
firing.
point.
From the thirty-five minute mark
to

-

-
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Tom Waddle dives just short of this second quarter pass as Pittsburgh's Gary Richards handles the coverage.

Volleyball

Home helps as ladies win 2 of 3

By ANIL ADYANTHAYA

The Boston College women's
volleyball team had an up and down
Saturday at the BC Invitational, as
they came up with powerful victories over Vermont and Holy Cross
sandwiched around a disappointing
loss to Army.
After the tournament, held at the
Recreation Complex, the Eagles had
a 5 5 record.
In their opener against Vermont,
the Eagles left no question as to who
was the better team. After Vermont
opened with a point, BC roared back
with ten of their own, seven by
junior Ellen McCarthy.
The lead was increased to 12 -1
and from there BC maintained the
advantage on the way to a 15-4
-

victory.

McCarthy finished with nine service points.
Vermont came out more lively in

the second game. They took advantage of a couple of BC mistakes and
turned them into a 6 2 lead.
Behind the serving of senior tricaptain Midge Connolly, BC was
able to wrest the lead from Vermont
at 7 6. The score grew to 11 6, and
-

-

-

McCarthy served out the final points
to give the second game of the best
two out of three match to the Eagles.
Offensively, Boston College was
led by McCarthy, who had four of
the team's fourteen kills. The Eagles
had four service aces for the game.
On the defensive side, senior tricaptain Karen Ramsey accounted for
five of the eleven blocks by the
Eagles.
"We played fairly well," said head
coach Gary Gildea. "I'd give them
a B minus C plus. When you play
a weaker program, you've got to
keep up your level. We were that
team (weak) before, but we've got to
become disciplined not to allow that
to happen."
Unfortunately, the Eagles did
allow their level of play to drop
against their next opponent, Army.
Army, a Division II squad, had a
completely different style of play
from Vermont. They had a more
powerful approach.
It appeared as though BC had
trouble adjusting to that, as Army
went ahead 10 3. The points came
less frequently after that, but Army
hung on for a 15-8 first game
-

-

victory.

The second game was close early
on. When BC went ahead 7 4, Army was forced to call a timeout. It
apparently helped a great deal as
from then on, Army scored eleven
of the next thirteen points to finish
the game 15-9, and win the match
two games to none.
BC had twelve kills, four ofwhich
belonged to sophomore Terri
Shanahan. The defense, which
Coach Gildea said "played poorly,"
had nine blocks overall.
Gildea was not happy that the
team was making unnecessary
mistakes. "We ran hot and cold
against a team we should be
-

oeating."

Everything came together for BC
in their third and final match against
Holy Cross. The Eagles got off to a
good start, posting a6 -1 lead, but
the Crusaders rebounded with six of
the next seven points to tic.
From that point onward, the game
was all BC. The last eight points were
all tallied by the Eagles, making the
final score of game one 15-7 in
favor of BC.
Game two was just a continuation
of the first one, as the Eagles poundcontinued on page 18
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Notes

Harriers beaten in Boston Open
By PAUL KAYATA

BOSTON ?Well, there's some
good news, and some bad news.
Let's start with the bad news.
Boston College's men's and

BC

PIl 1

13
14
10
3
1

10
18

16-4

13-3
27%
281
69

Team Statistics
FINAL SCORE
FIRST DOWNS

By Rushing
By Passing
By Penalty
THIRD DOWN ATT. MADE
THIRD DOWN %
TOTAL NET YARDS
Total Offensive Plays
Average Gain Per Play
-

25%

204
66
3.1
120

NET. YARDS RUSHING

Total Rushing Plays
Yards Lost Rushing
NET. YARDS PASSING
QB Sacked Yards Lost
PASS ATTEMPTS COMP.
INTERCEPTIONS THROWN
PUNTS: NO. AND AVERAGE
Punts Blocked
TOTAL RETURN YARDS
No. Yards Punt Return
No. Yards Kick Return
-

-

-

-

No. Yards Int. Return
-

PENALTIES NO. YARDS
-

-

-

-

TOUCHDOWNS

Rushing
Passing
EXTRA POINTS MADE ATT.
FIELD GOALS MADE ATT.
-

-

TIME OF POSSESSION

7
1

4.1

154
46

61
84
8-52
13-6

26

2-12
23-12

0

4

8 38.7

5 38.6

0
137
1-12
3-55

0

121
5-40
4-81

4-70

0-0

7-71

8-80
3-0

2-1

FUMBLES NO. LOST

10

53

-

127

-

1
1

1

0
1-1

0
1-1

2-3

1-3

30:39

29:21

1

Bits and Pieces

From rugby to Roberts
The men's rugby team is having an
exceptional season and is currently
Jack McDonald, has applications
ranked 2nd in New England behind for BC's alumni "Run Round the
first place Dartmouth. Ranked Rez" race available at his office in
Roberts Center.
behind the Eagles are the UniversiApplications for theTufts 10k Road
ty of Vermont and Brown.
Race
for Woman are also available
currently
BC
leads all New
England teams in scoring, ahead of at the office.
second place Dartmouth, third
\u25a1
place Brown and fourth place URL
The men's sailing team placed 3rd
BC has recently defeated MIT 37
7, Holy Cross 16 0, UVM 18 -10 at the Oberg Trophy race on the
Charles River.
and Babson 22 0.
\u25a1
In Saturday afternoon's action at
placekicker
BC
Brian Lowe went
MIT the "B" squad also won their
home
this
weekend
as the Eagles
contest 20 0.
Pittsburgh.
travelled
to
\u25a1
Lowe, a native of Pittsburgh was
With the recent success of both
the men's and women's rugby teams a soccer goalie for Mt. Lebanon
head coach Ken Daley must be High School. After one season of
pleased. After Saturday's men's win playing for the BC soccer team he
tried out for the football squad and
over MIT and the ladies' win over
Dartmouth have proven his abilities. earned the starting kicking duties in
the pre-season of his sophomore
\u25a1
year.
Once again this year Roberts
Lowe who was playing in his first
Center has had it'sshare of professince a hyper-extended knee
game
sional athletes working out in it*.
friendly confines. The month of kept out of action for a week conSeptember saw Atlanta Hawks guard nected on his 37th consecutive extra
Spudd Webb and Celtics players point.
Danny Ainge, Greg Kite and Con\u25a1
nor Henry on the floor.
From the Editor's Desk: Since we
conceived and started "Bits and
\u25a1
Pieces" last January we have tried to
Mike MacDonald's men's tennis include as many teams and people
team had their best finish ever at the as possible. Any "Bits and Pieces"
New England Tennis Tournament,
may be dropped off at
sth place.
McElroy 113.
-

-

-

-
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women's X-country teams were
defeated in the Boston Open last
Saturday morning at Franklin Park.
The men suffered a dismal last
place finish (145 points) in their six
team competition, well behind Providence (44 points), Loyola (45),
Florida(sB), Georgia Tech (93), and

St. John's (121).
The women lost a tight match to
the Providence College women (32
to 23), who are ranked by BC
women's coach Dick Mahoney as
"probably one of, if not the best
team in New England."
"What's the good news?" you ask.
"How can therebe good news?" you
say. Well, in terms of importance,
this meet ranks on the downside of
the list.
With the Greater Boston, Big East,
and New England Championship
meets on the horizon, not to men-

tion the NCAA qualifying meets
later this season, the losses at the
Boston Open can be taken with the
proverbial grain of salt. In fact, this
event can be seen as a primer for
both teams' more important meets
down the road, and is not indicative
of how the Eagles will perform later
this season.
For example, the men competed
without their top four runners who
were rested by Coach Randy
Thomas so "they can be physically
and emotionally prepared for the
rest of the season." Joe Rocha (who
has a chance to win the NCAA's, according to Thomas), Mike Hermson,
Dermot Fitzpatrick, and Mike
Pieroni, all sat out Saturday's race.
Besides the obvious advantages of
keeping his runners healthy, and
preventing them from peaking too
soon, Thomas noted that his strategy
"allows the number six, seven, and
eight runners a chance to be leaders,
and that's good for the team."
It was also a chance to see how
good runners six through eight are
by "throwing them into the fire

Interview

Backs add dimension
needs improvement?

Bicknell: Perhaps

our greatest

weakness right now is pass protection. While the offensive line has
been decimated by injuries, we can
not use that as an excuse for
lackluster play.
Our success the rest of the way
will depend greatly on how well the
line comes together. The return of
some of our injured players may
help.
Heights: In recent years, Boston College has been consistently developing outstanding receivers such as
Brian Brennen, Gerard Phelan,
Kelvin Martin and now Darren
Flutie just to name a few. Is there
by something special BC looks for
when recruiting?
Bicknell: At BC we first want kids who
can catch the football. We would
rather recruit a kid who runs a 4.7
and can catch the ball rather than
one who can run a 4.3 but has horriJack Bicknell
ble hands.
(Editor's note: Heights Staff Writer
Then, once we get our receivers
Geoff Mackey caught up with here, our team philosophy is to imBoston College head football coach prove through repetition. Our
Jack Bicknell recently.)
receivers catch thousands and
thousands of balls every season.
Heights: In the preparation for the Heights: Looking down the road this
season, an interesting battle betyear's schedule for Boston College
ween Mike Power and Mark Kamis brutal down the stretch. The last
phaus developedfor the slot as star- four games feature West Virginia and
ting quarterback. Before the first
Tennessee at home, then Notre
game you went with Power. Are you Dame and Syracuse on the road. Are
satisfied with your choice and Mike any of these games absolutely vital
Power's development?
for a second consecutive bowl
Bicknell: Going into the season I felt appearance?
very comfortable with Power as my Bicknell: In order to go to-a bowl game
starting quarterback and certainly
it's quite simple, we must finish the
nothing has changed. Despite his season with a record of at least 8
lack of experience, Mike has done
3 or possibly 7 4. This year all of
everything asked of him and currentour games are important. We must
ly ranks among the nation's leaders take each game one at a time.

Heights
Phot

Kristn
Suret

against great competition."

The heat of Saturday's fire was provided by Loyola's Ed Slowikowski
who won the meet with a time of
25:52.6 . BC was led by George
Grant who was 19th overall with a
time of 27:14.6 minutes. The other
scorers for the men were Paul Plissey
(24th), Matt Burkinshaw (28th), John
Sheedy (36th), and David O'Connell, who was the 38th runner to
finish the 5.2 mile course.
The women fared better.
"Every one ran well," said Coach
Mahoney after his runners finished
just nine points short of the the Lady
Friars of Providence. Anita Philbott
of PC was the winner of the event
with a time of 17:19.6 minutes for the
three mile course.
Leading the way for the Eagles
with a third place finish overall was
Alison Quelch (17:32.6). Following
her were Jennifer Weekes (sth
place), Jennifer Beck (7th), Becky
Peterson (Bth), and Laurie Leonard
(9th).

The race was close, but could've
been closer if Jennifer Rolfe hadn't
been forced to sit out the event with
a knee injury. Despite the loss,
Mahoney sees his team to be one of
the best in New England, along with
Providence and Vale.
"By season's end we'll see a big
difference, hopefully."
Thomas also feels the men's team
will be in the hunt for one of the top
three spots in the IC4A meet later
this season, which will allow them
to compete in the NCAA's.

Field Hockey

Murphy's 3
leads BC
By LOUIS RICCIUTI

In a clever display of strength and
speed, the Boston College field
hockey team defeated LeHigh
University 4 0, thus raising the
Eagles record to a solid 5 3.
Boston College was led by seniors
Shannon Murphy (3 goals) and
Melissa Pan (1 assist), whose spirited
and aggressive play hampered
LeHigh most of the game.
Also contributing with exceptional defense and sharp passing
were junior Maura Sullivan (1 goal)
and sophomore Michele Shiply.
From the outset, BC seemed to be
the more dominant team. LeHigh
greatly lacked experience (13
freshman and only 3 seniors), speed,
and size. However, they did not lack
heart.
Using a containmentstyle defense
and patient offense, LeHigh
frustrated BC much of the first
period. They choked off many BC offensive rushes by clogging the middle with 5 or 6 defensive players.
Forced to shoot from 15 to 25
yards out, most of BC's shots sailed
wide of the goal. Those shots that
were on goal were deflected away
neatly by sophomore goaltender Andrea
Lauer (12 saves).
We can't afford to have any letwith 40 seconds left in
However,
downs. When you're playing the
period,
Murphy received a
the
first
play
this year,
kind of schedule we
bouncy
from
Sullivan on the left
pass
tough.
every opponent is going to be
that
she
could
side
not handle. As
football
in
college
Heights: As far as
she tried to gain control, Murphy
general, do you feel the recent scandal involving Ohio State's Cris Carter found an opening, faked a shot to
and a professional agent which clear her defender, and ripped a
resulted in his suspension from his drive that Lauer did not see. 1 0,
final year of eligibility, will have a Boston College.
significant impact on college footThe goal seemed to seal LeHigh's
ball or Boston College?
Bicknell: Hopefully the Cris Carter fate. For 34 minutes and 20 seconds
situation will scare some of the they had played patiently, but it was
athletes but when an agent is dangl- all for naught. They now had to
ing thousands of dollars in theireyes, switch game plans.
Thus, at the start of the second
it is sometimes very difficult to turn
LeHigh feverishly tried to tic
period,
down.
We can only hope the situation the score. Their overanxiousness led
does not get any worse, yet there is to BC's second goal. LeHigh failed
no way that Boston College or any to clear a loose rebound off a shot
other university can control the and Murphy was able to slap it in.
Sullivan soon followed with her
situation, it can happen at any
goal to make it 3 0. She and Murschool.
The only action we can take is to phy combined on the final goal as
educate our athletes. Other than that their crisp passing led to Murphy's
there is no answer.
third goal.
-

-

-

-

in many passing categories.

Ideally, I would like to be in the
position to let Kamphaus play a
series of downs here and there to

showcase his talents, but I don't
think our offense is ready for that yet.
Right now our main priority is
consistency.

Heights: So far this season have there
been any players who have really
surprised
you
by
their
performances?
Bicknell: Well, on offense, fullback
Jim Turner in replacing the injured
)on Bronner has exceeded all expectations. Teamed up with outstanding
halfback Jim Bell, we now have a
solid backfield that has added
another dimension to our offense.
In addition, flanker Marcus Cherry
has really improved his play from last
season.
On defense, Mark Murphy, David
Gray, Kevin Pearson and Rico Labbe
have all been vital to our early
season victories.
Heights: Are there any players or any
part of the team's game that you feel

-

-
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Army invades Chestnut Hill without Crawford
In 1984, quarterback Tory
Crawford led the Black Knights to
389 total yards of offense in a 45
31 loss.

senior is second on the Army squad
in rushing.
Bamett, a 6
0, 220 pound
sophomore fullback, is the key
blockingback when not carrying the

to go up

ball.
If the Eagle defenders can get past
him, then they could make life very
difficult for Peterson and Ron Herring, the other starting halfback.
With Crawford out, Army's
already questionable passing game
becomes even more questionable.
Other than split end Scan Jordan (8
catches for 159 yards going into the
Wake Forest game), the Army offense does not look downfield all
that often.
The key for BC defensively will be
to force Mooney or Babb into long
second and third situations.
In order to do that, the Eagle ends,
Bill Thompson and Kevin Pearson,
will play a key role in trying to stop
the Cadet offense at the line of

First win for men's soccer

-

-

1985 saw Army storm to a 45 -14

thrashing of the Eagles. Again it was
Crawford at the helm. This time Army pounded its way for over 400
yards on the ground.
Last year, the BC defense did bend
but it did not break in the Eagles' 27
20 victory. You guessed it, Crawford
led the Cadets to 243 rushing yards.
Well folks, the BC defense will
By KEN CARTY
never, ever have to play against
Heights Staff Writer
Crawford again. The senior quarterThe drive for five has now arriv- back will be lost for a minimum of
ed. Boston College is in search of its four weeks with torn medial colfifth bowl bid in the past six years. lateral ligaments in his right knee,
The now 3 2 Eagles, fresh off which he sustained in the Wake
their key victory overPittsburgh, face Forest game.
an important part of their schedule.
"He was scheduled for arBC is looking at Army, Rutgers and throscopic surgery Sunday," said the
West Virginia for the next three Bob Kenney, the Army Sports Inforweeks. And it is likely that Jack mation Director. "But, we do know
Bicknell's squad will be favored in that he will be out for a minimum
each of these contests.
of four weeks."
We're not going to assume
But, don't go betting for house on
anything here, but victories over this one.
these three foes would have the
In Crawford's place at quarterback
Eagles sitting pretty at 6 2.
will be either Mark Mooney or
But, the first order of business is Bryan Babb.
Lucklily for Young, both Mooney
this Saturday at Alumni Stadium
against Army (12:00 kickoff, Chanand Babb are experienced in the
nel 5).
wishbone offense, which had been
Jim Young's Cadets come to town averaging 324 rushing yards a game.
with an uncharacteristic 2 2 mark,
The Cadets' ball control offense is
having lost to Holy Cross, 34 24 led by a host of fullbacks and
and Wake Forest, 17-14, this past halfbacks, including Andy Peterson
Saturday.
and Ben Barnett.
Peterson, one of the starting
Offensively, Army's wishbone has
problems
all
sorts
of
for
the
halfbacks,
caused
is averaging almost 6
BC defense over the past three years. yards a carry. The 5 -11, 210 pound

-

-

scrimmage.

The BC offense, which has sputtered and stumbled the past three
weeks, will go up against an Army
defense that gave up over 325 yards
against the Worcester Wimps (AKA
Holy Cross).
The Eagles will have an obvious
line advantage, as the three man Army front averages 6 2, 238. That
group is led by senior left tackle Tom
Mathers and junior nose guard Dan
Cooney, from Wareham, MA.
The BC coaching staff realized
how effective the running gamecan
be in the win over Pittsburgh.
Against Army, they might be wise

-

-

-

-

Football victory

Rugby

Women ruggers win
JOSEPH CAVANAUGH
Heights Staff Writer

By

Coming off a 12 0 trouncing of
the University of Vermont and a
forfeit from the University of Conneticut, the women's rugby team
-

needed to be tested. They needed
to find out what they could do
against a good team.
What they ran into was Dartmouth, the best team in New
England.
The Eagles met the challange and
came away with a hard fought 6 0

then got the ball out to forward Sezy
Gerow who touched the ball down
for the BC score.
Dawn Mitchell made good on the
conversion kick and the Eagles led
6 0 at the half.
Six points was all the Eagles needed as they proceded to shut down
Dartmouth. The second half was
fought almost entirely at mid-field
and again the defense was key.
-

Neither team scored in the second
half and BC left the field with a
tough victory and a lot of
confidence.
victory.
"They came on very strong but
BC began the game sluggish and
for the first 10 minutes of the game once we settled down we held
them," said head coach Ken Daley
was ineffective against the Dartmouth powerhouse. Dartmouth on who was particularly pleased with
the other hand came out fighting. the way the Eagles scored. "The
They were able to put together scoring play was perfect, thats how
several threatening drives close to we do it in practice."
He also expressed the need for
the BC goal line. However the Eagle
defense held firm.
more work and more discipline, but
The scoring draught ended with overall they looked good.
about 5 minutes left in the first half.
The Eagles were looking for a test
Meg Lowney picked up the ball and and they found one. They met the
sprinted 25 yards towards the Dartchallange and can now boast a vicmouth goal. Picture perfect passing tory over highly ranked Dartmouth.

the middle and wear down
the smaller Army front. Fullbacks
Jon Bronner and Jim Turner could
have big days.
Once a running game is establish-

who hit it back out to Sullivan, who
shot and scored the winning goal of
the game. The victory over Miami
The Boston College men's soccer improved the Eagles record to
team traveled to Dayton Ohio last 1-6-2.
Co-Captain Ara Barsamian is not
weekend and lost a game to the
University of Notre Dame 5-0, but dismayed by the teams poor record,
then defeated the University of he is confident that the team has the
Miami of Ohio 1-0 in the talent and ability to bounce back in
the second half of the season. He
Metropolitan Life Soccer Bowl.
feels that many of the losses were to
BC played their first game on teams BC should have beaten and
September 26 and were soundly blames mental errors and mixups in
defeated by the fighting Irish of the defense as contributing factors.
"Most of the goals scored against
Notre Dame. The eagles were in the
game for most of the first half, but us haven't been great shots, our peoeventually succumbed to a more ple on defense are just not playing
powerful Notre Dame team who are the ball as they should have been
currently undefeated and ranked and also are getting their signals
mixed up. In the Notre Dame game
fourteenth in the nation.
In the game Notre Dame went the second and third goals were
ahead 1 0 in the first quarter on a balls that hit off our guys and went
goal by Joe Sternberg, but the Eagles into the net, we have to clear those
didn't lose their poise. The Eagles balls ," said Barsamian
Barsamian also said that when the
made a good game of it until the last
few minutes of the first half when team does get an offensive drive goNotre Dame scored two quick ing they have problems finishing off
unanswered goals increasing the BC the play and putting the ball into the
deficit from one to three. Notre net. Barsamian was pleased with the
Dame scored two more goals late in Miami game saying that it was a
the second half to conclude the relief to get a victory under the belt
Eagles defeat at 5 0. The loss was and that despite the score BC
dominated their opponentfor most
the sixth for the Eagles who are havof the game. Barsamian noted Aning a bad start on the season.
dy Sage, Mark Egan, and Steve
The following Sunday the Eagles McNear as players who had good
recorded their first victory of the games against Miami.
season with a 1-0 win over the
The Eagles play next on Tuesday
University of Miami of Ohio. The at 7:30 P.M. at Alumni Stadium
lone goal of the game came in the
against top ranked Harvard. Coming
second overtime period off of a
off the win against Miami, Barsathrow-in from Ara Barsamian to
mian said the team should be fired
David Sullivan. Sullivan took the
up and he hopes will set the pace
ball and passed to Greg Schwake for the rest of the season.

JIM FEROLI
Heights Staff Writer
By

-

-

continued form page 15
After Pitt began thefourth quarter
with a field goal to take a 10 6 lead,
BC's offense took over. On the
touchdown drive Bell carried six
times for 39 yards to set up the winning play.
The game's ending was typical of
The key to the success of the
bootleg was the fact that Bell was the whole contest. With 14 seconds
having such a good game, it seemleft to go, Rico Labbe intercepted
ed logical to expect Bell to barrel his Genilla's pass to secure the BC
way into the endzone.
victory.
Last year's turning point for BC
But the element of surprise workcame on the fifth game of the season
ed for BC, as Power reached the endagainst Maryland during their
zone to take the lead back for good. Homecoming game. The victory
-

Ed, Power and Co. should be able
to go to the air.
The result?
A BC win, to improve the Eagles
record to 4-2.

began a 10 game win streak that included a Hall of Fame Bowl win.
Similarly, Saturday's BC victory
occured on the fifth game of the
season in front of Pitt's Homecoming crowd of 46, 238- The timing is
the same, perhaps they can repeat
the ending.

-

Rugby

Men crush MIT 37
By RICHARD MAUL

The men's rugby team continued
on its winning streak by defeating
league opponent MIT 37-7 on
Saturday afternoon.
The scoring opened early with
senior wing Jim Sullivan intercepted
an errant MIT pass at the fifty and
returned the ball for a try.
The scoring continued minutes
later as center Eric Lifvendahl dished a perfect pass to speedster Pierre
Lawrence, who eluded several MIT
players for an 85 yard score.
The BC forwards dominated the
scrum play, which created most of
the scoring opportunities.
"I feel this was our strongest performance of the season," said senior
co-captain Mike Sullivan in describing the play of the forwards.
Scrum-half Craig Morris added the

-

7

Thanks to all the BC coaches,
athletes alumni, and friends who
helped make this year's telethon
a tremendous success.
;

This Week at the Heights
Oct. 6 Volleyball vs. UConn
Men s Soccer vs. Harvard
Women's Tennis vs. Brown
Oct. 7 Women Soccer vs. Harvard
Oct. 8 Men's Soccer vs. Northeastern
Oct. 9 Field Hockey vs. Old Dominion
Oct. 10 BC-Army Football 12:00
Cross Country Greater Boston
;

next points to the home team total

as he stripped the ball from an MIT
forward and dove into the try zone.

The forwards then added their first
score of the day, with senior Dan
Keating scoring on a play set up by
senior Paul Cappellano.
Jim Milton added his second point
after attempt to make the score 20
0 at halftime.
Milton opened the second half
with a thirty-fiveyard drop kick; his
second of the season. MIT responded quickly with a try on a broken
play.
The late score for MIT was too little too late, and the Eagles finished
up the scoring with impressive runs
from backs Milton and senior Scan
Kealy.
Eightman Doug Crowley also added a try with a powerful run from a
five yard scrum.
-

ALL TAILGATING ENDS 2 HOURS
AFTER HOME FOOTBALL GAMES
Hockey and Basketball poster/ticket aplications available in
Sports Promotions office, Roberts Center 228.
?

Blue Chips of Boston College
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Commentary

Women's athletic program is among the best
By KATIE CANTY
"For Boston, For Boston, We sing
our proud refrain. For Boston, For
Boston tis wisdoms earthy fane. For
here men are men and their hearts
are true, and the towers on the
heights reach the heaven's so blue,
for Boston, For Boston til the echoes
ring again."
Theseare the unforgetable words
of our own school song, heard on
the lips of all during every home
football game. But there's something
not quite right about it.
Hmmm...aha, now I know. The
author of this great tune has left out
a rather important aspect of the
athletic program here at Boston College.
Maybe it should read "For here
women are women and their hearts
are true..." Then again maybe not,
but nonetheless, the BC women's
athletic program deserves a lot more
credit as an important contributing
factor to the respected reputation of
this institution.

Of course one of the reasons Daddy has these things is because he is
the breadwinner of the family.
Similarly, you have the three basic
bread winners here at BC football,
hockey, and basketball.
"It would be nice of course if it
could all be available to all sports,
but we must be realistic," said
McDonald. "But in terms of nonrevenue sports, men's and women's
are considered equal here."
"We are not deprived it would
be different if we were not equal,
revenue is revenue, and non revenue
is non revenue, there's nothing we
can do and we can't get bogged
down with dollars and cents," said
head track coach Karen Keith.
Susanna Kaplan, the head coach
of women's soccer feels BC attracts
top female student-athletes yet the
program needs improvement in such
areas as more support by the administration, "although Fr. Monan
has been very supportive and has
frequented our games."
Another area of improvement is in

Head Track Coach Karen Keith

promotion
Jack McDonald
describes how athletics in general at
BC are divided. "Basically, you have
three areas, men's, women's and
revenue sports. It is difficult to compare revenue with non-revenue."
McDonald makes the following
analogy: Kids want everything there
father has, money, a nice car, etc..

athletics as well as academics."
Keith is a graduateof Florida State
where "they concentrated on only
a few major sports, here there's such
a wide variety available to young
women.

-

'All programs need improvement and the
women's athletic program needs to grow.'
Former cross country-track coach
of nine years, and now head of sports

ranking of seven. Quite impressive
for a part-time coach.
Keith feels BC's women's program
is "very intense, it has everything
you can imagine, especially for a girl
looking at a school with great

the coaching area. Presently, most
of the coaches in the women's
athletic program are only part-time.
"We need more full time
coaches," stressed Kaplan. She
herself is a part-time coach, yet has
achieved so much, including producing three Ail-Americans last year,
and in the '85 '86 year compiled a
record of 13-5-1, had one AIIAmerican and had a final national
-

"Still all programs need improvethe women's athletic program needs to grow. As long as it is
not stagnated and keeps moving."
Sherren Granese, the new head
coach in field hockey was assistant
coach at UNH before coming to BC.
"At UNH, the men's and women's
programs were separate entities, so
they did not cross paths and there
was not much interaction," said
Granese. "On the positive side, funding was separate and more time,
energy and attention was channeled into women's sports."
One aspect that impressed
Granese as well as McDonald,
Keith, and Kaplan, is the time and
the total dedication that all coaches
put in whether part-time or full.
"The players as well as the
coaches are motivated to succeed,"
said Kaplan.
"We all take our jobs very seriously, whether it's football, or cross
country, we are just as serious," said
Keith
A clear illustration of this is the
phenomenal year that BC athletics
enjoyed in 1985. Not only was it the
year of Doug Flutie, but nine BC
teams were nationally ranked, nine
ment and

Ultimate frisbee soars to the top
By PETER DUBOSE

Frisbee is no longer just an avid
hobby or a recreational sport but
rather it is a national intercollegiate
sport. The game is called Ultimate
Frisbee, and here at Boston College
it is growing in popularity and in participation.
The team at Boston College is call-

ed the Spoonheads, and these thirty young men, ranging from 18 to 21
years of age, and led by
seniors Bobby Harkins, Tony
Delfico, Carlos Pareja, and junior
John Lee are unassumingly vying for
a National Championship this
spring.

Ultimate is a physically strenuous
sport consisting of a number of ex-

plicit rules. There are no referees or
coaches but rather the players call
the game.
Lee, a team leader and a man who
is relied upon in clutch situations
loves the game because, "there are
no coaches hollering at us, always
pointing out our mistakes. It is a
game run strictly by the players and
it is that honest spirit that keeps us
playing."
The rules are clear and concise.
There are seven players per side, and
the field is seventy yards long by
fourty yards wide. The gamebegins
with a "throw off'and whoever catches the frisbee must stand stillfor
keep one pivot foot on the ground)
and get a pass off to a teammate in
ten seconds or less.
The game involves only passing
the frisbee, because no handoffs are
permitted. If the frisbee is dropped,
then possession changes and the
other team heads toward the endzone, which is unique because it expands twenty-five yards from the
goaline.
A catch in the endzone results in
one point, and the games are usually
played up to fifteen or twenty-one
points.

"The sport is unique in the respect
that it is the one truly team oriented
sport,"remarks Harkins. "If you play
your hardest on defense, then things
fall into place on offense. The key

teams were league, district or conference champs.
Boston College had 22 student
athletes named as All-Americans
and one was academic AllAmerican. Seven BC coaches were
Coach of the Year.

Of the women sports, head
basketball coach Margo Plotzke,
Dick Mahoney for cross country,
16m Groden for swimming, and Bill
Toof for Skiing each garnished this
honor.
Some other honors attained by the
women include, in 85 86, field
-

make Ultimate an official sport for
the 1988 Summer Olympics.
The Boston College Spoonheads
have played one game thus far, as
they handily defeated the Worcester
Polytechnical Institute at St. John's
Seminary in Chestnut Hill, which is
where the team practices and
plays all its home games.
The team feels that this first game
is only a stepping stone to greater
things. Avoiding injuries to key
players such as Lee will give the
Spoonheads chances of reaching the
championship excellent.
This sport is the "ultimate"sport
for it is a game that involves spirit,
camaraderie, and competition.The
players are the ideal sportsmen
because for them a fine play,
whether it be by an opponent or a
teammate demands applause or a
friendly compliment.
These men do not ever raise their
fists and bring on a fight, or make
a dirty or cheap hit in order to win.
When a player calls a foul, his judgement is respected.
Perhaps it is this word respect
which makes Ultimate Frisbee in a
class of its own, because these
players who give the game their full
effort respect themselves, their opposistion, and the game itself.

continued from page 15

four aces and seven kills, and Terri
Shanahan with five kills.
Defensively, Ramsey had four of
the Eagles' nine blocks and Keane
had five digs.
Army finished first in the Invitational at 3 0. BC was second at 2
1. Holy Cross went 1 2, and Vermont finished 0 3.
Gildea feels he has a good team
on his hands. When the Eagles
played as they did against Holy
Cross, "We can beat anybody in the

-

Profile

Kaplan brings lady's
soccer national ranking

Susanna Kaplan
By CANDY WHITE

Head coach Susanna Kaplan has
been steadily guiding the women's
soccer team to heights that stand
among the leading teams in the
nation.

is hustle and effort, not showmanship."
There is no room for heroics in
Ultimate. It is a game that involves
constant running, and each player
must be in top physical condition.
The players at Boston College take
Ultimate quite seriously. The team
which was originally started fourteen years ago is, as captain Delfico
points out, "practicing five days a
week and working extremely hard
to reach the championship. We are
the strongest team Boston College
has ever had."
The team at Boston College is
composed offine athletes who play
the sport for fun as well as for the
thrill of victory. It might seem strange
that these former track, soccer, and
hockey stars turn to a sport that
receives so little recognition at
Boston College.
Fortunately, the tides are turning
and Ultimate is receiving recognition and more importantly respect.
Since Ultimate was originated in
1968 in Moplewood New Jersey, the
sport has slowly begun to grow into
its own. There is an Ultimate Players
Association consisting of players
from 150 collegiate teams, and 600
men's teams across the nation.
Ultimately, the UPA is attempting to

hockey was 10-5-5 and ranked
11th nationally. In '84 '85, cross
country won the new England
Championship.
"The women's athletic program is
the best in New England," said
McDonald. "We seemed to have
achieved success."
Bobbi Carson the assistant athletic
director since 1973, feels that the
program is so good because of the
dedications of the athletes and
coaches.
"The excellence of the athletes
and coaches make the program
grow," said Carson.

The ladies' ranking have been as
high as third in New England and
sixteenth in the United States.
Kaplan is a native Bostonian, having been born and raised in Cambridge, Massachusetts. She comes
from a family of three girls; two of
whom are soccer players. When asked if she lived in a soccer-oriented
home, she replied that, no, neither
ofher parents were ever athletic. The
sport was just a fluke thing for her
"I have just always enjoyed playing
?

soccer."

Kaplan began playing soccer in
grade school, and then went on to
play for a primarily male team at her
high school. Upon attending Boston
University, Kaplan did not play on
the women's team, for it was nonexistent. Instead, she played for
several women's leagues during he
collegiate years,
including
Wellesley.
When asked what her ambitions
were as a youth, Kaplan noted that
she did not aim for the Olympics,
nor for playing professionally; once
again, because these options were
not

available to women.

After graduating from BU, Kaplan
headed straight for the then potent
Ivy League team, Harvard University-

"The experience taught me a lot.
I learned that 75%, no, more like

90%, of actual coaching is done off
the field," said Kaplan, who assisted
Bob Scalisc for four years.
"Every assistant wants to be a
head coach," said Kaplan in regards
to the transition from assistant to
head coach. She saw that BC had a
good beginning, with a lot of
potential.
Asked to express her feelings
about BC, she exclaims that she
loves it here. And this is not from just
a sports-minded person...Kaplan
declares that BC offers a great education, and sports program, and social
environment. Her future goals include the hope to someday work in
administration, but she is more than
content with hercoaching jobright
now.

Her goal for the team this year is
to make the NCAA tournament but

it is only a twelve-team bracket and
is very competitive. Her coaching
tactics focus primarily on "teamcohesiveness."
"Team cohesiveness is very important. This sport focuses on the
team more than the individual;
especially at this level," said Kaplan,
who has her team eat meals and interact together as much as possible.
She also feels that women's sports
don't receive the recognition they
deserve.
"I wish we got more publicity,"
said Kaplan. "Women work just as
hard as the men, but dont't receive
the rewards that they do, financially
or psychologically."
Reflecting on her soccer career,
Kaplan notes that the options for
women in sports have definitely
opened up. "Now a woman player
can make the national team, and a
woman coach can become a national coach."
Kaplan notes that there is no professional league for females so other
opportunities for women in soccer
are scarce.
However, she emphatically states
that for a youth, soccer can be
employed to reap a college education. This in itself is a great benefit.
Kaplan finds it hard to dislike
anything pertaining to soccer, "...except maybe the weather!"

Volleyball team takes 2nd place

Ed

out the first twelve points of the
game to give them an unbelievable
twenty consecutive points spanning
the two games.

Holy Cross did come back with
five unanswered points, but BC held
on as freshman Maja Lisa Keane
served out the final points of the 15
6 romp.
Gildea cited the match against
Holy Cross as a prime example of
what happens when his team plays
up to its potantial. "We just played
our game. We played loose and confident. Everybody had fun."
BC, which offensively had seven
service aces and fifteen kills, was
paced by junior Eileen Hoban, with

-

-

-

-

-

country."
As far as the Big East is concerned, "We'll definitely be in the top
four, with the potential to be in the
top two." Gildea expects the top
competition to come from Pitt,

Georgetown,

Villanova, and

perenially good Providence.
Thefact that the Big East does not
have an automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament creates a dilemma for
BC of whether to schedule easy
teams to pad the record, or difficult
teams to improve the overall caliber
of the squad.
Gildea was enthusiastic about the
attendance. "Its nice to see we're
getting a lot of fan support."
Gildea was also impressed with
the camaraderie developing among
the women's sports at BC, because
members of some of BC's other
women's teams were present

Saturday.
The Eagles' next match puts them
against Big East foe Connecticut,
Tuesday, at 7:00 pm.
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SENIORS!
This is definitely the last week for
Senior Portraits!

The last day will be Friday,
October 9th. If you do not get your
picture taken, you will not be in the

yearbook!

Call 552 3493 or come down
to McElroy 103 to make an
appointment.
-

Bring a $15 deposit for a yearbook

when you get your picture taken.
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FILM MINORS PROGRAM WORTH A LOOK
October 5, 1987

In addition to film classes available, we
are also fortunate to have a fine film
minors program under the direction of Prof.
John Michalczyk. The film minor involves
a total of six courses, of which three are

REVIEW
EXTRA!

required. In addition to Basic Filmmaking and
History of European Film you can also choose

By RON HEBSHIE
Heights Review Editor

Though film is always a topic for
discussion in this section of the paper, did
you know that there is alot more to the
subject than just going to a movie on the
weekend? Yes, film is indeed a form of
entertainment, but it also a powerful form
of information, art, and propaganda.
Though Boston College is not noted for its
film studies program, this has nothing to
do with the quality of instruction available
here on campus.

from Mass Media or Film As Communication.
Once you've got these three required
courses out of the way, you are free to
choose from electives such as Amencan Film,
Animation, Film Criticism, or The Novel Into
Film, to name a few.
As far as the required courses go, the only
one I cannot comment on is Maralyn
Matelski's Mass Media class, but if it is
taught by Prof. Matelski you cannot go

wrong.
Professor Michalczyk s History of European
Film is an interesting course, though it does
;

fOicSelle
J

|jp!

demand an intense interest in the subject. It
is not a class that everyone is going to eat
up, so to speak, but it is one that every
film minor should be exposed to. And, if
your interest in film is more than just
casual, this will be one of your most

to attending each week. The choice
between this and Mass Media is a tough
one given the quality of the classes and
professors so, if you can, I'd try and take
both.

valuable classroom experiences.
Baste Filmmaking is a handy course to have,
but a tough one to get into; don't expect to
see this one until senior year. Taught by
Lindy Klein, a teacher who knows the
subject well, the only problem with the
class is the quality and quantity of the
equipment available. Klein is funny, a bit
quirky, interesting, and very demanding.
This is a fun class but it is by no means an
easy "A" or "B."
Finally, Ann-Marie Barries Film As
Communication is an excellent addition to the
film minor program. A combination of film
screenings and intense discussion periods,
this is the type of class you'll look forward

The film minor is a convenient and
useful addition to any major, especially Fine
Arts and Communications. In addition to
classes, the school also has a 600 tape video
library, a collection of classic films,
convenient access to local video stores, and
the frequent screenings by The Cinema
Society, The Film Board, and O'Connell House.
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The Wang Center
nckel Prices SIXSO-42.50
All prices include a 50c Wang Center
Fee. All sales final.
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FOR FULL PRICE
ADVANCE TICKETS:

9 9, seven days a week
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Social Work
Course offered

Group presentation on Law School
Application Strategies every Wednesday
ancfThursday in Gasson 215 at 3:30 pm.

Hp. plillH

October 1-11

-

-

j»
Bruce Mjrks, Artistic Director

For those interested in the film minor,
there will be a short informational meeting
this Wednesday in the Honors Library
(Gasson 112) from 5:00 5:30 pm. The
meeting is for anyone interested in the film
minor program.

PRE LAW STUDENTS

A Romantic Masterpiece

I,

Poignant Love and Cruel Betrayal

Round Trips
horn BOSTON
Start at

-«

369

348

749

HONGKONG
SYDNEY
CARACAS

V

:

428

LONDON
VAWIIMP
'/I[/kPI.UXEMBURG

If

1095

360

Taxes not included.
ALSO: International Student ID,Youth Hostel
Passes and EUR AIL Passes issued on the spot.
Call tor FREECIEE Student Travel Catalog!

COUNCIL TRAVEL CAMBWDC*

BOSTON
[6171266-1926

VOLUNTEER TUTORS

I

fai-e Eric

the

f6l7] 497-1497

The Graduate School of Social
Work is offering course in Comparitive Social Policy Analysis which
will feature a 15-day trip to cuba.
The course, beginning on October 17, will be taught by Professor
Demetrius latridis (GSSW) who has
an International reputation in social
planning, and has directed coursefield experiencein several countries,
including ten in Cuba.
This Comparative Social Policy
Analysis course is designed to offer
ian integrative cross-cultural experience exploring national social
policy issues in market and nonmarket economies. The field experience in Cuba is intended to provide opportunities for professional
.dialogue and analysis.
! The cost of the course and trip if
!$950, which includes six class sessions in preparation for the field experience. The program is limited to
fifteen participants- graduate
students, faculty and community
professionals.
For more

information

GSSW at x4041 or x4406.

contact

Clapton Robert Cray Etta James Julian Lennon Keith Richards Linda Ronstadt
?

-

-
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Wanted For
Special Needs Assistance Program
Any Major
Especially English and Management

Drop by Gasson 108
Between 9:00 am and 4:30 pm
Monday Friday
-

Over 6000 movies
for sale or rent
Rent VCRs and TVs
Latest Releases: Angel Heart, Mannequin, Brighton
Beach Memoirs, Bedroom Window, Blind Date, Burglar,
Crocodile Dundee, Hoosiers, Police Academy, Three
Amigos, Wisdom, etc.

1280 Center St.

Newton Center
965 7120
-

17 Comm. Aye.
Chestnut Hill

964 0002
-
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LENO A BIG HIT AT ROBERTS REVIEW
WRITERS:
REVIEW
The popular comedian, often seen on Late
Night With David Letterman, or filing in for
Johnny Carson as host on The Tonight Show,
joked about matters ranging fom the Gary

EXTRA!

Hart?Donna Rice affair

deregulation.
Refering to

If you didn't bother to go see Jay Leno
last night at Roberts Center you should
have. The show was outstanding.
Performing for nearly two hours,
occaisionally pausing to pour himself a
glass of water, Leno had a crowd of over
3,000 roaring with laughter the entire
evening.

By HEIDI GLUNZ

This year the Organization of International Student Affairs has
changed its name to the International Club of Boston College (ICBC)
and its membership has since doubJ :

a now famous

imagine "that if the captain of the ship had

chair Gary Hart might have been
president of the United States." Commentig
on his disatisfaction with the quality of
those who now fly the friendly skies, Leno
said that we now have the same people
flying in airplanes who used to "hitchhike

an

extra

AIDS INFORMATION COURSEWARE
A TOUCH-SCREEN INTERACTIVE VIDEODISC
EDUCATIONAL PACKAGE
will be available for use during AIDS Awareness Week
October 5-9, 1987
MacNeil Room in Bapst Library

Princeton Beauty

Salon

&

February.
The club consists of approximately 200 members from 53 different
countries, ranging from Argentina to
Yugoslavia.
Darboven said that in comparison
to last year, there are twice as many
American members. The entire club
participates in a formal meeting
once a semester to discuss suggestions for the upcoming semester.
Throughout the school year, ICBC
sponsors a number of social and
academic activities for the members
and other interested students.
The club's most recent event was
the "Black and White" party on
September 25. It ran from 7 pm to
1 am in O'Connell House. The party featured a disc jockey, ethnic
foods and alcoholic beverages for
those of age.
"It was a purely social event for
people to meet each other. For many
of the students, this was a new and
enriching experience. When the
disc jockey left the party and we
began to clean up, many people just
stayed and continued talking to each
other," said Darboven. He added
that he was amazed by the turnout
of 100 members and 100
non-members.
The party was free of charge,
although certain donations were
requested.
One of the club's goals for the year
is to become more active in the oncampus academic scene.New to this year is a club newsletter which is released three times a

Because there is no issue
next week this will take
the place of tonight's
AND next Monday's
meetings. Be there if you
want to be in the Oct.
19th issue!
;

-

.

........

,

2001 BEACON STREET
BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS
617-232-7755
Criminal Law
Personal Injury
Landlord Tenant
General Practice

'

?

Free Initial Consultation

ii

ed in size.
ICBC President Arthur Darboven
attributes this to students' growing
interest in the club's mock United
Nations, which is planned for

THURSDAY spm

LAW OFFICES

Barber Shop

Also Beauty Salon Service
Regular haircuts
1215 & 1115A Comm. Aye
Flat Tops
& ROTC Haircuts $7
Z54-952.7

Special meeting

...?..

,

Club formed

airline

snapshot of
comfortably
rather
on
sitting
Donna Rice
the lap of the former US Senator during a
seaside holiday, Leno asked his audience to

By JIM LALLY
Heights Special Report

International

to

and ride the bottom of freight cars."
Leno used his own special brand of
humor to poke fun at popular TV
comercials. Questioning the current calcium
craze, he wondered why women seemed to
make it through the bubonic plague and
two World Wars but seemed to be falling
apart on the Boston Common into
desperate little piles of flesh.
"Why do television commercial place
labels on people?" If its "Martha Ray,
denture wearer, why not Nell Carter, fat ass
for Lay Z Boy recliners."
Leno was on a roll throughout the entire
show. Although costanly amusing he was
often hilarious and always managed to keep
the ball rolling.
Leno, page 27
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I told you what I" wanted for
the party Enid. And you didn't get it.
So from now on I'm not going to
show my face to any of your friends.

|
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semester.

In early spring ICBC is also hosting
a lecture delivered by a representative of the East German Embassy.
Darboven stated that the representative will speak on such controversial issues as the "iron curtain" and
East German relations with the

United States.
These academic activities are \u25a0\u25a0
geared toward "creating a cultural
awareness on campus," Darboven
noted. "I don't think that the
American high schools fully educate
the students as to how they should
respect other traditions. That's what
we're trying to encourage and pro-

*

\u25a0
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It's his party and he can
cry if he wants. He wanted
Bud Light: the light beer with

mote."
As president of the club, Darboven
works with five other directors to

form the ICBC board. They are Juantxo Aguirre, editor-in-chief of the
newsletter; Michael Dasser, director
of academic projects; Angelo Royo,
director of social programming; Lula
Sequerra, director of public relations
and Juan C. Uribe, director of
finance.
The ICBC advisor is Jean Voder
who is an Assistant Dean for Student
Development.
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Enid, ask for Bud Light."
There's nothing worse than

Ask for Bud Light.
Everything else is just a light
Anheuser-Busch
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Sign Language taught at BC

Come on down!
gfre y&a a cut

By KATIE NELSON

on the best cut in town.

_

Boston College now offers sign

I

~

jm

Wash, Cut and Styling
$12.50 for him
H&5O for her
BC Perm Special
$50. Cut, Perm, Sty&g

"~~"

STUDENTS

C 5..
9"'
Specialists

NEED EXTRA $$$?
TRY TEMP!

i

Make this year count. Work at some of the
most prestigious companies in town... Meet
new people... earn a toppayrate... all while
working on the most flexible temporary
assinments around. Full and part-time work
is available NOW.

COME IN TODAY!
Brookline 1330 Beacon St. 734 7199
120 Tremont St. 357 8300
Boston
-

-

HOW TO RAISE $3,500
THIS FALL
Ultraflexible scheduling and lots of openings make it easier
than ever to rake in the bucks at Store 24 this fall. Our starting rate of $7.50 per hour could earn you up to $3,500 by
Christmas.

As a DISTRICT RUNNER you will play a vital role in
the operations of a number of our greater Boston stores. You
can work days, evenings, or nights, from 8 hours per week
to 40 hours per week. You would be expected to work in
a variety of stores in your area.
Previous convenience store experience is not required, but
it would be a definite plus. This position may lead directly
into our Management Trainee Program.
Visit with one of our Store Managers for more details:
Owen Sullivan
1438 Mass Aye.

Frank Swirko
405 West Broadway

Harvard Square
Jim Shiverdecker
281 Huntington Aye.

South Boston
Bob Hebert

Boston

John

1187 Hyde Park
Hyde Park

Aye.

Moran
1441 Beacon Street
Brookline

Tom Hart
140 Main Street
Charlestown

Joannes

Leatham
1626 Blue Hill Aye.

John Mulchahey

Mattapan

Allston

Danny Maheu
1420 Dorchester Aye.
Fields Corner

Kurt Mutschler
957 Commonwealth
Boston

language courses, open to students
as well as the general public.
Massachusetts State Association instructor.
By the end of the course, the stufor the Deaf (M.S.A.D) is sponsordent will know basic sign, which ening the classes, which are for incompasses a broad range of topics.
dividuals with no sign language experience, and a different class for Students can also become certified
those with some knowledge of sign through the class.
Those running the program invite
language.
who has an interest in signanyone
non-profit,
M.S.A.D. is a
consumer
to
ing
register for the course,
organization which sponsors contithey are planning to pursue
whether
nuing education courses on sign
language at other colleges in the a career in education or along other
lines.
Boston area, such as Northeastern
has
Boston
M.S.A.D.
University.
and
a bookstore and printing services as
well as a junior camp for deaf
It also
supports
children.
Massachusetts' active lobbying for
say,
1995,
By
experts
deaf rights.
out
of
space
will
run
Massachusetts
Sign language is used as a means for its own solid waste.
of communication by deaf, hearing
Various plans for the construction
impaired and hearing people. By ofadditional landfills or incinerators,
law, a college or university must prosuch as Senate President William
vide an interpreter for a deaf student Bugler's plan to establish an incinerator in Weston, have been proupon request.
language
course will inposed, but they usually run into
This sign
troduce students to a new way of strong opposition from local
communicating and offers a unique residents and environmental
look at the challenges facing the experts.
hearing impaired.
The recycling committee of the BC
Nancy Becker is a professor at chapter of MASSPIRG, the
Northeastern University and coorMassachusetts Public Interest
dinates the program on sign Research Group, is working to solve
the solid waste disposal problem.
BC School of Nursing
"Whereas many industrialized nations,
such as Japan, recycle up to
Presents:
eighty percent of their trash, we
"Ethical Concerns in Mak- Americans waste a lot of resources
and energy by only recycling around
ing Nursing Films"
five percent of ours," states senior
Christine Mitchell
Todd Depastino, coordinator of the
Boston Children's Hospital project. "By promoting recycling on
campus and in Newton, we can do
McGuinn Auditorium
our part to solve this statewide proWednesday, October 14 blem."
7:00 pm
MASSPIRG passed the Bottle Law

569 Cambridge Street

j

Aye.

431 Waverly Aye.
Framingham
at

891-8510.

An

Equal Opportunity Employer

get

there

faster

at

through M.S.A.D. The course runs
for ten weeks.
More courses will be offered next
semester as well.
TA,' or primary courses, will be
held on Tuesday in Campion 108 or
201, Wednesday in Campion 202 or
205, and Thursday in Gasson 309.
A secondary TB' class will be held
on Monday in Campion 201. All
classes meet from 6:30-8:30 pm.
To register or to obtain more information, stop by the M.S.A.D. office at 215 Brighton Aye., or call
254-2776.

in 1981 by popular referendum to
put a five cent deposit on bottles and

cans. On Wednesday, October 7,
BCPIRG is sponsoring "Recycling
Action Day."
Students with bottles and cans in
their rooms are encouraged to bring
them to the group's table on the
Dustbowl. Proceeds for the drive
will go to the local soup kitchens
served by BCPIRG's hunger relief
project. Any student who contributes cans or bottles will be
entered in the"Recycling Raffle," and
will be entered in the drawing for
prizes to be held at 4:30 om.

During the course of the year, the
project hopes to encourage the
Department of Housing to set up
recycling bins in dormitories, and
ultimately to pass a local recycling
ordinance in Newton.

The ordinance would allow for
selective trash pickups for aluminum
and paper, and it would make
Newton eligible for state funds
which are available for communities
that promote recycling.

TALBOT
IBHB3I TERRY
Wake

Up America Tour

|

S
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Complimentary student tickets
available on campus or at the door

presented by Marantha Concerts

_i

BACKTOSCHOOL!

Host/Hostesses
Counter Help

Store 24

'

7^

Part-time. Flexible hours available.
We'll offer you great potential, an excellent work environment and
growth opportunity
we promote from within. We've built our
reputation around serving only thefreshest and finest seafood and we
want only the best staff to continue that tradition. Positions are
available at our Chestnut Hill, Park Plaza Kendall Sq., Cambridge and
Allston locations.
Please apply in person Monday through Friday, 2:3opm to 4:oopm at
Legal Sea Foods, 33 Everett Street, Allston, MA.
?

For further information, call our 24-hour job line

Because this course is not a
university course, one must register

EARN EXTRA
MONEY THE
LEGAL WAY.

John Mahoney

You can

language being held at Boston
College.
Becker stated that there are no
prerequisites for the beginner class,
which will be taught by a deaf

PIRG recycles waste

1229 Centre Street
Newton Center
244-8900
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Review

Heights
FASHION
HORRORS 2!!

DINING OUT
AT THE TAM

TELEVISION'S DEAR JOHN
TOP TEN
FIGHTS BACK!

HOOTERS ARE HOT! IRISH PLAY A HIT (ALMOST)
By KRISTEN DUFFY and

KRISTYN MARTIN
Heights Staff Writers

The Hooters put on a dazzling
performance last Sunday at Roberts Center.
Rock 'n Hyde, a band with an impressive
(though lengthy) repetoire, opened the
show. The group, from Vancouver, has just
released their album Under the Volcano. They
performed their hit "Dirty Water," while
the audience joined in with the chorus.
Although a pop band, their songs were
sensitive to subjects such as the elderly and
TV evangelists. Rock 'n Hyde closed with an
encore version of "Dirty Water."
The long awaited Hooters opened with a
powerful performance of "Satellite" and
continued with other hits such as "Hanging
on a Heartbeat," "Engine 999," "Don't Take
My Car Out Tonight," and "Karla with a
K." Also performed was the Hooters
rendition of The Beatles "Lucy in the Sky
With Diamonds," which made an
impressive duet. The crowd was also
captivated by the live versions of "All you
Zombies" and "Johnny D" On a more
upbeat note, the crowd danced on the floor
to the much anticipated "And We Danced."
The staging and lighting were crucial

elements to the Hooters show. A variety of
colors and patterns were projected against
the backdrop behind the five band
members: Eric Bazilian (lead guitar), Rob
Hyman (keyboards), Andy King (bass), John
Lilley (guitar), and David Uosikkenen
(drummer).
The songs played were taken from The
Hooters' recently released album, One Way
Home and their debut album, Nervous Night.
Their performance was laced with
surprising variety, resulting mostly from the
inclusion of such instruments as the
ukulele, the recorder, accordian, mandolin,
and meledica (also known as the "hooter").
This instrumentation spiced-up the ordinary
rock sound. Impressive saxophone and
singing duets were incorporated into the
show which slowed the pace down a bit
and allowed the audience to recharge their
energy.
The audience responded enthusiastically
with chanting and clapping that
encouraged the Hooters two encores. During
their second return to the stage they played
an original rendition of The Who's classic
"Talking 'Bout My Generation," and finally
closed with "Who's That Cal?" The Hooters
said goodnight and left the stage ending
their great show.

CAJUNS, GUMBO, AND
ALL THAT JAZZ
By TOMMY KURTZ
Heights Assitant to Editor
Belizaire the Cajun, No Mercy, Angel Heart,
and most recently The Big Easy. What do
these films have in common? All four films
represent Hollywood's growing interest of
filming in Louisiana. Yes, Louisiana. You
know that place where the Cajuns attacked
the National Guard in films like Southern
Comfort and where people are influenced by
voodoo and turn into leopards like in Cat
People.
Hollywood's fascination with Louisiana
and Louisiana's romance with the movies
can be traced back into the silent era of
films. Since the beginning Louisiana, and
especially New Orleans, have attracted the
eyes of movie producers with its mystique
and southern charm. More than onehundred movies since 1907 have been
filmed in or have scenes from Louisiana.
Why does Louisiana exude such a bizarre
image? Why is it such a mysterious place,
and how does it attract and influence the
imagination of screen writers and
producers? The state's rich history, the
visual wealth of its environment and
architecture, and its complex charismatic
character make the state all the more
appealing to the maturing art form of
motion pictures.

New Orleans, with its rich influence of
Spanish and French architecture, along with
the French influence of continental cuisine,
and its African influence with voodoo and
black magic has "cooked up" a culture of
its own that entices writers to create plots
that can be twisted into many facets, each
within a different genre.
Louisiana is often presented in a romantic
setting with the image of "moonlight and
magnolias," a place where southern belles
and southern gentlemen still exist. Such
films as Pretty Baby, with Brooke Shields,
and The Big Easy show romance with a
touch of scandal and corruption, one of the
trademarks of Louisiana politics where
politicians make strange bedfellows.
Tennessee Williams once put it this way

about Louisiana: "Down in Louisiana, they
know that spooks are real." Ghosts, ghouls,
swamp monsters, monsters, and vampires
are just another dimension, literally, of life
in Louisiana. Ihe aura ot vooaoo ana oiacK
magic have been used in many films, most
of them B-films. Who could forget Alligator
People, or Swamp Women, and of course, Cat
People. Even 007 deals with mysterious
events in Live and Let Die in the French

By BRIAN FLATLEY
Heights Staff Writer

Christy Mahon is a real popular guy.
Christy, you see, just killed his father.

Actually, his Dad isn't dead, because
Christy didn't hit him hard enough with
the shovel. In fact, Christy kills his old

man twice, and he still comes back for
more. Eventually, this makes Christy very

unpopular. All this makes Christy very
confused.

uncertain.

Christy is, of course, the title character in
J.M. Synge's The Playboy of the Western World.
The Irish Universities Theatre Company
presents this play as a combination farce,
allegory, tragedy, social commentary and
love story. This calls for performers who
are at once powerful and flexible. The
players in this company are. . up to a
point.

The Irish dramatists in this play must
swing from one emotional extreme to
another, play figures who are
simultaneously comic and tragic, affect a
thick accent and actually drink Guinness
Stout while on a foreign stage for the first
time. The degree of difficulty is high and
these dramatic acrobats almost pull off the
trick.
The most salient problem is the foreign
(for them) audience bit. The cast adopts a
heavy rustic accent on top of their own
brogues, making many of the lines
unintelligible. After one's ear warms to the
dialect, though, this happens less and it
does lend authenticity to the script, but you
get the feeling you aren't hearing all that
happens. Despite this, the comedy
works. . .in any language.
Some of the finest touches are the
pantomimes and gestures Synge himself
never would have dreamed of. Colm
O'Driscoll and Richard Cook do this
especially well, reeling about the stage with

drunken

It is only when Christy's parricide stops
a joke that problems develop. When
Old Mahon (Tom Clinch) shows up alive,
we are expected to take Christy's crime
seriously, yet this is one of the funniest
scenes in the play. This calls for great
dramatic agility and John Kelleher (Christy)
and Caroline Lennon (the Widow Quin)
almost have it. The audience is to be either
horrified or tickled by a farcical torture
scene at the climax. The prevailing effect is

being

gracefulness.

Pegeen Mike, played by Sharon Murphy,
complex love affair
with Christy, but somehow it just doesn't
show up on stage. Peg is a fine comic
figure, but hard to present as a lover.
Individually, the performances range from
good to captivating. Frankie McCafferty
puts a new look on the traditionally "fat
and fair" Shawn Keogh, and it works.
is supposed to have a

Shawn is now a cowering peasant
dominated by Peg, so authentic you could
touch him. Caroline Lennon adds dignity to
the Widow, a modern version of Chaucer's
Wife of Bath.
John Kelleher has perhaps the most
difficult task. He must play off the dizzying
variety of characters and remain a unified
whole. He does. Unfortunately, the play
does not.
The Playboy of the Western World is a
lighthearted piece and this presentation is
perhaps a bit too ponderous. Fortunately,
this detracts only slightly from the
impression of the strength of the individual

performances.

The Irish University Theatre Company is

a professional group of students and recent
graduates of major universities in Ireland.
They will tour the eastern US until
December. In the spring, they hope to move

the Midwest and West Coast. Their
appearance in Boston will be
N0v.23-24, at MIT.

on

to

next

Quarter.

The birth of jazz and the blues in New
Orleans has produced many musicals, some
of them starring New Orleans native Louis
Armstrong. Even Elvis Presley had two
New Orleans based musicals, one of them
King Creole, in which his acting talents were
finally praised by the New ybrk Times (as
Elvis' acting abilities were put into question
before then).
Some films have been shot in Louisiana,
but were not so much Louisiana-based. The
Toy starring Richard Pryor and Jackie
Gleason, was filmed entirely in Louisiana in
1982. Many films have had glimpses of
Louisiana as they were passing through,
like Bonnie and Cylde and Easy Rider.
-

As a native New Orleanian, I can see
how films have revealed Louisiana's
mystique as I am continually asked such
questions as: "Does everyone speak
French?," "Is there really such a thing as
voodoo dolls?," and "Are there alligators
coming out of the sewers?" The movies
have painted a picture of Louisiana that is
partly true and pardy false.
Probably the popularity of Cajun food
across the country has caused the current
spark of making Louisiana based films in
this country in the past two years. In
-

addition, the heavy

taxes

incorporated

into

every film made in California have pushed
more movie producers to other parts of the
country. The popularity of Justin Wilson's
"Louisiana Cooking" show, the man who
says"l guar-an-tee," has caused many to
blacken everything in sight and ponder:
"Are these people for real?"
How rver, many films dealing with
Louisiana really do not depict an accurate

Heights
Phot

by

Steve

Jini Lally

reviews Jay Leno's show last

night. If you missed it,

picture of the state. For starters, people in
New Orleans do not have a southern
accent, just listen to me (if you could) -1
talk so fast most people think I'm
from New York. Also, bayous and i
swamps are far away from the city of New
Orleans. No Mercy had Richard Gere and
Kirn Basinger going straight from the
swamps to the harbor.
Not everyone in Louisiana is Cajun.
Louisiana has developed a culture of its
own, one that is a combination of many
cultures.
Its hospitality has, for years, attracted
many writers and artists to write and
capture its flare, sitting on the banks of the
Mississippi and letting the day drift by. Its
culture gives fresh insight into looking at
things in life differently from those in othei
parts of the country, and asking the

turn

back

to

page 21

Fitzparick

question, "Does it really matter?" The
winds of change seem to blow right over
Louisiana. Probably the long hot summers
embroil people with a laissez faire attitude
for the rest of the year.
If you're in the mood for a good film that
depicts New Orleans fairly accurately, go
see The Big Easy, a steamy romance and
thriller starring Ellen Barkin and Dennis
Quaid. Although Quaid's accent in the film
shifts at different points from a Cajun to a
ninth ward (a working class section in New
Orleans) accent, the films is the best
depiction of New Orleans to date.
So grab your pet crawfish (that's the
southern and correct spelling of crayfish), a
bowl of gumbo, a bottle of hot sauce, a
drink, and take in a film about a place that
architects call a gem, tourists call a blast,
economists call a mess, and I call home. I
"guar-an-tee" you won't be disappointed.
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TAKING BRUNCH AT THE TAM
By GRETCHEN HEEG
Heights Food Critic

THE TAM O'SHANTER
1648 Beacon Street, Brookline

Telephone: 277-0982
RATING

\u2605*\u2605 VS

PLUSES

Belgian waffles; potatoes;
Tarn Burger; Carrot Cake; French
Roast Coffee; lovely atmosphere;
large portions; live music each
evening.

MINUSES No free coffee re-fills; limited
salad choices
accessibility
available

OF NOTE

only
daily
11:30-3:00pm

5:30-10:00pm

Brunch 11:00-4:00
RATINGS

\u2605
\u2605
\u2605
\u2605
\u2605

POOR
\u2605
ADEQUATE
\u2605 \u2605
GOOD
\u2605 \u2605 \u2605
VERY GOOD
\u2605 \u2605 \u2605 \u2605 EXCELLENT

One of the best things about going home
to visit parents is a home-cooked meal:
Mom's lasagna, warm banana nut bread, or
the special barbeque sauce. The next best
thing to domestic delicacies is the chance to
go out to a favorite restaurant and let Mom

and Dad pick up the tab. In two weeks
many of you will be seeing your parents
(on Parent's Weekend) for the first time
since August. These weekends ahead
deserve a special touch. Brunch at The Tarn
O'Shanter (otherwise known as "The Tarn")
is my tip to you.
Not far from campus, The Tarn appears to
be little more than a pub from the outside.
But inside, the restaurant takes on an earthy
atmosphere: split-level, hard-wood floors,
hanging patchwork quilts and freshly cut
wildflowers on each of the tables. The long
oak bar which separates itself from the
dining area is a comfortable place where
one can sip Mimosasa and Bloody Mary's
while catching our local sports teams in

There was plenty of dressing and toasted
croutons to cover each piece of Romaine,
but it didn't lend an aggressive, bitey taste
that an excellent Caesar dressing should.
The Caesar ($1.50 sm/2.75 lg, if ordered a
la carte) was included with my entree, a
three-egg Swiss cheese and sauteed
mushroom omelete(ss.so). Beautifully
garnished with scallions and fresh fruit, the
inner ingredients lent a delicious flavor to
the eggs. Cutting into the core of the
omelete I found plenty of the two
ingredients. The dish was my own
invention; one chooses from four cheeses,
bacon and a variety of vegetables to make
their meal. Additional fillings can be
ordered, but two is enough!

action.

The Tarn features original recipes as well as
the traditional brunch fare. All ingredients
are fresh (the menu changes daily according
to seasonal selections) and attract the
"liberal" eater's eye.
Zesty appetizers include goose liver pate
and brie served with crackers(s2.9s) and
hummus, a Middle-Eastern chickpea dish,
served with pita bread(s2.so).
Soups change daily but the two salad
selections are constant. Both can be ordered
alongside of any entree. The soup listings
include: Black Bean with Sour Cream,
Creamy Chicken with Rice, and Garden
Vegetable(sl.so each). The cups, not too
large, were plenty to please the patrons near
our table. A tossed green salad and their
own Caesar accompany most entrees. I
found the Caesar to be a nice size, not
dinky, yet the lettuce stayed on the plate.

There are also four traditional Eggs
Benedict dishes(ss.2s-5.95), a 10-oz New
York Sirloin Steak and Eggs special(sB.9s),
or for the sweet tooth, big portions of
Belgian Waffles(ss.2s) and French
Toast(s4.9s) served hot and steaming. Two
guys sitting next to my guest and myself
ordered the sweeter items. I overheard one
mention his big eating habits in the
morning. He said he couldn't finish his
plate and I said to myself, "Well worth the

and served on a toasted egg roll. Make sure
your front side is carefully covered because
the Boursin may drip off your burger
(which will be embarrassing and Mom will
think you haven't learned how to eat at
BC!). Also added to the menu are hot and
cold Specials of the Day such as Jambalaya,
Veal Piccata and Shrimp Salad(s6.9s-750).
The desserts are worth the whole trip!

Straight from Cambridge come such treats
as "Hopelessly Chocolate Cheesecake,"

Mocha-Walnut Torte and Carrot Cake
($2.25-3.25). The carrot cake, a house
favorite, gets five stars. Crushed sweet
pineapple, shredded carrots, raisins,
cinnamon, chopped walnuts and coconut
are condensed together. A cool cream cheese
and coconut frosting compliments the cake.
Their cheesecake was not quite as good,
but then again I'm partial to great carrot
cake. The chilled bittersweet mousse had a
creamy, not New York cheesey, texture.
Baked on a chocolate cookie crust and
floating in a sweet raspberry sauce, you bet
it made my buddy smile! Try a cup of their
French Roast Java with your meal and/or
dessert. The Parisian beans cost a bit more
but are worth it.

money"
My guest's choice was The Tarn Burger
prepared with Boursin cheese and
bacon and served with sliced, boiled
potatoes which are sauteed with paparika,
white pepper and onions. . absolutely
delicious! The gennerous patty was grilled
($4.95),

The Tarn is open daily for lunch and
dinner as well. Live music can be heard
from their stage seven days a week. Make
your guest's visit special and go to The Tarn.
Bill Jarvis, weekend manager and chef, is
always pleased to serve BC students and,
like myself, you will be pleased to have
tried the local Tain.

TOPS
TELEVISION'S TOP 10 SERIES BOTTOMS

Though television series fare is usually
less than outstanding there are a few shows
on the air that are worth watching. This is
my list of the best ten shows on the air
based upon quality, writing acting, and
entertainment value. The shows had to
have come from FOX, PBS, NBC, CBS, or
ABC and air between 8 and 11 pm. There
are no new season shows on the list
because none of them have had the time to

develop yet.

6) MYSTERY! (PBS)
If you want an alternative to network

1) ST. ELSEWHERE (NBC)

fare, this entertaining PBS

This show has easily outclassed any other
network offering since its premier six years
ago. The fact remains that there is nothing
else on television that even comes close to
St. Elsewhere. It's touching sad, entertaining
always funny, and features an excellent
ensemble cast. This is a must-see show.
2) CAGNEY AND LACEY (CBS)
Another top-notch show that gets

high
for
realism
and
fine
Tyne
marks
acting.
Daley and Sharon Gless, both multiple
Emmy winners, headline in a show that
has always taken on tough and
controversial issues in an honest, no-holdsbarred manner. Fast paced, funny, and
slighdy off beat, Cagney and Lacey still
performs well above par after five years on
the air.

3) THE GOLDEN GIRLS (NBC)
Once again the Emmy winner for best

comedy series, this show has become the
sit-com against which all others will (and
should) be judged. Well written and acted,
it's a refreshing change of pace from junk
like The Charmmgs, Who's the Boss, and My

Sister Sam.

4)

MARRIED.WITH CHILDREN (FOX)

If

for the previous entry, this would
on TV. If
you haven't yet sampled the new FOX
network's answer to the likes of Cosby you
are missing something truly. . vmm
different. Harsh, rude, raunchy, and quite
offensive, .this show is a wickedly funny
and realistic depiction of family life in a
tacky Chicago suburb. The show is,
admittedly, an acquired taste so give it a try
and time to grow on you.
not

easily be the funniest comedy

series should fit
the bill. Host Vincent Price introduces
quality British mysteries that, though they
sometimes miss the mark, are always better
than whatever else is on the other channels
at the same time.

7) FALCON CREST (CBS)
Laugh if you will, but nobody does evil
better than Jane Wyman as wine queen
Angela Charming. This program, a perfect
example of the potential of the soap opera
format, shows what good writing and a
genuinely talented cast can do with fluff.
Unlike uptight shows like Dallas, Falcon
Crest is not afraid to break up the sex,
power, greed, and backstabbing with large
doses of humor: This is a completely
unconventional soap (right down to the fine
camera work) that is easy to get hooked
on.

CRIME STORY (NBC)
Much to my dismay, Miami Vice maven
Michael Mann actually turned out
something well worth watching. It's your
basic cops and robbers story, but add the
ambiance of 1960's Las Vegas, a top notch
cast (especially Dennis Farina and Anthony
Denison as tbe evil Luca), and stunning
camera work and you've got yourself a
great show. One word of caution though,
Crime Story is undeniably the most violent
show on the tube, so if that bothers
you. . beware!
8)

9) KATE AND ALLIE (CBS)
Every once in awhile it's nice to get lost
in a typical, home spun sitcom. To fit this
order, I can think of no better choice than
Kate and Allie starring Jane Curtin and Susan
St. James. Sure it's corny, but it's also well
written, warm, and sharply acted by St.
James and (especially) Curtin.

10) NEWHAKT (CBS)

Arguably the best ensemble comedy

cast
on the air can be found on this veteran
show. Series star Bob Newhart is not afraid
to step out of the limelight and let one of
his co-stars take center stage for an episode.

11k following arc the

[according to \'arietv's

top ten
weekly

films

in

sampling

the

icuntrv

of box-office
days

'grosses, lite film is followed by the number of
|it has been in release and its total gross thus fir

Well, that's it for the tops of network
television. Though there were a few shows
that could also be on this list, the above ten
series represent a diverse group of offerings
and are all programs well worth watching
on a weekly basis.

FATAL ATTRACTION [10-518.709.510]
THE PRINCIPAL [1059.405.452)
HELLRAISER [10-58.354.739]
STAKEOUT [52-553.983.325]
5) THE PICK-UP ARTIST [10-57.865.654]
6) DIRTY DANCING [3S-527.376.139]
7) LA BAMBA [78-549.240.819]
3) NO WAY OUT [45-530.377.232]
9) CANT BUY ME LOVE
[45-525.179.912]
10) THE BIG EASY [31-15.465.203]

NEXT WEEK: THE DISAPPOINTMENTS
OF TELEVISION .. SEE ALL OF YOUR
FAVORITE (OR LEAST FAVORITE)
SHOWS RAKED OVER THE COALS!

?reek according to the weekly sampling
\telscn Peoplemeter rating senna.

In the process, this has become one of the
most reliably funny and off-beat shows in
any of the network's line-ups.

NEW REM ALBUM
A MIXED BAG
By MATTHEW BROWN
Document marks a triumph of sorts for
REM as it consolidates the individual
strengths of the band's previous two
albums; reconciling the textural diversity of
1985's Fables of the Reconstruction with the
pop sensibility of 1986's Lifes Rich Pageant.
Unfortunately, this means that the Athens,
Georgia-based quartet's fifth album inherits
those records' weaknesses as well. . .the
failed experimentation of Fables and the
bland commerciality of Pageant.
What this all means, in practical terms, is
that Document is a mixed bag of hits and
near-misses, of pop and pap. So that while
"Finest Worksong" choogles like no REM
tune before it, the band's tepid cover of the
Wire classic "Strange" finds singer Michael .
Stipe's voice too thin to convey the edge
the song demands. On the other hand,
"Disturbance at the Heron House" is
among the prettiest of Stipe's melodies,
while the flaccid "The One I Love" ranks
with the most blatant fluff the band has
produced.
The album has other moments, too. "It's
thc End of the World as We Know It (And
I Feel Fine)", a sort of Dylanesque

:1)
2)
3)
4)

lite following lire the top

ten

television shews List

of the

The Cosby Show [NBC]
A Different World [NBC]
Cheers [NBC]
The Golden Girls [NBC]
5) Night Court [NBC]
6) Who's the Boss? .[ABC]
1)
2)
3)
4)

7) Dolly [ABC]
3) Growing Pains [ABC]
9) Hooperman [ABC]
10) Family Ties [NBC]

lite
jut

63)
64)
65)
66]
67]

following

were the bottom five
c
7
of shows rated b\> Nielsen.

shows last week

Splash [Movie-ABC]
Sledge Hammer! [ABC]
Max Headroom [ABC]
The Charmings [ABC]
Once A Hero [ABC]

i

,

5) TRACEY ULLMAN SHOW (FOX)
Talk about unique, this variety show is
unlike anything I've ever seen a network
offer. The multi-talented British
comedienne/singer Tracey Ullman romps
through a wild half-hour of songs and
comedy sketches not to be missed. Skits
have dealt with everything from the
revenge of an abused waiter on a miserable
customer to a disco dance contest in which
one contestant had her panties stolen by
her opponant. Hilarious.

?

By RON HEBSHIE
Heights Review Editor

doomsday romp, makes me laugh until,
well, until I just don't feel much like
laughing anymore, and "Exhuming
McCarthy/ the band's first stab at blatant
topicality, which unfortunately comes off as
a bit retrogressive to those of us who'd

hoped that pseudo-intellectual political
finally died
with the long overdue demise of The Clash

pretension in rock and roll had

last year.
What's the point? Document is inconsistent
whole, but among the unlistenable
tracks are some real gems. Make a tape of
the good songs, and save the rest for Dead
Letter Office, Part Two.
as a
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FASHION HORRORS INVADE PART II: THE MEN!
tonight." He bought all his notebooks at
the Coop so he can pretend he goes to

By KATHY ADAMS
Heights Lifestyle Correspondent
It's hard

to use

the word "fashion" or

"style" in any description of BC guys. At
least BC girls know what thc word
"fashion" means, and actually read about it,
even if they do end up destroying the

concept. But BC guys can't even
comprehend what it means to be

"fashionable" or have a "sense of style."
Nevertheless, although it's a stretch, it is
possible to categorize BC guys into groups s
of "fashion victims." In tact, some ot the

following victims were seen recently
strolling across the quad:

JOE JOCK ITCH

I shouldn't even mention this one, since

everyone knows what this guy wears, acts
like, talks like, etc. It's sad, really, that this
guy represents about 92 percent of our
campus, seeing as he's the most obnoxious
guy I know. Joe Jock Itch wears his
sweatpants rolled up to his knee (why? Are
his calves hot?!), and grungy dirt-encrusted
Converse basketball sneakers. He carries his
basketball to class so he can bounce it
down the halls and demonstrate his
physical prowess to all the Suzie Top-40's
who are in awe. Suffice it to say that this
guy has the mentality of his jock strap,
always forgets to shave, and is the one who
walks up Higgins in front of you and spits
all the way up. Joe Jock Itch's sense of
fashion is evident if we remember that he
prefers to wear t-shirts that say things like.
"Plumbers Have Longer Pipes." There are
too many of these dinks around, so I guess
we'll just have to live with them.
BOBBY BIF-PREP
This is Miss Talbots' boyfriend. You all
know this guy too. He wears those pretty
madras-plaid bermudas and too much Polo
cologne. He can be heard yelling across the
quad, "We'll take my Saab to MA's

Harvard (he couldn't get in). He still wears
chinos (sockless) with loafers or some other
type of ugly L.L.Bean shoe. You can usually
see up his nostrils when he walks across
the dustbowl, and he was recently heard
saying/Tm spending Christmas in Aspen
and break at Daddy's in Palm Beach."
VALLEY-SAM (THE SURFIN' MAN)
This valley dude is bitchin' hot, really
like. You all know this guy too. he
sometimes hangs out with Joe Jock Itch.
Valley Sam only wears Jams (even in
December), grimy vans, and turquoise
hawaiian shirts. His hair is blond with SunIn streaks, his face is unnaturally tanned,
and his girlfriend is usually a Suzie Top-40.
This guy doesn't belong at school in the
Northeast. He has the intelligence of a
meatball, and came to school equipped
with only his Don Johnson white cotton
blazer,(to keep him warm during
snowstorms). He says things like, "Hey,
Dudie, keg tonight... be there. It'll be, like,
out of control, bitchin'. . ." Is this Student
Admissions' idea of cultural exchange at BC
or is it a big joke? I can't wait to see what
this guy does when he graduates in five
years; he'll probably work at Chess King for
the rest of his life.
.

18-MANIAC
said
Whoever
it's hip to be square? Were
they on drugs when they said it? Can I get
sick now? This guy is the original
computer toad. He wears beige polyester
shirts and carries 25 drafting pencils in his
shirt pocket. His pants never fit
right. . .they're usually corduroy floods that
are too tight in the crotch. 18-Maniac is the
same guy who used to throw the curve in
Freshmen Biology, and who always used to
raise his hand to say, "Wasn't that paper
supposed to be due this week professor?"

STAR TREKKING IN '87
By RON HEBSHIE
Heights Review Editor
This past Saturday night I witnessed the
debut of one of the most eagerly awaited
television shows in the past 25 years. Star
Trek: The Next Generation debuted with a
highly touted two hour movie special. First,
the facts. It is the most expensive
syndicated television show in history. It is
just as costly as the most expensive episode
of a network television show. Paramount
has a lot riding on it. Many affiliates have
cancelled network offerings and are running
the series in place of these shows.
So, after all this fanfare, money, and hype,
is the show any good? If the two hour
movie is any indication of things to come,
Star Trek: The Next Generation has some rough
times ahead. First, I must admit, I really
don't like the old Star Trek series with all of
its phony pop-philosophy and moribund
outlook on life. With this in mind, Star
Trek: The Next Generation lives up to the
message aspect of the original but there is a
serious lack of sparkle and energy.
The opener had Capt. Jean Luc Picard
(Patrick Stewart) being tested by a crafty
alien named Q. With the aid of the all-new
Enterprise, Picard and his crew must go to a
place called Farpoint station and prove to Q
that humans are no longer a savage race of
beings. The irony of the whole thing is the
fact that Q and his denizens are not the
kindest people themselves, but in the future
things like that make no difference.
In addition to Picard, the crew includes an
android, mother and son, young maverick
commander, a friendly Klingon, a blind guy,
and a woman with telepathy. Needless to
say, the crew of the Enterprise beat Q at his
own game and arrive at the sappy ending
with nary a scratch to the fiberglass hull of
the ship. A one hour episode is stretched
out to

twice its

acceptable length in

a

premiere that should have dazzled instead
of distressed. Judging by the number of
commercials, the whole cost of this and ten
other movies could have been underwritten
by ad revenues.
The cast,

at

least in acting ability, is quite

good. Stewart makes

an

interestingly

William Shatoer's
Captain Kirk, but the name Jean Luc Picard
is contrived and annoying. Johnathan Frakes
mature contrast to

(Cdr. William Riker) does a nice job as the
young commander, as does Stand By Me star
Wil Wheaton in the role of Wes Crusher.
Also of note is Denise Crosby as the strong

willed Lt. Tasha Yar and whoever plays the
android Lt. Data. Though both of these
roles are fairly small, they are well acted
and interesting to watch.
On the down side, Roots reject LeVar
Burton sleep-walks through the role of blind
Lt. Geordi LaForge wearing a seeing-eye
device that looks like a car air filter cut in
half. The characters of Dr. Crusher and the
telepathic Dienna Troy are dispensible, with
the latter being particularly annoying. I hate
telepathy used as a crutch and, you guessed
it, it's done here.
In addition to most of the cast, there are
other nice touches in the production. The
theme music comes mostly from the Star
Trek movies with a few strains thrown in
from the TV series. The new Enterprise
looks great (they've kept that honking red
alert sound from the old show. . .nice
touch) and the saucer separation feature is
kind of cool.
The special effects, a mixed bag, should
have been spectacular given the fact that
they are produced by George Lucas'
Industrial Lights and Magic, the firm that gave
us the great effects in films like Star Wars,
ET, and the Star Trek movies. What we have
here are nice touches mixed with
shockingly cheesy elements.
As far as the story goes (what really
matters), there is not much going on. Gene
Roddenberry has remained as executive
producer and writer and his dated ideas are
painfully obvious here. Look, I think it's
wonderful that Roddenberry wants to do a
science fiction show with something extra,
but does that extra have to be so laughable?
Ideas that were new, controversial, or
topical in the sixties are not, repeat ARE
NOT, hot topics anymore.

The great thing about Star Trek: The Next
Generation is that it does have alot of
potential and there is a good base upon
which to build a great show. I would rather
see a good story and poor special effects
than a bad story and great effects, but as it
stands now, this show is neither of these.
The best moment in the show came with
a cameo by DeForrest Kelly (Bones from
the old series), curious. .
.

His hair is oil-slick black and he wears
scuffed old-man shoes. 18-Maniac also has a
dog named "PC." and he hangs out at Star
Trek/Doctor Who conventions on the
weekends. He'll probably spend the rest of
his life working in a lab. Maybe he'll even
blow himself up.
HUNKY STUD BOY

Oh, 1 get all hot just thinking about this

sexy piece-o-meat. Hunky Stud Boy usually
wears one of those John Travolta 1970's
shirts unbottoned, of course, all the way
down to his hairy belly-button. In fact, this
guy is hairy all over; the hair on his back
falls over his disco-shirt collar and, rumor
has it, he also has a hairy bum. Hunky
Stud Boy wears pointy Italian loafers,
crotch-defining black jeans, and has gelled
hair a-la Sly Stallone (his mentor). Need 1
say more? Hunky Stud Boy drives a new
red Camaro with "Italian Stallion" or "No.
1" on the license plate. Want to puke?
PUNK KEN
Who else would Punk Barbie even think
of going out with? This cat is, like, totally
hip and cool. Like Punk Barbie, he loves to
listen to all of those radical new "punk"
bands, like Til' Tuesday (Aimee Mann is so
rad). Punk Ken fills his days arranging his
spiked-up do with plenty of mousse and
gel. Again, like Punk Barbie, he loves to
shock his parents by wearing torn clothing
and (oooh. . dare I say it?) an earring.
Punk Ken pretends that he listens to
WZBC, but I know someone who saw
him at the Hooters concert last week. This
guy is pathetic. Punk Ken and Punk Barbie
deserve each other.

HIPPIE LOVE-BOY
What is all this Hippie-Love stuff all of a
sudden? The Hippie Love-Boy seems to be
a multiplying breed on campus lately. He
wears those John Lennon glasses, a tye-dyed
shirt (of course), some kind of mangy pair

of pants, and Jesus sandals (actually, they're
the Water Buffalo sandals that his uncle

wore at Woodstock). Hippie Love-Boy
pretends he has a social conscience when
his real goal in life is still to screw everyone
on his way to the top. His hair is long and
greasy and he always says things like;
"that's really mello, man. . .Jerry Garcia is
the balls," and, "Can you pay. . I'm broke."
Blecch...

JON BON JOVI
Vampiress loves this guy, since he lives in
heavy metal heaven. Jon Bon Jovi lives in
his ratty denim jacket, jeans, and HarleyDavidson motorcycle boots. He smokes
Marlboros and has long permed hair (bigger
than any Suzie Top-40 could ever hope to
have). Like Vampiress, throwing around the
"F" word is his favorite pasttime. For

example, he was recently heard saying
"Sammy Hagar is a madman. . . he's
f*® w'rl awesome, the real balls man." Jon
Bon Jovi's biggest investment last summer

was a pair of leather bum-less pants like
David Lee Roth's. His idol is Angus from
AC/DC. Vampiress and Jon Bon Jovi make a
cute couple; he can hold her on his
shoulders when she offers her body to the
band on stage.

As with BC girls, there are many more
classes of male "fashion victims" too
numerous to mention. Take for example.
"Tom Cruise Wanna-be," "Barry
Manilow"(although he's usually a grad
student), and "Johnny Dance-fever"(He
dates the "Solid Gold Dancer"). You could
also be "The Cattle Rustler"(who wears
Chaps or Stetson cologne), or just "joe
Average." In any case, after visiting similar
campuses, you guys will realize that you're
not alone. Most college guys don't have,
and can never hope to have, any sense of
style. So any of you who are still
trying. . .well, at least you're trying.

WRAPPING UP U-2
By JIM LALLY

Heights Music Correspondent

Those who paid scalpers a hundread
bucks a seat to see U-Z in concert two
weeks ago may be broke but can take
comfort in the tact that the show was
worth every cent.
U-Z s performance, the second of three
shows in the Boston area, was nothing
short of brilliant.
Opening the show with "Where the
Streets Have No Name," the group played
an excellent mix of both old and new
material.
In many regards the band behaved quite
differently than they did last May during
concerts at the Worcester Centrum.
Although their performance then was
outstanding U-Z definately seemed to be a
great deal more relaxed this time around.
They seemed to be at ease with themselves
and the crowd. Less prevalent was the
somber atmosphere found at last spring's
shows.
The band seemed genuinely excited to be
back in Boston, on stage performing. Lead
singer Bono made mention several times of
the fact that Mayor Ray Flynn had made
U-Z honorary citizens of the city of Boston.
In fact, at times it was difficult to figure
out who was more thrilled to be at the
concert, U-Z or the crowd.
Throughout the show Bono spoke
casually to his audience, receiving strong
cheers when he told the crowd of his
walking through the streets of Boston
earlier that day.
Although he made several references to
the groups affiliation with Amnesty
International, they were merely passing
remarks or suggestions, never laying any
heavy political or social ideaologies upon
the audience.
There was a great deal of audience
participation in the show. Several times
Bono gestured towards guitar player The
Edge to stop playing for moment so that
the only sounds to be heard would be those
of the audience's clapping and singing.
Songs such as "One Tree Hill" and
"Sunday Bloody Sunday" were kept simple,
different than they have been played on
albums and previous concerts, yet they were
beutifully moving. During several songs
Bono called for the house lights to be

turned on, allowing the audience to further
become involved with the performance.
This effect created the feeling that the show
was less of a performance and more of a
celebration.
For the better, U-Z sounded rougher, more
natural than they may have in the past.
Even when The Edge had electrical
problems with his guitar it only seemed to
enhance the show, making the group more
human, closer to the crowd.
The group thrilled and surprised the
crowd by playing some tunes that they
haven't recently done in concert. Songs like
"Out of Control" and "Spanish Eyes" were
refreshing to hear live.
Last May, seemingly upset by some
uncontrollable screaming during a
particularly somber portion of the concert.
Bono shouted to a fan "could you shut up
for just this one, this isn't The Beatles, this is
U-Z." The time the band played two classic
Beatles tunes: "Help" followed by "Helter
Skelter."
In all U-Z delivered a highly impressive
show. It should be mentioned that both
drummer Larry Mullen Jr. and bass player
Adam Clayton were very much a part of
the evening's performance. In fact the
highlight of the show may have come
during the closing song "Forty" when
alone on stage Larry began to
spontaneously carry the beat to the crowd's
singing "how long to sing this song. . .'".
U-Z demonstrated their abilities as
musicians and as performers. It was a night
worth remembering.
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now. .you'll never

wonderful memory.

he the real John.

Give

-Fifi

it

up

remotely slanderous. The jibes about the

Jesuits, band, and cheerleaders were mild at
worst. As far as the Abe Lincoln thing
goes, it's nice that he has such an ardent
fan as yourself after all these years. Finally,
if you were bothered by the gay/lesbian
thing. . where was your letter? We only
got three and you were not among the

Dear John,
Frankly, your column really blows. No one can
replace the old John with Ins genuine sense of
compassion and his cute little friends. Your
responses are all geared toward the slandering of
nice people rather than being modelled after the

writers.

true concern that the real John so kindly showed
all of us last year. Either gel someone in there who
likes mankind and furr\' animals or stop calling

and Zowte

Dear F & Y.
I don't know who you've talked to, but
who said we wanted to be like the old
John, huh? The column started out as a
strong feature a few years back but, despite
your wonderful memories, pretty much
degenerated into sickeningly sweet, pseudoartsy, prosaic fluff last semester. We will not
give it up. I think the concept of Dear John
has potential so, if you hate it so much,
may I suggest that you not read it.

Vcu claim you are supposed to write "funny and
wise" answers to student questions. Maybe I'm
reading the wrong column, all I see are slanderous
comments about one and all. Ijxsi week you
ridiculed Abe Lincoln, the ZOO members the BC
of
Band, all cafeteria employees, the Jesuit community,
and the cheerleading sauad. One would have
thought you'd learn from your Lesbian and Gay
Community faux pas. Is this new, definitely not
improved, threefold John the only one above
criticism. . possibly a holy trinity
of sorts/ 1
-Not Amused

Dear John,
I hand-checked all the

yourself John.

roots on our female
cheerleader's heads and am happy to report that
they are, in fact, sporting their natural golden
locks. Why all the interest in the hair, anyway?
Mayhe you should pay more attention to the cheers
and stunts that we perform to help you gel
psyched for our football and basketball games.

PS:

"Thankfully

Dear John,
I think the direction of your column has hit rock
bottom. Your tasteless response to the
letter. . concerning the BC Marching Band has
insulted one group too many. . . I am sure I speak
for all groups who have fallen victim to your
slander.
Tlte band is one of the largest, most visible, and
hardest working organizations on campus. The
time we spend rehearsing and performing each

Deaf" last

in the Beijing area.
Evidently, though, Walter's erection was
not appreciated by everyone. Fr. Thomas
O'Mally, Dean of A&S back in 1972, made

By MISS TREE and C. KRET
Heights Gossip Reporters
Well seniors, here it is. . .your very own
rag sheet! Each week we'll be bringing you
the latest dirt on anyone and everyone in
the class of 1988 for you to enjoy and

reflecting the

administration's fear that students would
start expressing themselves the way Walter
did all over campus: "One hopes thc
inventiveness of the Scholars of the College

underclassmen

and Honors Thesis writers not be
encouraged to add artifacts to the campus
according to whim. Thc group of green
girders with their attendant fenceposts, are,
appealing, no doubt; but will they be more
of such groups added without plan,

to

laugh

at.

One observation: Hillside A 6th

floor looks like

a reunion
Duchesne residents. One such member
is T.M. now back
England and seemingly

of

from

One reauest: Last Thursday's Rat seemed to be
invaded by underclassmen. . let's keep the "Senior
Rat" just that and let the young 'uns drink
illegally at the Pub, ok??
One question: Who's the hot-shot senior

being chauffcred to class in a limo. By the
looks of his suit, he was probably just

returning from a GQ photo session.

i

renewing his close friendship with N.W.

On a sadder note: The senior class would
to extend its condolences regarding the
demise of D.C.'s barber.

like

One probing curiosity: Is anyone else
getting increasingly annoyed with that
[Silver Corvette invading the pedestrian
[walkways of the Mods?

|

randomly?"

Well, I've said what 1 had to say this
week. Dear John is here to stay. We don't
force you to read it, but we don't think you
should miss it either. We're new, we're
different, and controversy is our middle
name. Our talented trio will be back in two
weeks to answer all of the regular letters
we got that we didn't have space to answer.
Letters to the column should be into the
box (McElroy 113) by 5 on Thursdays.
There is no Heights next week because of
Columbus Day so you have plenty of time
to write. Have fun...Aloha!

I

Whatever happened to the rest of Walter's
sculpture, and why the beams were left,
pointing the way to China, remains a
mystery. The sculpture now serves mainly
as a place for campus organizations to hang
signs and as a source of curiosity for new
students and visitors to BC.
We think that the beams could be put to
a more constructive use. Like maybe the
beginnings of the nation's very first
collegiate monorail that would conveniently
whisk eager students across campus. But
that's just us.
So until next week, have fun, and if
you've got it, for God's sake, get rid of it.
And if you've got any questions, about
anything that's plaguing you, get rid of
them. . .write 'em down, and drop 'em off
right here at The Heights (McElroy 113).
We'll take care of the rest.

One loving couple: By the way they were
tripping the light fantastic, one could have thought
that D.M. and T.K. were taking their honeymoon
at the Rat last Thursday.

I

More speculation has occurred over those
three beams than probably any other
structure on campus, and stories concerning
their origin are widespread and varied. One
good legend is the one that FA's tell
freshmen. . . that the beams are remnants of
football stands that used to stand on the
dustbowl way back when it was BC's
gridiron. Our personal favorite is the one
that supposes that the girders were the
beginnings of the new basketball arena
before university officials realized that the
space between Carney and McGuinn was
too small, and moved construction down to
lower campus.
Actually though, the three green beams
are part of a sculpture created by a student
back in the seventies for an honors thesis.
According to our sources, the sculpture
originally included a number of pieces of
wood which encircled the beams. The
sculpture, created by then senior Walter
Stanish, was meant to depict the contrast
between the natural and the mechanical.
The beams were also implanted to point
toward a specific place: China. Apparently
Walter intended that anyone looking at his
sculpture should imagine the beams running
all the way through the earth and emerging

because the only people who bothered to
write were from the band. . curious. We
have received no complaints, written or
verbal, from non-band members. . again
curious. I'm sure band members put time
into their organization, but so do thousands
of other students in other organizations. As
far as your size and visibility goes. . who
cares? Just because groups like Student
Admissions, PULSE, MASSpirg ICBC, OLA, ,
Dramatics Society, etc. don't march around on
a field in uniforms does not mean they are
any less dedicated than the band. Obviously
you guys are quite insecure about your
abilities or you wouldn't have felt the need
to write in. I personally know many band
members, past and present, who agree that
the group has potential that is not being
recognized. Maybe if those in charge
would, as you say, wake up and smell the
coffee then the band could function at its
fullest potential. Before I close, you accuse
us of ignorance but you yourself display
incredible ignorance with the content of
your letter. You seem to think that my
writers and I slap this section together in
ten minutes. If that's the case buddy, you're
wrong. Just doing the Review Section takes
as many hours as a regular job, without
pay or academic credit. I don't want to
shock you. but just because I don't blow a
horn or bang a drum does not mean I don't
contribute. Any time you want to switch
places, give me a call. . I'd like to have a
shot at going to Ireland free like all of you
guys are.

GRAPEVINE No. 1

somewhere

statement in a report

Ones

Apparently you do speak for all of the
other groups we've supposedly offended

to.

week who was rather despondant about the BC
Band. Though our beloved Screaming Eagles may
not be perfect, without them in the stands and on

this

of the Voting
f*"ed!

is seriously

What really "blows" here is the smart-ass
of your letter and your cocky attitude.
If you want furry creatures and fuzzy
friends then read Holly Hobb\' Digest or Barbie
Magazine if your brain can handle it. Dear
John will no longer be used as a vanity
piece for a token few to feed their egos on
each week. 1 suspect, from the nature of
your letter, that you are somehow tied to
the old Dear John, so I'll take your
criticisms with a grain of salt. Incidentally,
experts agree that the use of profanity
indicates a lack of vocabulary
skills. . something I'm sure you can relate

WHO
WHO
KNOWS?
CARES?
Dear Who Knows, Who Cares,
What the hell are those three green girders
sticking up out of the ground in front of Carney?
Are they some sort of modern art or art they
religious artifacts left by some ancient civilization?
Art Lo\'ei

-One

of humor

tone

Dear Gimp.
My sources seem to confirm your
findings as well. You also neglected to
mention a few things about the
cheerleading squad that I think people
should know. In addition to cheering at
games, our squad, one of the best around,
spends hours in practice each week. They
have no coach (only the dedicated
advisement of Sherman Rosser) and operate
on a tiny budget, but still manage to look
great and make BC proud each week, not
to mention other groups, like Campus
School, which the cheerleaders have helped.
Hair Color Aside, John still thinks you guys
deserve a lot of credit!

to

sense

Dear Friend,

-The Gimp

Dear John,
Tins is a response

your

This letter was longer but, because of
space limitations, it was edited down.

One expectancy: Aftfr two to four long
years together, it seems many of our senior
couples are getting restless. Is it my
imagination or has the status changed
between: T.M. and CD., T.N. and P.8.,
E.M. and K.W, S.K. and S.V., B.C. and J.N.
One musical item: Apparently, the new thing is
to have live entertainment at Mod parties. . those
getting raves include L.y. and P. Are we
witnessing perhaps the "stars of the future?'

One governmental thought: Our present executive
doesn't sum to be looking for a first lady.
Although seen at many parties, he is never in the
company of a recurring female. However, political
scandals are never hard to find... for former
presidential candidate 8.R., breaking hearts seems
to be a
favorite pasttime. Just remember, if you ever
to
decide run for office again, better ditch that
skeleton in your closet.

;

Dear John,
Don't corrupt the

Dear Not Amused,
Ooooh. Biblical comparisons. . remember,
you said it first! To begin with, think back
to the early days of Dear John... it was no
innocent lamb of a column. You must also
remember that we are not trying to imitate
the old John. Yes, the column is abrasive,
but it never claimed to be anything but.
Also, with the possible exception of the bit
on the FULL TIME cafeteria employees,
none of what went in last week was

Ok kids, that's all for now. . . hope you
enjoyed it! Until next week. . . keep your
eyes and ears peeled, you never know
when the two Grapevine gossip hounds

will be

in

your midst!

j

question.

Dear Sax.
Your point is well taken, but it also a
grim view of BC students. I mean? let's face
it, this is a football game not the ballet.
What would you like them to do, sit back
and quietly reflect about the game? Also,
don't be so quick to put the whole blame
on BC students. Look around next game,
there are more than a few adults, alumni,
and non-BC students roaming around in
drunken stupors and causing trouble.

!

answering John's letters this week because I
feel it is my responsibility to respond to
them. As I've said before, answering letters
to this column is a collaborative effort of
which I am not a part (and yes, these are
real letters from readers, the writers do not
make them up). As the section editor,
however. I could have cut any of the
responses that offended people during these
past few weeks. Because I chose not to, I
will answer the following letters in which
my judgement is what is actually in

\u25a0Good Sax

done . in your lifetime. I think you need a course
in creative journalism and your editor needs a
course in editing if he is so willing to print the
trash that comes out of your head
I can't see how anyone could find such
journalism amusing and I know you have lost
Zoo+ readers. Why don't you wake up ami smell
the coffee?

j
j

]

Well, it appears that the honeymoon is
over in of Johnville. I (Ron Hebshie,
Review Editor) am going against policy and

opponents.

week. . .eclipses the 10 minutes (if thai) you must
spend on your crude responses.
In fact, the BC Marching Band does more
for
BC in one performance than you have ever
.

Dear John

the field, our stadium would be filled only with the
foul jeers that emulate from the student section.
The Screaming Eagles provide a necessan,' contrast
to the uncultured heathens who would rather
scream their "profound" vulgarities at our
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LENO PROVES SELF
Leno spent the final portion of the show

Continued from page 21

joking with his audience, asking their
majors and what they planed on doing
after school. "Oh, your a communications
major. What do you do, work with push

jokes delivered were new
stale
material seen before on late
ones,
night television. Those lines that had
already been heard were still enjoyable the
second time around.
Most of the
not

I

button telephones and control the treble on

things?"

master entertainer and

In all Leno put on an excellent show,
definitely giving the audience their moneys
worth. Having never seen Leno for more
than a few minutes at a time, it was a
pleasure to watch him perform non-stop
delivering a seemingly endless barrage of

comedy.
Jay Leno certainly showed himself

to

proved his
worthiness in being considered by many
be one of country's funniest people.

be a

f'THE

DINING ROOM"
Robsham Theatre

To understand the art

of management, learn
from the masters:
Bentley s Master of
Business Administration.

ga

vg£
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A play by A.R. Gurney, Jr.
Directed by Boston College
Senior Wayne Wilderson

JW

J\

OCTOBER 16&17

CALL 552-4800 or 552-4609 FOR INFO.

Bentley College's Master of Business Administration is
men and women who aspire to general
management positions further develop these capabilities.
The MBA program approaches management as an art?
the art of acting in the here and now to develop coherent,
pragmatic strategies for responding to market challenges
and opportunities; to lead others in adapting to and
developing new technologies; and to induce others to give
their best efforts in a cooperative pursuit of organizational
goals.
Paint a brighter future for your career with a Bentley
MBA For further information,

designed to help
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BC seeks degree nominations
School; Michael R. Franco, Communications; Albert F. Hanwell,
Graduate School of Social Work;
Richard P. Jefferson, Esq., Affirmative
Action; Marc Landy, Political
Science; James G. McGahay,
Development; Mary L. Pekarski,
O'Neill Library, Daniel J. Shine, S.J.,
Philosophy; Francis Sweeney, S.J.,
English.
In addition to these committee
members, UGBC has selected Derek
Evans and Suzanne Muscato as student members of the committee.

Members of the Boston College
community are being asked once
again to help decide who will
receive honorary degrees from the
University at the Commencement
exercises in May.
A committee under the chairmanship of Senior Vice President, Dr.
James P. Mclntyre, will be accepting

Nursing Assistants/

Orderlies

We currently have full and part-time positions on all

nominations for honorary degree
candidates through October 21.
The Committee includes the
following faculty members and adminstrators: ScottT FitzGibbon, Law

?

?

I?

'

-"~
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shifts.
Earn $7-$7.50/hr. on weekends (depending on
experience)
Special weekend orientations
Accessible by public transportation
Flexible hours
If you're interested in learning more about our facility
and these positions, please call Karen M. Gray, RN,
Nursing Personnel Coordinator, 99 Chestnut Hill Aye.,
Boston, MA Q2135; 787-3390, ext. 275. EOE.
?

I SHING GARDEN

?
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FAST FOOD

TAKE OUT SERVICE

&

WE DELIVER
2.5 Mile Radius

$2.50 Delivery Charge

?

Tel: 566-2275

566-6217

Delivery Hours: 6:oopm
554 Chestnut Hill

-

Mon.-Thurs. IZpm-10pm
Fri. & Sat. IZpm-11pm
Sunday spm-10pm

Aye.

Cleveland Circle
Brighton, MA 01155
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Boston College in collaboration
with the Museum ofAfro-Amercian
History will present the fourth
Blacks in Boston Conference on Oc
tober 12 and 13, 1987.
This year's theme will focus upon
the quest for quality education for
Black children, spanning well over
one-hundred years. The legal battles
for equality and access initiated by
Black students and parents will be
presented and discussed, notably
the Sarah C. Roberts case of 1849
and the Tullulah Morgan case of
1974.
the first day of the Conference will
be held at the Boston College Law
School. At this session the keynote
speaker is John Hope Franklin, a
reknown historian.
The "Boston College Griot
Award," scheduled to take place at
8:00 pm, will also be presented to
a local layman who has been active
in collecting and preserving the
history of Blacks in Greater Boston.
The second day of the Conference
will be held at the African Meeting
which was used as the first
school for Black students. It is at this
session that Thomas Atkins, former
legal counsel for the plaintiffs in
the Tullulah Morgan case, is a guest
speaker.
In addition to these highlighted
events we are holding selected
seminars dealing with Black Education in the 1850s, education at the
Turn of the Century, The Condition
of Education in the Early 1960's and
Education in the 1940s and 19505.
Boston College is quite proud to
offer this year's conference to The
Greater Boston community and feels
privileged to work with the Museum
of Afro-American History as they
celebrate the reopening of the
African Meeting House.
Everyone should make a special
effort to attend one or both sessions
as this year's Conference promises
to be most informative.

Center in
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opportunity
we are an equal

Dr. Mclntyre said that persons
nominated to receive honorary
degrees should be chosen from a
variety ofwalks of life, e.g., scholarship, the arts, religion, government,
business.
In the majority of cases, individuals recommended should
possess some quality that makes it
particularly appropriatethat they be
honored by Boston College. In all
they
cases,
should
have
demonstrated a record of accomplishment consonant with the
ideals Boston College entertains for
itself and for the careers of its
students.
In order to help the Committee
with the process of selecting the
nominations that will be forwarded
to the President and the Board of
Trustees, it is important that all
recommendations made to the
Committee be accompanied by a
description of the nominee's
qualifications and, where possible,
other supporting documentation.
Nominations may be sent to Dr.
Mclntyre at either Hopkins House
or Brock House, or to any member
of the Committee.

presents
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"Diverse Opportunities in a
Career"
by Francis Thorne
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Gasson Honors Lounge
Friday, October 16
4:00

mn

I

die He/g/zrs

Police Blot er

Saturday, Septemberl9
am:
Traffic problem, gate run1:05
ner at Main Gate.
2:21 am: Medical assistance Comm.
Aye., unknown substance sprayed
into person's eye.
2:31 am: Alcohol confiscation,
Edmonds.
3:48 am: Medical assistance, Welch
Hall, alcohol poisoning.
3:52 am:

Recovered

property.

5:06 am: Attempted larceny at construction site.
7:14 am: Fire alarm O'Neill Library,
faulty smoke detector replaced.
1:26 pm: Recovered property, Walsh
Hall.
1:39 pm: Larceny reported Edmonds
Hall.
7:59 pm: Medical assistance, Edmonds, injured knee.
8:40 pm: Alcohol confiscated.
9:07 pm: Suspicious circumstances
investigated, nothing found.
Sunday, September 20
12:25 am: Alcohol confiscated,
CLX.
1:21 am: Missing person reported,
found later in PM.
1:07 am: Larceny reported in Mods.
1:32 am: Vandalism reported to a
motor

29
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11:53 pm: Fire alarm, Hillsides C,
smoke detector activated by cooking smoke.

Friday, September 25
12:46 am: Arrest of Donal Moylan,
54 Hobart St., Newton; for assault

2:42 am: Suspicious person investigated in St. Ignatius lot.
3:32 am: Fire alarm, Walsh, pull station activated.

report in

Saturday, September 26
12:40 am: Report of vandalism,
Campion Hall.
1:14 am: Alcohol confiscated in

C& D.

Claver.
1:26 am: Medical assistance, in
Mods, for alcohol abuse.
1:40 am: Medical assistance,
soreness in side of face.
2:53 am: Suspicious person investigated in St. Ignatius lot.

Clinical Coordinator

11;20 am: Motor vehicle accident
Commuter lot.
12:51 am: Suspicious circumstances
investigated in Hillsides A & B.
8:07 pm: Students without IDs.

and battery.
5:30 pm: Alcohol confiscated in
Walsh.
8:03 pm: Alcohol confiscated in
Walsh.
8:23 pm: Students without IDs.
8:40 pm: Alcohol confiscated in
Edmonds.
9:12 pm: Students without IDs.
10:25 pm: Alcohol confiscated in
Roncalli.
11:32 pm: Medical assistance. Person transported by Newton Rescue
to hospital with larceration.
11:40 pm: Larceny report from
O'Connell House.

I

Evening RN

3:45 am: Larceny Yeport 66 Comm.
Aye.

Full or part time, partial shifts available, 2-5 days per
week, Monday-Friday.

RNs/LPNs
Nursing Assistants/
Students

10:07 pm: Larceny report, O'Connell House.
10:55 pm: Alcohol confiscated
Hillsides C & D.
11:30 pm: Medical assistance, heal
injury, Sullivan Stadium.
11:52 pm: Report of person hit by a
car on Beacon St.

We have the salaries and staffing

patterns that can't be beat!!
We offer part time, per diem, and split shift positions.
Options include:
?
16 hours pay for 12 hours work
? 36 hours pay for 24 hours
work
?
15% increase in pay in lieu of our excellent
benefits package
We are convenient to the Green Line and the Harvard
Street Bus Line with free parking.

Sunday, September 27
12:45 am: Report of students
without IDs.
1:00 am: Doors secured in Hillsides
1:22 am: Suspicious person in-

Give us a ca11...

vestigated on Newton Campus.
1:25 am: Alcohol confiscated in St.
Ignatius lot.
1:37 am: Alcohol confiscated in St.
Ignatius lot.
1:50 am: Report of motorvehicle accident by Walsh Hall.
2:10 am: Report of alcohol confiscation, Cushing Hall.

You won't be disappointed
Mrs. Crowley, Director of Nursing at
731-1050

Park

M
irt
Marion

_

«?

Nursing
wGntfG
_

TTTTZ
99 Park Street

Brookline, MA 02146

( 617> 731-1050
Affiliated with The Faulkner Hospital
An equal opportunity employer

vehicle.

2:33 am: Report of harrisment.
3:04 am: Fire alarm, Edmonds. Pull
station activated.
3:08 am: Fire alarm, Cushing. Pull

Pre-Lavc Juniors and Seniors

wrong room.
3:46 am: Report of a person tampering with fire equipment.
3:48 am: Fire alarm, Edmonds. No
cause found.
2:42 pm: Report of illegal dumping
upper campus.

will offer

station activated.
3:08 am: Suspicious circumstances
investigated. Person sleeping in

Monday, September 21
12:15 am: Report of lost department
equipment.
8:47 am: Fire alarm, Bapst Library.
Water box caused alarm.
4:00 pm: Larceny reported in Mods.
5:55 pm: Suspicious person investigated in Hardy Hall.
6:29 pm: Report of motor vehicle accident in Edmonds lot.
8:00 pm: Suspicious circumstances
investigated in Welch.

Tuesday, October 6

Dean Carol Hurd Green

ami repeated

a

Workshop

Wednesday, October 14

on

m

Developing Personal
Statements

The McMahon

Conference Room
Gasson 105
at

All are welcome!

3:30 PM

Tuesday, September 22
10:34 am: Fire alarm, O'Connell
House. Steam from shower set off
alarm.
6:59 pm: Medical report, Shea Field,
injured knee.
9:09 pm:Medical assistance,
chemical sprayed into employee's
eyes.

9:25 pm: Fire alarm, Hillsides
C & D. Alarm caused by cooking
smoke.
Wednesday, September 23
1:17 am: Arrest of Charles Crowley,
3 Webster St., Chelsea; and Timothy
Spinelli, 12 Gilooly Rd., Revere.
Breaking & Entering of a motor vehicle in the Commuter lot.
11:07 pm: Fire alarm in Hillsides
C & D, pot found burning on stove.
Smoke cleared.
11:58 Fire alarm Hillsides A & B,
poor cooking procedures caused
alarm.
8:30 pm: Report of ticket scalping
at Roberts Center.
Thursday, September 24
12:08 am: Responded to report of
suspicious persons near Barat
House. Suspects fled leaving their
beer behind.
1:34 pm: Larceny report, from
Williams.
3:00 pm: Larceny report, from
Walsh.
3:09 pm: Fire alarm, Walsh. Cooking smoke found to be cause.
9:45 pm: Report of students' without
ID's, Walsh.
10:06pm: Noise complaint from the
neighborhood, band playing late.
10:57 pm: Suspicious persons in-

vestigated at St. Mary's Hall.

An education for those who can't look the other way.
I
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If you gain satisfaction
from reaching out and
helping others, Northeastcrn University has a special
place for you. At BostonBouve Collegeof Human
DevelopmentProfessions
you can learn to assist
others realize theirfull
potential.
Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time and
full-time basis and combine
classroom theorywith
practical, hands-on
experience.
Call (617) 437-2708 or write
tO US at 106 Dockser Hall,

Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.
Master of Education
Programs
Counseling
Consulting Teacher of
Reading
Curriculum and
Instruction
Educational Research
Human Development
"Rehabilitation
Administration
Special Education
Master ofScience
Programs
Counseling Psychology
.

?

?

?

?

?

Exercise Sciences
Athletic Training
Biomechanics
Clinical Exercise Physiology
Physical Education
Recreation, Sport &
Fitness Management
RehabilitationCounseling
?Speech-Language
Pathology & Audiology
Nondegree Certification
Programs
"Counseling
mm
Elementary & Secondary
School Teacher Preparation |J#
Special Education

?

*

?

?

?

?

Boston-Bouve
College
6

Hotikeailem
y^g^

An equal opportunity/affiimative
action university.

.
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Classified

Help Wanted
We're Investext, a leading (we've
heard) publisher of electronic
databases. We publish a heavilyindexed database if financial
research written by investment
bankers (the guys who have the
money, like Ivan Boesky.)
We currently are in desperate
need of data entry people to do
keyboard editing. A typing speed of
45-50 WPM is required. We will
train on the CRT.
We offer flexible hours among our
three (night, day and weekend)
shifts. Our casual office is a stone's
throw (provided you have a good
arm) away from South Station.
If interested, please contact Sheila
Hopkins or David Goodridge at
350-4044 ext. 382.
Responsible, experienced nonsmoker needed for a 6 year old on
Tuesdaysfrom 3 8 pm in Newton.
Call 244-8888. Hourly fee.
_

-

Mother's helper wanted 3 4
nights/week 5-8 pm. Brookline
family close to BC. Call 232J912,
-

Office help wanted for Newton law
firm. Good typing neccesary. Flexible hours. Call Susan at 965-3500.
Field Staff Committee for Right to
Housing seeks part-time petitioners
for social justice issue. Make a difference and earn $6/hour. Call
523-7625.

Help wanted seeking students with
own vehicle to deliver pizzas. Wage
package 8 to 10 dollars per hour.
Flexible hours. Apply at Pizza
Wheel or call 254-2022 after 6pm.
Ask for Larry or Frank.
Warm, fun-loving, reliable babysitter needed for one afternoon per
weekfor 3 and 6 year old boys. Near
T in Newton. Commuter preferred
but not necessary. 965-5235.
Wanted: Affectionate person to
BABYSIT for 11 month old boy.
Thursdays 2 or 3pm until 6 pm, and
at other times (eg. evenings) depending on your schedule. We're near
the T. Salary $4.50 5.00/hr. depending on experience. Call Robin,
277-8019 until 9:30 pm. If I'm not
there, leave your name and number.
Homeworkers Wanted! Top Pay! C.I.
121 24th Aye., NW. Suite 222. Norman, OK 73069.
-

Babysitter who knows sign
language flexible hours mostly
afternoons. Call evenings 527-1818.
Part-time sitter wanted for 4 month
old infant in Brookline. Flexible
daytime hours & salary. Close to
MBTA. Definite experience & Babysitter flexible hours call evenreferences required. No smoking. ings 527-1818.
Call 738-6880.
-

-

-

Light Housekeeping laundry, start
dinner, and other household chores,
supervise homework for 2 boys 10
and 14 years old. 3 blocks from campus, 3:30 6:30 pm, MOnday and
Wednesday. $6/hr. Call 734-9026.
Babysitting 11 month old girl
$5/hour, 1 4 pm one afternoon per
week with additional day or eyeing

sitting possible. 3 blocks from campus 566-6444.

Travel Field Opportunity Gain
valuable marketing experience
while earning money. Campus
representatives needed immediately for spring break trips to Florida.
Call Campus Marketing at

-

-

1-800-282-6221.

Take
XI
these courses
and earn enough
credit
to fly to Europe
free.
Boston
New York

Washington

Fly 10 times on The Pan Am Shuttle and go to Europefree.
SM

\

Introducing our new Student Break SM program. Students who fly The Pan Am
Shuttle between New York, Boston, and Washington can earn credits for a free
roundtrip standby ticket to Europe on Pan Am. Just fill out this coupon, send it to us
and you'reregistered for free. Once.you're registered fly just 10 times between
Sept. 1 and June 30,1988 and you'll earn your free ticket to Europe or anywhere in
the U. S. Pan Am flies. And what's more, if you fly just 5 times you' 11 earn a free
roundtrip ticket on The Pan Am Shuttle .t

$45 studentfare.

And remember our student fare. Students only pay $45.00 one way. Our student
fare is goodfor travel Monday-Friday 10:30am-2:30pm and from 7:3opm till 9:3opm.
All day on Saturday and until 2:3opm on Sundays.
I

For automatic enrollment, clip this coupon and
send it to:
Pan Am Shuttle Student Break
RO Box 90
mit town

'

'

Y

Name

?

Street

Q

State

zip

school.
Home address

social security #

,
10/05 BC

_

%ThePanAmShuttktnakesheasieronyou\
Free European/U.S. standby travel is valid only on Pan Am. Monday-Thursday, effective May 15. 1988 until September 15. 1988 when all travel must be completed. Free Shuttle ticket can be used July I-December 31. 1988. Schedules
and prices subject to change without notice. Only students
years of age are eligible for Student Break program. Proofof age required. Not combinable with other promotions, discounts or travel awards. Other restrictions apply.
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A Kelly job
fits your class
schedule

i

News writers join in the fun.
Join the Heights News staff.
All the news that's fit to print!

If you're a busy college student or anybody with a tight schedule, a Kelly job can help you solve
your financial concerns. We have a wide variety ofclerical and non-clerical jobs available,and
we can arrange a work schedule that will easilyfit into your lifestyle.Assignments are available
in the following areas:

Receptionists
Data Entry
light Industrial

We can offer competitive pay, merit increases, paid vacations and holidays, and bonuses. For
more details, call the Kelly office closest to you.
Andover
6834660 Lowell
458-2279
Braintree
848-2392 Marlboro
481-8820
272-4042 Norwood
384-0303
Burlington
876-6400 Reading
9444380
Cambridge
262-5385 Saugus
Copley
231-3480
Downtown
482-8833 Waltfaam
890-1199
rnuningham
875-3595 Worcester
753-2952

KLLYfe

BOSTON COLLEGE
STUDENT JUDICIAL BOARD

j

Secretaries

Word Processors
Typists

Sundays at 7:00 pm
McElroy 113

~r

SERVICES

Ilot an agency; never a fee An Equal Opportunity Employer M/r/H
U.S. taw requires all applicants to show proof of identity and right to work in the U.S.
\u25a0

FRESHMAN APPLICA TIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN THE
OFFICE OF THE DEAN FOR
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
OR
STOP BY THE SJB TABLE
ON THE DUSTBOWL
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, / /
/
-

APPLICATIONS DUE BY
OCTOBER 15, 1987
\u25a0
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Every Friday
3 PM

-

8 PM

'

""O

23 Yawkey Way
O

ON
FIRST

Across from

Fenway Park

The Hottest Afternoon College Party In The Otyu
?
?

?
?

Cape Cod sing-along with "The Kris Whales Show"
Weekly Competition Between Schools

GRAND PRIZE FREE PARTY AT WHO'S ON FIRST
Awsome Tree Buffet between 3:30 pm and 5:30 pm
Dancing with DJ Michael Lynch
An MJL/Jon Kjersgard Production
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Eagle's Eye
of Boston College
for the week of October 5, 1987
ID. Sponsored by lIGBC.

6-9
pm, O'Connell House
6
and enjoy a warm
cevening at school after a
Union Meeting
\a
warm weekend at home. $1 in
5:30 pm, Lyons 407
p
McLaughlin
Sponsored by O'Con(Carolyn
558-9148). points.
nnell House Staff. x 4310.
Spaghetti Dinner
Murray
House
5:30 pm,
All the pasta, salad, bread,
and soda you can eat for $2.
Coffeehouse
(Maryann McCormack 8460) McElroy
Jj
*6 8 pm, McElroy Cafe
Black Forum Meeting
"With Open Arms"
6:30 pm, Gasson 306
*
Freshman Representatives will 6:30 8 pm, Barat House
be expected to present their Ist floor, Newton
platforms. All members should "Everything you ever
to know about
attend. Pizza and sodas will wanted
Jj
opposite
the
sex...
be served. All welcome (Donwere
but
t
afraid
to ask"
na Graham 3509).
pm,
Hardey
7
Main Lounge
Rat Suitcase Party
Dating/relationship workshop
9 pm, The Rat
Murphy 558-9715).
v
UGBC sponsored event for (Sue
C
House
those 21 or over, $3 cover Open
charge. (Larie Mott 552-4650). 8 pm, Barat House

(
Student
s
call Michael Christian Graduate
All Week: As part of AIDS should
go
/
232-5546
and/or
to
Association Council
Awareness Week the cat

'

<

I

I

i

-

x

x

Tuesday

-

?

x

5 pm, Roncalli Lounge.
This is an educational overview of the growth of
residence life at Boston College. (John Husk, 558-8523).

Radio Drama, WZBC

5:30 pm
The award winning BC Radio
Theater's live radio drama
about Boston College airs
tonight on WZBC 9C3 FM.
Students wishing to audition

'

i i

\u25a0

i I
<

x

-

I

Friday

f

Boston College
Student Judicial Board

11 am 2 pm, Dustbowl
Freshmen pick up applications now in McElroy 233.
Deadline is October 15. (Mike
-

Ryan, 552-3470).

AIDS: Beyond Fear

12:15-1:30 pm, McGuinn
3rd Floor Lounge
The Health Services is sponsoring this film and speaker, Dr.
Arnold Mazur. (June Leeming,
552-3216).

pm, Mod 36A
7:30
1
Free.
This
is a 20 minute film
f
giving
c
the patient's view.
Nemec,
558-9275).
(
(Heidi

"Gallipoli"
"

c8 pm,

Greycliff Hall

2051
Commonwealth Aye.
2
This
event is FREE, including
1
the
t popcorn! (Heather Wain\wright, 783
6358).

Grad Attitude Adjustment
Hour
-

don Debate

<

8j pm, Roberts Center
[
Debate
on CIA Recruitment
con Campus. $2 with BC. ID.

c without. Sponsored by the
$3
tUGBC (Geoff Smith 552-4650)

| Catholic Mass
f lO pm, Manresa House

188 Beacon Street
(Fr. Paul Carrier, S.J. 8440).

Sophomore Parents
Weekend

Thursday Oct 15

-

-.

x

"Is the 'New EconPost Game Cooldown omics' out of Date?
After game Murray House The Kennedy Council
Enjoy free refreshments. After 25 Years"

Thursday

\u25a0

_

Lecture
10:30 am, Gasson 100

(Maryann

x8460).

McCormack

Sunday

4:30 pm

McGuinn Auditorium
Featuring Prof. Robert M.
Solow of MIT. Part of the
Bourneuf Lectures, spkonsored by the Department of
?Economics (x3670).

I

x

Monday

x

558-9205).

Open to those 21 years or
older, cover charge with BC.

Catholic Mass

lO pm, St. Joseph's Chapel
(Fr. Paul Carrier, S.J. 8440).

12
>

Career/Life Planning
Band at the Rat

"The Faith of the Ages
and the New Interest
in Myth"

8 pm, McGuinn Auditorium
Featuring
Dr. Johann Baptist
Weekend
Metz. Part of the Ist Annual
Catholic Mass
9:30 pm, St. Mary's Chapel Joseph Gregory McCarthy
followed by coffee and Theology Lectures. Sponsored
donuts in Gasson 100 (x4765) by the Theology Department
(Robert Daly, S.J. 8490).

Sophomore Parents

Consul General of Japan,
Minour Tamba, will speak and
answer questions. Mr. Tamba
will also be address faculty
and students at 4:14 pm in Higgins Auditorium. (Katharine
"
Hastings, 3260).

Cookout/Barbeque
5:30 pm, O'Connell House

x

4 7 pm, Lyons
Post-game reception
$5/person. (Alumni Office
X4756).

lO pm, Manresa House
188 Beacon Street. (Fr. Paul
(Carrier, S.J. 8440).

sth Floor Lounge.
Sponsored by Professional
Development
Programs,
x8532.
U.S./Japanese Relations

x

Intercultural Cafe
.6-8 pm, McElroy Cate

?io

Catholic
Mass
,

:

-

Saturday

/

of

lO ami pm, Devlin 103
Sponsored by GUARDD
Governor 8t Universities Actively Reducing Drunk Driving.
(Shelagh Kelly 3470).

x

-

>
Hoffman/G. GorAbby

Wednesday Oct 14

Students at Risk:
Adult Children
Alcoholics

4 7 pm, Lyons Rathskeller
Meet and socialize with
graduate students from all
departments. (John Piatelli
3504).

t i

A Perspective in Film

>

10:30 am -12 noon
Career Center, 38 Comm. Aye
(552-3430)

Sponsoredby the Irish Society.
$1 charge. (Tracy Reagan,

x

-

f 9-12 noon, McGuinn Hall

Information Fair

A Conversation with
Bob Capablo

T
The
Waltham PhilharCatholic Mass
77 pm, Putnam House,
1
Campus
Newton
10 pm, St. Joseph's Chapel rmonic Orchestra
8 lO pm, Gasson 100
Dr.
C Michelle Harrison will in- (Fr. Paul Carrier, S.J., 8440)
ii
participant
step
on a
s
struct
"Does Western Chrisby
t step program to alleviate
tianity Have a Future?"
the
t effects of PMS. Sponsored
8 pm, McGuinn Auditorium
kby the Women's Resource
Featuring Dr. Johann Baptist
Committee,
C
Alumni Office.
-Metz. Sponsored by the
E
Enrollment
is $20. Please call
Department
k Theology
xX4700.
S.J.
x8490 or
Daly,
(Robert
>AIDS Awareness
Doyle
3882).
Joan

Presentation on AIDS:
-Workplace Issues

A & S Career

4 7 pm, Lyons Cafeteria
A & S alumni from over 30
fields will speak with students
about their careers. Sponsored by the Career Center
(Janet Costa 3430).

"

;

'

i

I 1

<

?

"Pre-Menstrual
<
Syndrome"

~

;

i i
i

<

|

|

I

x

x

I i I

?

<

6:30 8 pm, Barat House
1 Ist Floor, Newton Campus
A six-week intoduction to the
I faith of the Catholics for the
curious, the rusty, and the well
informed. Sponsored by the
Pro Life Meeting
University Chaplaincy (Kerry
4.30 pm, Gasson 307.
Moloney, 3475).
year
meeting
of the
The first
shocking
Mock Interviews
will feature the very
and informative movie "Silent 7 pm, Gasson Honors
Scream," the much talked Library
about film that revolutionized Recruiters will be coming on
the abortion controversy. campus in an open atNew members are welcome, mosphere. There will be four
Aids Awareness Movie -ifirms in attendance. (Stephen
7, 8:30, lO pm, Walsh 6th Cooper, 558-9176).
Floor lounge.
"Everything you
Sponsored by Walsh Aids wanted
to Know about
i
(Sue
sex...
opposite
Committee
Awareness
the
Bitterli, 558-5903).
but were afraid to ask"
Amnesty International 7 pm, Duchesne Hall
Sponsored by Residence Life
7 pm, Gasson 205.
Budke, 558-9667).
video,
(Kirn
planning
Showing of a
writing
upcoming events and
"A Wider Perspective
urgent action letters a letter on AIDS"
could save a life! (Liz Nelson 7:30 pm
Robsham Theater
969-6388.)
The UGBC and the BC AIDS
Womynfire Meeting
Education Committee are
pm,
Library
O'Neill
sth
7
sponsoring
a panel presentaStudy
Room.
Floor
experts on the
by
tion
four
Come and discuss issues of inAIDS,
topic
including
of
a legal
terest to women. (Tracey
expert and the State EpiderBellavance, 536-8019)
miologist/Director of Mass,
Joyce Carol Oates
Robsham Theatre Arts Center for Disease Control,
followed by a question and
Center.
Humanities Series (552-3739). answer session. (Joan
Acorace x3060 or Judith
Catholic Mass
Douglas
3280).
lO pm, St. Joseph's Chapel.
Catholic Mass
(Fr. Paul Carrier, S.J. 8440).
10 pm, Barat House
Newton Campus.
(Paul Carrier, S.J., 552 8440).

77 pm, Lyons Hall 301
The
NAACP is sponsoring a
T
cdiscussion on friendship betvween people of different
t
(Gabrielle
backgrounds.
FHamilton, 532-3238).

I

"With Open Arms"

_

~

<

j

Monday

x

"Inter-racial Relations"
"

?

?

i

\
Want
to get involved in a winning campaign? Call Brenda
Hustis 558-8641.

x

<

-

<6 pm, place TBA.
<Organizational
meeting.

Tuesday Oct 13

.

<

j
President

46- 8 pm, McElroy Cafe
coffees, desserts and
E
Exotic
fhors
d'oeuvres with music
f
from
around the world meal
ppoints. (Kenneth S. Go, 558----9156
or 8005).
<

\u25a0

x

x

|
Cafe
Intercultural

:

?

i

8 pm, McElroy Cafe
Free
F entertainment featuring
fRon Domingo. Sponsored by
(ODSD
(Maureen
/ Greg Yoch, 552Costello
(
4822 or 3480).
j
Students
for Dole for
(6

6$ pm, Hovey House.
pAll graduate departments
s
should
be sure they have
on the council.
representation
r<
Mehallow,
3504).
(Bob
(

<

Coffeehouse
McElroy
I

j i

McElroy 107 at 5:30 pm

School of Nursing is offering
private consultations to address individual questions
regarding AIDS. For information, call Margaret Murphy
x4250. Also Bapst Library will
have a special exhibit which
will include an interactive
video system ("talking terminal") providing information
about the disease Sponsored
by the Boston College
Libraries.

cCome

Fine Arts

;

Programming

-

Catholic Mass

IO pm, St. Joseph's Chapel
(Fr. Paul Carrier, S.J. 8440).

"Decafe"

x

x

Friday Oct 16

"Children of a Lesser
God"
7:30 & lO pm, McGuinn
Free w/BC. ID. Will also be
shown on Saturday and Sunday nights.(Meg Fitzpatrick or
Joe Kolinski x334A

To list your event in Eagle's Eye, contact the Office of the Dean for Student Development in McElroy 141 at 552-3480.
All entries must be written and submitted by Wednesdays at noon.

